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1. Aussie Stem Stars: Suzy Urbaniak: Volcano Hunter And Steam 
Warrior (Cristy Burne)                                               $15.99     $12.79
Aussie STEM Stars is an inspiring children’s series that celebrates Australia’s experts in Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics. Suzy Urbaniak is a limbo-dancer, a crepe-baker, a 
risk-taker and a question-asker. Winner of the 2016 Prime Minister’s Prize for her out-of-the-
box teaching, Suzy is all about passion, innovation, and doing things your own way. Because 
life is what’s out there, in #therealclassroom Biography-Geoscientist-Science-Teaching For all 
books in this series type AUSSIE STEM STARS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

2. Be Brave Maple Mehta-Cohen! (Kate Mcgovern)  $14.99    $11.99
Maple Mehta-Cohen has a secret: she can’t read very well. Words on the page just don’t make 
sense. Despite all her clever tricks to hide her troubles with reading, her teacher is on to her, and 
now she has to repeat a whole year of school. But on her first day back, Maple tells a lie about 
why she’s there - a lie that soon spirals out of control... Will Maple find the courage to tell the 
truth before someone gets hurt? And can she find a way to love herself and her brain, just the 
way she is?. Age 9+ Dyslexia-Friendship-School Stories-Dyslexic Friendly

3. Bear And Duck Are Friends (Sue Degennaro)  $20.99   $16.79
Bear and Duck are best friends, but they are very different. Duck likes to try new things, and Bear 
... well, Bear likes not to.  When Duck needs a friend for her dance class, Bear reluctantly agrees. 
Bear’s big size causes problems at first, but he soon discovers that he might just be a very good 
dancer.  Bear and Duck is a story about friendship, confidence, and overcoming the fear of 
trying new things. Feelings/Emotions-Anxiety-Fear-Confidence-Friendship

4. Below (David Hill)    $17.99     $14.39
When Liam dares his classmate Imogen to come on a forbidden tour of the railway tunnel 
being drilled through a nearby mountain, he hopes she’ll quit protesting about it damaging 
the environment - his dad is an engineer working on the tunnel, after all. Just as they reach the 
huge tunnelling machine everything goes horribly wrong. When the rocks stop falling and the 
dust settles, they are trapped, kilometres below ground, in the dark. Water is trickling in and 
beginning to rise. And nobody knows where they are. Can they stop arguing and start working 
together to escape before time runs out? Age 9+ Adventure-Survival-Environmental Issues-
Engineering-Teamwork

5. Bin Chicken’s Eggcellent Easter 
(Kate Temple And Ronojoy Ghosh)                   $18.99   $15.19
Following her beak, on long gangly legs, Ibis spies something shiny—glittering eggs! But there’s 
kids on a hunt! And a bunny on the loose! ‘Shoo, Bin Chicken! Scram, Garbage Goose!’ It’s 
Easter morning, and there are eggs everywhere. Ibis had better hop to it and get hunting! 
Easter-Humour
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6. City Of Light 
(Julia Lawrinson And Heather Potter)   $24.99   $19.99
On Monday 20 Februrary 1962, the people of Perth lit up their city overnight to acknowledge the special mission of 
American astronaut John Glenn - the first American to orbit the Earth. Glenn, in turn, observed that the city was clearly 
visible from space, and Perth became known worldwide as ‘The City of Light’. This true story is a snapshot in time that 
captures the excitement of human’s first forays into outer space. It is a time of Hills Hoists, friendly neighbours, and small 
TVs in the family lounge room. It’s a time when we received our news through newspapers, radio and television... or 
shared it with a neighbour over a cuppa or the back fence. This is a story of two small children with one big idea: an idea 
that captured the imagination of a city. It is also a story about connection - the connection of a community that came 
together to achieve a goal, and their connection with John Glenn who was travelling far from home. Space-Moon-
Space Travel-Astronauts-Astronomy-History-Perspective

7. Cloudspotting (Samantha Tidy and Susannah Crispe)   $27.95   $22.39
When the sun rises over the sea, the sky is a canvas of possibilities for a father and daughter. Cloudspotting is a joyful 
celebration of love, lunch and the imagination. Join a father and daughter as they share a special time catching crabs 
but also treasuring being on the water and appreciating what is around them. Family-Fathers-Daughters-Imagination-
Ocean-Nature

8. Cockatoo Wars, The (Helen Milroy)   $24.99   $19.99
Can Black Boss Cocky and White Boss Cocky stop fighting long enough to notice the Bush Mob’s ancient forest is in 
danger of going up in flames? Tales from the Bush Mob is a series of books about the Bush Mob, a group of animals 
who work together to solve problems. Each book shares a rich landscape of characters and places, including Dingo, 
Willy-willy Wagtail, Eagle, Platypus, Koala, Wombat, Kookaburra, Echidna and Kangaroo. These stories emphasise the 
value of respect for First Nations culture and country, as well as the importance of courage, perseverance and wisdom 
to bind communities together.  Australian Animals-Australiana-Problem Solving

9. Death Metal Emo Elves #1 Death Metal Emo Elves GRAPHIC NOVEL 
(Dean Rankine)   $16.99   $13.59
When tragedy threatens Emo’s gherkin-height, chances at the prestigious Battle of the Bands, a mysterious encounter 
with an Elfender Spellcaster might just save his people from a lifetime of Polk music and raise the most Elvish of All to 
rock more than his comfy chair! Age 9+  Graphic Novel-Reluctant Readers

10. Dorrie (Tania McCartney)   $24.99   $19.99
In the land of long, white clouds and snowy peaks, a little girl is born. Her name is Dorothy, but her family calls her 
Dorrie. When Dorrie moves to a land of flat red deserts and squeaky beaches, a koala appears in a gumtree outside her 
window. This lovable larrikin brings a bundle of mischief ... and changes Dorrie’s life forever. From the award-winning 
creator of Mamie, Dorrie celebrates the beloved and talented Dorothy Wall, and her treasured Australian icon, Blinky 
Bill. Famous People-Australian History-Authors-Artists-Dorothy Wall-Blinky Bill

11. Egg Book: See How Baby Animals Hatch, Step By Step
(Dorling Kindersley)   $27.99   $22.39
A visual journey through the early life stages of baby animals as they hatch from their eggs Watch every remarkable 
stage of baby animals hatching from their eggs. Many animals start life inside eggs and this book explores these magical 
capsules in detail, with stunning photographs of the moment the creatures emerge. Featuring more than 20 animals - 
including a penguin, a tortoise, and even a slug - this book documents the moment of hatching step by step. Learn how 
birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish, and invertebrates hatch from their eggs, as well as what happens inside an egg’s shell. 
See the biggest egg in the world hatching, find out which animals have jellylike eggs, and which animals’ egg cases are 
known as “mermaids’ purses”. With expert information and jaw-dropping photography, The Egg Book is the ideal gift 
for any child with a love of nature and baby animals

12. Fix-It Princess, The (Janeen Brian And Cherie Dignam)   $15.99   $12.79
Two days ago, Mum-Queen and Dad-King happily flew off in the Wing-Thing that Princess Shona, the Fix-it Princess, had 
made them. Shona hasn’t sighted them since. And that’s a worry. But Shona is a princess with a Can-Do attitude. After 
all, she isn’t called the Fix-it Princess for nothing. She is great at solving problems. Surely, the Fix-it Princess can work out 
a way to find a Wing-Thing and a pair of missing parents. Surely … Age 7+ STEM-Creative Thinking-Problem Solving-
Innovation-Planning-Determination AUSTRALIAN

13. Freckles (Catherine Jinks And Jennifer Goldsmith)   $24.99   $19.99
My fabulous freckles are wonderful fun. A hundred and twenty! I’ve counted each one. A gorgeous story about loving 
who you are – all the way down to the last freckle! Prize 2020. Rhyming Text-Individuality-Family

14. Glow, The (Sophie Laguna and Marc McBride)   $16.99   $13.59
Megan is obsessed with drawing fantastical creatures and she shares them with her best friend Li who writes stories 
to go with the pictures. They are kindred spirits with big creative dreams. One day everyone in town - except Megan 
and Li - is immobilised by a strange glow coming from their phones. Megan and Li are initially frightened and alarmed, 
but when they realise they are somehow immune, they set out to seek help. Soon a battle unfolds, a thrilling battle that 
pits all of their creative energies against the terrible monster that has ensnared everyone else around them. Age 10+ 
Friendship-Resilience-Courage-Adventure-Technology
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15. Grandma’s Guide to Happiness 
(Andrew Daddo and Stephen Michael King)  $22.99   $18.39
My grandma says the funniest things. She says that you don’t need much to be happy - not really. Grandmas know that 
it’s often the simplest things that make you happy, like splashing in a puddle or baking delicious cookies. Get taken 
on a joyful journey with Grandma and grandchild to discover the key to happiness. Grandparents-Grandmas-Family

16. Hairy Holes Graphic Novel (Brenton Mckenna)   $16.99   $13.59
‘Our history is full of stories about hairy people, furry people, yowies, bunyips and monster apes. But this is the story 
about the hairy holes. The bush judges who kept everything in balance. Until the new people came.’ Ever wonder 
about the shadows lurking in the bush at night? Yawuru creator Brenton E. McKenna brings you a superb storytelling 
experience of the outback supernatural, in his new black-and-white graphic novel, Hairy Holes. Begley and Redley 
Hole are two hairy hole people living ordinary lives in the bush - that is until their world is lifted up and tossed on its 
rear when a lost tourist named Joplin stumbles upon them with promises of friendship and help to search for their 
parents. Featuring some of Australia’s toughest animals, suspiciously hairy holes in the desert and a crash course on the 
wonderful world of the internet, this hilarious graphic novel will crack you up and take you on a ‘kray-zay’ ride – one the 
whole family will enjoy, hairy or otherwise. Age 9+ Graphic Novel-Humour-Supernatural

17. Happy Easter From The Crayons 
(Drew Daywalt And Oliver Jeffers)  $19.99   $15.99
Celebrate Easter with this hilarious adventure starring the crayons from the #1 New York Times bestseller The Day the 
Crayons Quit!  Easter is the perfect holiday for crayons! They get to learn new shapes and decorate one giant egg 
together ... but where will they hide it?! Blue Crayon has some ideas... Easter-Humour

18. Hope Is The Thing (Johanna Bell)   $24.99   $19.99
Hope is a kookaburra singing the sun Hope is the emu learning to run ... Let your imagination soar in this joyful ode 
to the world of birds and the healing power of nature. Sparked by the Emily Dickinson poem ‘Hope is the thing with 
feathers’, this lyrical text accompanied by glorious mixed media collages reflects and celebrates the diversity, ingenuity 
and wonder of birds. Adaptability-Ingenuity-Diversity-Hope-Collage-Birds

19. Hotel Witch, The (Jessica Miller)   $16.99   $13.59
Sibyl is the apprentice hotel witch at the splendid Grand Mirror Hotel. She is busy each day, under the watchful eye of 
her grandmother, drawing useful spell patterns to keep the hotel guests happy- spells to shine shoes, spells to make the 
pastry chef’s cakes rise, spells to remove dust and spells to return lost things like hats and gloves to their owners. But 
Sibyl dreams of other possibilities-possibilities like her mother returning from the Black Mountains, and like Grandma 
letting her draw spell patterns from the Book of Advanced and Dangerous Magic. When Grandma gets stuck in last 
Tuesday, somewhere on the hotel’s thirteenth floor, Sibyl must perform all the magic herself. Just when a very mysterious 
and perplexing problem arises and a very important guest must be taken care of. With the help of her friend Ahmed, the 
lift attendant, an aloof cat called Alfonso and Dora the concierge, Sibyl must solve the mystery of the missing shadows 
and find the right spell pattern to get them back. Age 9+ Fantasy-Magic-Determination-Imagination

20. Isabelle Stories: Izzy and Belle (Jane Godwin and Helen Cowcher)          $14.99   $11.99
Six-year-old Isabelle doesn’t have any brothers or sisters. But she does have her dad, her cat Steve, her friend Harry 
B, and her baby cousin, Bibi, who she’s very good at looking after. And then along comes Isobel, a new girl at school. 
They have the same name, but will they be friends? Four gentle stories in one volume, all about Isabelle and her world, 
its trials and triumphs, its small moments and big dramas: friends, family, school life and growing up. Age 6+ Short 
Stories-Friendship AUSTRALIAN

21. Jayben And The Golden Torch (Thomas Leeds)   $16.99    $13.59
In the Earth world, a boy dreams of faraway lands to escape life with his horrible aunt. In the Elf world, he wakes up with 
a mysterious golden torch but without any clue who he is ... except for the compass he pulls from his pocket, engraved 
with one name: JAYBEN Jayben discovers that many moons ago, a giant put a dark spell on the golden torch, and 
the elves forgot everything that had come before. Now they hang precious memories in jars on trees, just to try to 
remember. But a new darkness grows among them. An evil villain called Null is burning down the forests, hellbent on 
finding the torch and becoming the most powerful being ever to live. If Jayben can find his own magic and ignite the 
torch with its fierce violet flame, his power will be unstoppable ... Can Jayben save the world before the lights go out 
forever? A story of courage, hope and friendship. Whatever pages are missing in your story; you can be the hero on the 
next page. Age 9+ Fantasy-Friendship-Courage-Hope-Memories-Epilepsy

22. Let’s Build A Boat (Jane Godwin And Meg Rennie)   $22.99   $18.39
Let’s build a boat, with wood and nails. ‘What colour?’ ‘Blue! With bright red sails.’ In this joyous celebration of creativity 
and imagination, Jane Godwin brings to life the story of five children building a boat together. Rhyming Text-Creativity-
Imagination
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23. Let’s Save The Okavango Delta: Why We Must Protect 
(Catherine Barr And Jean Claude)   $27.99     $22.39
Discover why we must protect Okavango Delta from climate change. Explore the Okavango Delta, Africa’s incredible 
inland wetland, a sparkling jewel at the heart of the Kalahari Desert. This richly illustrated picture book brings to life 
this extraordinary region for young children, navigating its maze of shimmering lagoons, meandering channels and 
overgrown islands teeming with wildlife. In this watery wilderness, lion, cheetah, leopard and African wild dog share 
the floodplains with large herds of elephant and buffalo. It delves into the important role wetlands play in reducing the 
effects of greenhouse gases, and showcases the rich wildlife and diverse communities that can all be found there and 
therefore why it is so important that we act to protect this special part of the planet from the impact of climate change. 
Africa-Wetlands-Kalahari Desert-Environmental Issues-Climate Change

24. Lizzy And The Cloud (Eric Fan And Terry Fan)   $24.99   $19.99
Lizzy and the Cloud is a whimsical and sweet tale of a young girl who cares for her pet cloud as it grows, from the creators 
of the critically acclaimed The Night Gardener and Ocean Meets Sky. It’s a little out of fashion to buy a pet cloud, but 
Lizzy doesn’t mind. She’s not looking for a big one or a fancy one, just one that’s right for her. And she finds it in Milo. 
Soon, she’s taking Milo out on walks with her family, watering Milo right on schedule and seeing Milo grow and grow. But 
what happens when her pet cloud gets too big for Lizzy to handle? This charming story with beautiful illustrations from 
the exceptionally talented Fan brothers will enchant readers young and old alike, teaching children an unpredictable 
journey of growth and loving something enough to set it free. Fable-Loss

25. Lorikeet Tree, The (Paul Jennings)   $19.99   $15.99
Emily loves the bush and the native animals on her family’s reforested property, particularly the beautiful rainbow 
lorikeets that nest in one of the tallest trees. But then her father is diagnosed with a terminal illness, and Emily’s world 
enters a tailspin. Her twin brother, Alex, refuses to accept the truth. His coping mechanism is to build elaborate additions 
to his treehouse in the superstitious belief that it will avert disaster - leaving Emily to deal with harsh reality on her own. 
When Alex secretly adopts a feral kitten, going against everything that’s important to Emily, the siblings’ emotions reach 
boiling point - with potentially dangerous consequences for them all. A moving story of family, loss and love, from one 
of Australia’s most beloved storytellers. Age 9+ Family-Terminal Illness-Loss-Nature-Healing

26. Lost Language, The (Claudia Mills)   $16.99    $13.59
The quest to save the words of a dying language - and to find the words to save what may be a dying friendship - lies at 
the heart of this exquisite verse novel. Sixth grader Betsy is the one who informs her best friend, Lizard, that thousands of 
the world’s languages are currently threatened by extinction; Betsy’s mother is a linguistics professor working frantically 
to study dying languages before they are lost forever. But it is Lizard who, gripped by the magnitude of this loss, 
challenges Betsy, “What if, instead of WRITING about dying languages, like your mom, you and I SAVED one instead?” 
As the girls embark on their quest to learn as much as possible of the near-extinct language of Guernesiais (spoken on 
the Isle of Guernsey, off the coast of France), their friendship faces unexpected strains. With Lizard increasingly obsessed 
with the language project, Betsy begins to seek greater independence from her controlling and charismatic friend, 
as well as from her controlling and charismatic mother. Then tragedy threatens Betsy’s life beyond what any words 
can express, and Lizard does something unthinkable. Verse Novel-Language-Linguistics-Friendship-Change-Mental 
Health-Depression Age 10+

27. Mack And Cheese #1: I Have A Hat! (Chrissie Krebs)  $10.99   $8.79
Mack: Hats are the best! Cheeze: Hats are the worst! Can Mack help Cheeze change his mind about hats? Age 6+ 
Humour

28. Matt Formston: Surfing The Dark 
(John Dickson and Philip Bunting)  $25.99   $20.79
Matt Formston always dreamed of becoming a professional surfer. But by the time he was five years old, he was almost 
completely blind. Matt never let that stop him. Now he is a record-holding cycling Paralympian and a world champion 
surfer. Discover how being vision impaired has made Matt who he is today. Written with grade 2 braille and conventional 
text. Blindness-Low Vision-Surfing-Resilience-Courage-Aspirations-Diversity-Braille

29. Monkey Who Fell From The Future, The (Ross Welford)   $16.99   $13.59
The year is 2425. Centuries after a catastrophic meteor collision, nature has retaken the earth. In a small town in what 
was once England, young Ocean Mooney and the monkey-owning Duke Smiff have just dug up a 400 year-old tablet 
computer. Meanwhile, in the present day, Thomas Reeve and his genius cousin Kylie create the Time Tablet – a device 
which they hope will allow them to communicate with the future. But when the Time Tablet malfunctions live on 
television, Thomas and Kylie are sucked into the year 2425 – and have only 24 hours to return home, and save the future 
of humanity… Age 10+ Science Fiction-Adventure

30. My Book Of Cats And Kittens (Dorling Kindersley)   $24.99     $19.99
An exciting first guide that explores the world of cats and kittens Learn how cats evolved from wild animals to become 
pets, and get an insight into their eating habits and preferences as well as how to care for them. Filled with adorable 
photographs, simple illustrations, and fantastic facts, this book is a must-have for children who love animals, especially 
those who have a pet cat at home or whose families are thinking of getting one. My Book of Cats and Kittens is an 
engaging, informative children’s book that will not only engage curious minds, but will also make them respect and 
understand their pet cats better. Pets-Cats
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31. My Book Of Dogs And Puppies (Dorling Kindersley)   $24.99     $19.99
A friendly first guide to everything kids want to know about dogs and Learn all about their body language, know what 
they are dreaming about, and what they are trying to say to you. Filled with colourful photos, fur-tastic facts, and bite-
sized information, this book is a must-have for every dog-loving child. And if you dream about having a dog as a pet, 
you will surely be won over by the stunning photographs and detailed information offered in the book. Pets-Dogs

32. Plague (Jackie French and Bruce Whatley)   $26.99   $21.59
Grass and wheat-lands spread to the horizon, and so did we, with too few ibis to control us. We could rage across the 
land. We ate the grass, the leaves, the wheat ...

33. Pollination: How Does My Garden Grow? 
(Christopher Cheng And Danny Snell)   $24.99     $19.99
A child’s day in the garden with their Gran and Pa leads to a wonderful exploration of pollination. Join them in 
discovering how pollination happens in our gardens and backyards, and the importance it has for our environment. 
Meet the animals involved in pollination and the plants that depend on pollination to produce our fruit, vegetables and 
even our clothes! Age 5+ Environmental Issues-Gardening-Pollination-Plants-Insects

34. Queenie In Seven Moves (Zanni Louise)   $16.99   $13.59
To Queenie, home is Peachy, the little house where she’s lived forever. But when she and her mum have to leave 
Peachy, Queenie discovers that home isn’t a place at all. It’s making new friends and reconnecting with old ones, letting 
yourself be uncomfortable, and finding the courage to share your song with the world. Age 10+ Family-Friendship-
Community-Music-Housing Crisis

35. Ratbags #1: Naughty For Good (Tim Harris)   $14.99  $11.99
Let’s face it - rats are mischief. Rats are rule-breakers. Rats are ratbags. They’re all the same. All, that is, except one... 
When Jigsaw runs into two of the most ratbaggy Ratbags known to rats, his orderly world is turned upside down and 
he pulls off one of the best pizza heists EVER! Will his newfound pizza obsession make Jigsaw the naughtiest Ratbag 
yet? Or will Jigsaw figure out how to be naughty - for good?! Brace yourself for a rip-roaring ride into the world of the 
Ratbags. Age 7+ Humour

36. Remarkable Remy (Melanie Heyworth And Nathaniel Eckstrom)                $24.99   $19.99
My best friend’s name is Remy. I think Remy is remarkable. Remy is Autistic. That means Remy’s brain works differently to 
my brain. I love that Remy is different to me, because Remy can teach me new ways to experience the world. A picture 
book for both Autistic and non-Autistic readers. Remarkable Remy illuminates the experiences and strengths of Autistic 
people, and the joys of having Autistic friends. Neurodiverse-Neurodiversity-Autism-Autism Spectrum Disorder-
Empathy-Inclusion

37. Running With Ivan (Suzanne Leal)   $17.99   $14.39
Yearning to escape the new family he never wanted, thirteen-year-old Leo Arnold is transported to wartime Europe 
where he must draw on his courage to save himself and those around him. Thirteen-year-old Leo Arnold hates his life. 
He doesn’t want a new school, a new house or a new family. And he definitely doesn’t want to be sharing a room with 
his new stepbrother, Cooper. What Leo wants is to be somewhere else, far away. So when he uncovers an old music box 
and turns the key, he is astonished to find himself in Prague, surrounded by whispers and fears of a second world war. 
A war that ended decades ago. In Prague, Leo meets Ivan, a Czech boy, and the two become friends. But when World 
War Two finally erupts, the unimaginable becomes real and the boys are imprisoned. Fearing the worst, Leo and Ivan 
frantically search for an escape. A search that sends them running. Running against time. Running for their lives. Age 
11+ War Stories-World War 2-Timeslip-Survival

38. School Of Monsters: Dom’s Special Things 
(Sally Rippin And Chris Kennett)   $9.99   $7.99
Dom has lots of special things like rocks and stones with insect wings. Collecting fossils is Dom’s favourite thing to 
do. But what happens when his friends break one? Welcome to the School of Monsters: the funniest, silliest and most 
accessible series for first readers! Start by reading only the last word on every line and work your way up to reading the 
whole story. With tumbling rhymes and an infectious sense of humour, the weird and wonderful students at the School 
of Monsters are guaranteed to spark a love of reading! Age 5+ Monsters-Humour-Early Reader-Fossils For all books 
in this series type SCHOOL OF MONSTERS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au AUSTRALIAN

39. School Of Monsters: Jack’s Many Moods 
(Sally Rippin And Chris Kennett)  $9.99   $7.99
When Jack feels good, she laughs and plays but sometimes Jack has bad, bad days. Sometimes, Jack’s feelings are way 
too big! Can she find a way to balance her moods? Welcome to the School of Monsters: the funniest, silliest and most 
accessible series for first readers! Start by reading only the last word on every line and work your way up to reading the 
whole story. With tumbling rhymes and an infectious sense of humour, the weird and wonderful students at the School 
of Monsters are guaranteed to spark a love of reading! Age 5+ Monsters-Humour-Early Reader-Feelings/Emotions 
AUSTRALIAN

40. Skydragon #6: Rescue Flight (Anh Do and James Hart)  $15.99   $12.79
A tear rolled down Amber’s cheek. If PetrolCo was allowed to drill on Bird Island, it wouldn’t just be the rainbow parrots 
that were wiped out. It’d be everything. Amber is in a race to save the endangered Rainbow Parrot. With Agent Ferris on 
her trail and bounty hunters at every turn, help comes from an unlikely quarter. Who is this mysterious Firefighter? Age 
9+ Adventure-Fantasy-Friendship-Courage-Identity-Survival-Animals
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41. Special Days: Clean Up Australia Day (Jane Pfeiffer)   $28.99   $23.19
The Special Days series looks at some of Australia’s important days, the history behind each day, and how Australians 
celebrate or commemorate the day. Inside each book you’ll find statistics, fun facts and photographs, as well as current 
information on how each special day plays a part in Australia’s culture. This title includes: The history of Clean Up 
Australia Day. Clean Up days in schools and events around the world. Australia’s Great Northern Clean Up. How to take 
part in or organise a clean up. How to reduce, reuse and recycle every day. Composting and backyard helpers. Litter, 
pollution and climate change. For all books in this series type SPECIAL DAYS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.
com.au Environmental Issues-Pollution-Rubbish-Waste-Community

42. There’s Nothing Faster Than A Cheetah 
(Tom Nicoll And Ross Collins)  $14.99   $11.99
Three, two, one... the race has begun and the animals are off! Rhinos on roller-skates, foxes in fire engines, lions in 
lorries, penguins on pogo sticks... There’s nothing faster than a cheetah. Or is there...? Perfect for sharing together, this 
wonderfully wacky picture book is sure to get young readers giggling.. Alliteration-Humour

43. Tricky Kind Of Magic: GRAPHIC NOVEL, A (Nigel Baines)  $19.99    $15.99
Cooper is brilliant at magic tricks. Card tricks, clever illusions - he can do them all. His dad, also known as the Great 
Eduardo, taught him the tricks of the magical trade before he passed away. But the one thing Cooper can’t do is see his 
dad again. So when a talking rabbit appears from his dad’s top hat, and reveals there is a place where Cooper might 
find him, he jumps at the chance. Magic is about believing the impossible, after all. And Cooper desperately wants 
to believe that he can see his dad once more. But what - and who - is waiting for them in the land where magic goes 
wrong? Filled with filled with humour and emotion, this is an action-packed graphic novel about finding magic when 
you need it the most. Age 8+ Graphic Novel-Magic-Fantasy

44. Tryout Graphic Novel, The 
(Christina Soontornvat And Joanna Cacao)                              $19.99    $15.99
When cheerleading tryouts are announced, Christina and her best friend, Megan, literally jump at the chance to join 
the squad. As two of the only kids of colour in the school, they have always yearned to fit in—and the middle school 
cheerleaders are popular and accepted by everyone. But will the girls survive the terrifying tryouts, with their whole 
grade watching? And will their friendship withstand the pressures of competition? Hilarious and highly relatable, The 
Tryout will make you laugh, cry, and cheer! Age 8+ Graphic Novel-Cheerleading-Sport-Competition-Courage-
Belonging-Friendship

45. Tumbleglass (Kate Constable)  $17.99   $14.39
Thirteen-year-old Rowan is helping her older sister Ash paint her bedroom when she discovers a mysterious ring that 
transports them both back in time to 1999. To a party being held in the very same house! While Ash dances, Rowan 
unwittingly disrupts the laws of time, and when she wakes up back in the present day, her sister is missing, and - even 
worse - everyone in their family seems to be forgetting she ever existed. With the help of her magical neighbour Verity, 
Rowan must find the courage to travel back through the history of the house. But can she find everything she needs to 
rescue Ash before her sister disappears forever? Age 10+ Family-Secrets-Time Slip-Magic

46. Uncle Xbox (Jared Thomas)  $17.99   $14.39
Dusty spends a lot of time playing games online, and usually with his stepdad, Marcus. One Saturday morning, Marcus 
loads his things into his car and leaves, taking his Xbox with him. Dusty is determined to buy an Xbox of his own and 
tries odd jobs that don’t quite work out. That is until cool Uncle Rick turns up. Uncle Rick introduces Dusty to surfing and 
teaches him about his culture and connection to Country. Dusty swiftly discovers that there is more to life than gaming. 
A coming-of-age story for young gamers, that offers gentle insights into growing up, family and finding your place not 
only in a digital world, but in the messy soup of life. Age 9+ Family-Culture-Gaming

47. Timeless (Kelly Canby)   $24.99   $19.99
This vibrant new picture book by award-winning author and illustrator Kelly Canby is all about time - making it, losing 
it and subverting the whole darn concept.; Emit (whose parents turned back time to name him) is surrounded by 
busyness. Dad is too busy to read stories, Mum is too busy to play games and Emit’s brother and sister are simply too 
busy doing nothing to do anything, at all. Emit tries everything he can think of to get more time, he tries to catch it, wait 
for it, but it’s not until Emit tries to buy some time that he learns the secret which is, if you want time, you have to make 
it. Mindfulness-Family

48. Wish Sisters #1: Party Wish, The (Allison Rushby and Karen Blair)              $12.99   $10.39
Imagine if your baby sister could make wishes come true… Flick has just found out her little sister has a special gift. 
Birdie has wished for a super-fabulous unicorn party and it has magically appeared in their backyard! There’s a rainbow 
slide made out of sour straps (surprisingly slippery), a ball pit full of marshmallows (never sticky), and a real-life unicorn 
(that poops cupcakes, of course). How can Flick stop the nosy next-door neighbour, Mrs Mortlake, finding out about her 
sister’s magical gift when there’s a super-fabulous party going on? Age 7+ Family-Community-Friendship-Siblings-
Senior Citizens-Magic AUSTRALIAN

49. Wish Sisters #2: Big Wish, The (Allison Rushby and Karen Blair)                  $12.99   $10.39
It’s a big day. Flick is leading book club for the very first time. It doesn’t help that her little sister is super cranky. Birdie 
is sick of being told she’s not big enough to do things. She’s making lots of silly wishes and being big is one of them. 
How can Flick do a good job at book club when there’s a giant baby Birdie in the library? Age 7+ Family-Community-
Friendship-Siblings-Senior Citizens-Magic AUSTRALIAN
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50. Wings Of Fire Graphic Novel #5: Moon Rising GRAPHIC NOVEL 
(Tui T Sutherland)   $18.99    $15.19
Peace has come to Pyrrhia ... for now. The war between the tribes is finally over, and now the dragonets of the prophecy 
have a plan for lasting peace: Jade Mountain Academy, a school that will gather dragonets from all the tribes and teach 
them to live together, perhaps even as friends. Moonwatcher isn’t sure how she feels about school, however. Hidden in 
the rainforest for most of her life, the young NightWing has an awful secret. She can read minds, and even see the future. 
Living in a cave with dozens of other dragons is noisy, exhausting—and dangerous. In just a few days, Moon finds herself 
overwhelmed by her secret powers and bombarded by strange thoughts, including those of a mysterious dragon who 
might be a terrible enemy. And when someone starts attacking dragons within the academy, Moon has a choice to 
make: Stay hidden and safe? Or risk everything to save her new friends? For all books in this series type WINGS OF FIRE 
GRAPHIC NOVEL into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

51. All The Love In The World (Louise Fedele And Ana Toro)  $24.99   $22.50
Do you know what KE A GO RATA and SENI SEVIYORUM and AI SHITERU and JE T’AIME have in common? They all 
mean I LOVE YOU. Come along for a charming romp across the globe in this sweet bedtime story, and collect a few of 
the many ways we express our love to each other the world over. With nods to special travel memories and the inability 
for any amount of words to capture the love between a parent and child, this is truly a story to treasure. Multicultural-
Language

52. Bad Bunny And The Beasties (Jonathan Bentley)   $18.99   $17.10
‘Good bunnies are so boring! I’m going way down there Into the deepest, darkest forest where the beasties wait to 
scare!’ Bad Bunny isn’t like the other bunnies. Maybe he belongs in the woods with the beasties. Or is he not quite as 
bad as everyone thinks? Rhyming Text-Humour

53. Big Bush Easter Egg Hunt (Colin James And Cate James)  $18.99   $17.10
It’s Easter and that means it’s time for the big bush Easter egg hunt. But uh-oh! All the eggs have disappeared! Can you 
guess where they went? Easter-Rhyming Text-Australian Animals

54. Bluey: I Love My Family (Compilation)   $16.99   $15.30
Bluey and Bingo tell us why they love their family in this sweet and cheeky book. Family For all books in this series type 
BLUEY into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

55. Bluey: Queens (Compilation)   $16.99   $15.30
Bluey and Bingo are playing Queens but they both want to be the butler. Who will have to wear the crown? Family-
Dressing Up-Imagination

56. Brain Is Not Always Right (Scott Stuart)   $26.99   $24.30
Heart loves puppies, and chocolate, and rollercoasters, and dancing along to music. Brain likes lists, and broccoli, and 
safety rails, and wearing sensible clothing. But, most of all, Brain likes always being right. Wellbeing-Confidence-
Creativity-Individuality-Self Acceptance Humour

57. Claris: The Secret Crown (Megan Hess)   $26.99   $21.59
The card had no address - just one special clue: a small golden crown. Claris knew what to do! Claris and her best friend, 
Monsieur, are in London, looking for an exclusive club! But what will they discover once they start following the clues? 
The sixth book in the world of Claris: The Chicest Mouse in Paris, the best-selling picture book series from acclaimed 
fashion illustrator Megan Hess.

58. Come Over To My House (Eliza Hull And Daniel Gray-Barnett)  $24.99   $19.99
Come Over To My House is a delightful picture book that explores the home life of children and parents who are Deaf 
or disabled. Co-written by disability advocate Eliza Hull and bestselling author Sally Rippin, the inclusive rhyming text 
authentically explores the characters’ various disabilities. A cast of friendly characters invite friends over for a play – 
there’s fun to be had, food to eat and families to meet! Come over to my house. Come over and play! I’ll show you 
around, you can stay the whole day. We’ll swing on the swing-set and splash in the pool. Then I’ll race you inside where 
my bedroom is cool. Family-Home-Friendship-Disability-Inclusivity-Rhyming Text

59. Dorothy (Jordan Collins and Myo Yim)   $24.99   $22.50
A captivating and lyrical own-voices picture book exploring homecoming, belonging and identity, with exquisite 
illustrations capturing the essence of a journey of self-acceptance. Dorothy wears Doc Martens. Clicking her toes 
together once, twice, three times, she whispers, ‘Where is my home?’ A modern comparison to Dorothy’s journey of 
finding home in The Wizard of Oz. Identity-Belonging-Self Acceptance-Connection-Diversity

AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS
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60. Downtown Sewertown (Tull Suwannakit)   $26.95   $24.46
When the diggers came and construction began, The animals had to pack up and scram, Leaving behind their woodland 
home, Searching for a new place of their own... But will they be welcomed by the city folk? A modern-day urban tale of 
hope and co-existence. Cautionary Tale-Acceptance-Hope-Kindness-Empathy

61. Duckling Runs Away (Margaret Wild and Vivienne To)   $19.99   $18.00
Duckling is running away and she’s never, ever coming back! Or is she? Luckily, no matter how far Duckling roams, a 
mother’s love is always near. A reassuring story about love and trust. Defiance-Conflict Resolution-Family-Belonging

62. Ducks Away! (Mem Fox and Judy Horacek)   $19.99    $18.00
A mother duck and her five little ducks waddled out one day. Onto a bridge, then ducks away! BACK IN PRINT STEM-
Maths-Counting-Addition-Subtraction

63. Found In Sydney (Joanna O’callaghan And Kori Song)   $24.99   $22.50
From Bondi Beach to the Opera House, there’s so much to explore in spectacular Sydney! Join this colourful counting 
adventure across one of the world’s most beautiful cities. What will you spot along the way? STEM-Maths-Counting-
Australia-Sydney-Cities

64. Get Out Of My Tent! (Jo Gliddon-Baker And Aleksandra Szmidt)             $14.99   $13.50
Archie loves camping, he loves the fresh air. The sounds in the night, the wind in his hair. The warmth of the fire, the 
lovely smoke scent. But more than all that, Archie just loves his tent. When everyone else thinks that Archie’s little tent 
looks more inviting than their own and they begin to pile in, Archie has to come up with a quick plan to get them all out. 
Can you guess how? Cumulative Text

65. Give Me A Home Among The Gum Trees 
(Bob Brown And Ben Wood)   $18.99   $17.10
Give me a home among the gum trees, With lots of plum trees, A sheep or two, A kangaroo. Ben Wood’s warm and 
funny illustrations bring this classic Aussie song to life. BACK IN PRINT

66. Going To Big School (Laura Sieveking And Danielle Mcdonald)  $18.99   $17.10
My name is Ava. Today I am going to big school! I am excited. My name is Jack. Today I am going to big school! I feel 
nervous. Starting Big School is special, but you can feel lots of different ways. Join Ava and Jack on their first day of 
Big School as they learn new rules and make new friends! Starting School-Friendship-First Experiences-Feelings/
Emotions

67. Grandpa And Tuska (John Phillips)   $19.99   $18.00
Tuska is a young elephant who loves spending time with his grandfather. But Grandpa is getting old, and what’s more, 
he’s getting forgetful and, well... he’s acting rather strangely these days! Tuska is feeling scared and confused. When 
Grandpa goes missing, Tuska is determined to risk everything to bring him home. But who will save who? Grandpa may 
not remember everything, but Tuska will make sure he always knows how much he is loved. Grandparents-Ageing-
Dementia

68. Great Aussies Easter Egg And Spoon Race, The (Sophie Sayle)   $19.99  $18.00
It’s time for the great Easter egg-and-spoon race, but sleepy Echidna is always trailing behind the other bush babies. 
Can Echidna keep up with her friends and enjoy all the fun on this special day? Easter-Australian Animals

69. Grug and the Rainbow (Ted Prior)   $9.99   $9.00
After a rainy day, Grug heads outside to see a beautiful rainbow striped across the sky. He tries to sneak up on it, 
climbing hills and mountains in an attempt to reach it… but it was always just out of his grasp. Available in hardback for 
the first time. For all books in this series type GRUG into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

70. Grug At The Beach (Ted Prior)   $9.99   $9.00
Grug at the Beach is now available as an exclusive hardback! Join your favourite bush character on his adventures with 
an exclusive hardback edition of the beloved Grug at the Beach. HARDBACK For all books in this series type GRUG into 
the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

71. Hey, Diddle, Diddle (Matt Shanks)   $18.99   $17.10
Hey, diddle, diddle, the cat and the fiddle, the cow jumped over the moon ... Come and join these Australian animals as 
they put on a performance to remember! Rhyming Text-Australiana-Australian Animals-Nursery Rhymes

72. Holiday Sorted (Jimmy Rees and Briony Stewart)   $19.99   $18.00
Who said family holidays were hard? Dad’s got this holiday sorted! Lenny and the twins go to the toilet before the long 
drive, choose a favourite toy for the journey, and even help Dad pack the car. Perfect! They can finally hit the road. 
But then I’m starving! Mack needs to go to the toilet again! I forgot to feed my pet rock! Can we say goodbye to the 
neighbours? A story about the not-so-relaxing part of a holiday that families everywhere will know all too well. Family-
Holidays-Humour
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73. Into The Ocean (Caroline Thomas and Jordana Marshall)   $26.99  $24.30
It’s a perfect day in the park but there’s something that doesn’t belong ... When a gust of wind sends all the forgotten 
things tumbling and twisting and twirling down onto the beach the hungry waves swallow them into the ocean. Follow 
a discarded face mask as it journeys beneath the waves through beautiful reefs and the depths of the Great Garbage 
Patch. Throughout Into the Ocean nature simply assumes that litter ‘belongs’. It becomes a ‘perfect’ addition to a nest 
a ‘favourite’ food and an accepted addition to the natural environment. Only humans can know the dangers of littering 
and only we can assume the responsibility to stop plastic pollution and help clean up our shared planet. Environmental 
Issues-Pollution-Ocean

74. Kangaplataburrakookapusaroo (Beau Young And Dave Atze)  $18.99   $17.10
‘I’m a kangaplataburrakookapusaroo. There’s no-one like me anywhere. I’m clearly something new! I’m a 
kangaplataburrakookapusaroo. I’ve never met someone like me. And I bet you haven’t too!’ A tail? Feathers? Wings and 
webbed feet? Come and meet the strangest animal you’ve ever seen. Rhyming Text-Humour

75. Kangaroo Who Couldn’t Believe It, The (Robert Cox and Jim Robins)     $26.99   $24.30
Mrs Grey is very worried. Again. Keith’s hopping problems were fixed, but now she has much bigger worries that she 
doesn’t believe even Big Red, Leader of all Kangaroos, can help with. There has been no rain for months and all the 
watering holes are dry. Terrifying winds have brought dust storms and bush fires. But worst of all is what the humans 
have brought. Then, one day, Keith wanders off alone and sees something he just CANNOT BELIEVE! Environmental 
Issues-Drought-Bushfires

76. Kindness Club, The (Kate Bullen-Casanova And David Petzold)  $24.99   $22.50
A diverse cast of friendly characters welcome a new kid to their preschool and show them how all types of fun and 
emotions are for everyone. The Kindness Club depicts familiar activities and scenarios that readers can expect at 
preschool or kindergarten, but challenges age-old assumptions that boys will be boys and girls will be pretty. With 
uplifting rhyme and a playful art style, kids will have a ball poring over each page. Pre School-Kindergarten-Rhyming 
Text 

77. Koko And The Coconut (Turia Pitt And Emilie Tavaeari)   $19.99   $18.00
 The first picture book from bestselling author Turia Pitt. From bestselling author, inspirational ironman, humanitarian 
and mother Turia Pitt comes this fun tale about a determined little crab who faces a big challenge. Written with Turia’s 
mother, Celestine Vaite, the book celebrates their Tahitian heritage. Hello. My name is Koko. Today is a big day... “Go, 
Koko!” Cheer on Koko as he reaches for the sky - well, a very tall tree - and the ultimate prize... a hefty, juicy, scrumptious 
coconut. But when the going gets tough, will he be able to finish what he starts? Determination-Persistence

78. Little J And Big Cuz: Stormy Night, The 
(Adam Thompson And Tony Thorne)   $19.99   $18.00
Join Little J, Big Cuz and their friends for all kinds of adventures as they discover culture, community and country! Uncle 
Mick and Nanna are shelter-building experts. Little J wants to try it too! But what happens when a goanna gets too 
comfy? Or a stormy night begins to brew? Aboriginal Studies-Community-Culture-Country-Friendship

79. Little Things, The (Penny Harrison And Hannah Sommerville)  $24.99   $19.99
The Little Things celebrates the joy and comfort to be found in life’s simple moments, whether it’s spitting cherry pips or 
bubbly baths on rainy nights. A rhyming text that calls on our senses and travels through the seasons, The Little Things 
is beautifully illustrated and invites readers to find solace and delight in the small but special moments of our everyday 
lives. Rhyming Text-Seasons-Mindfulness

80. Mini And Milo: Teeny-Tiny Voice, The 
(Venetia Dimos And Natasha Curtin)  $25.99   $23.40
Mini has a tiny house, a tiny bedroom, and a tiny best friend who dreams of being a magician. She also has a big secret 
- she hears a tiny invisible voice that sometimes causes big trouble. Mini realises that just as she has rules to follow, 
she just might be able to set some for her own invisible mischief maker. Feelings/Emotions-Emotional Intelligence-
Competitiveness-Communication-Friendship-Humour

81. My Shadow Is Purple BIG BOOK (Scott Stuart)   $39.99   $36.00
My Dad has a shadow that’s blue as a berry, and my Mum’s is as pink as a blossoming cherry. There’s only those choices, 
a 2 or a 1. But mine is quite different, it’s both and it’s none. A heartwarming and inspiring book about being true to 
yourself, by best-selling children’s book creator Scott Stuart. This story considers gender beyond binary in a vibrant 
spectrum of colour. Gender Identity-Non Binary-Resilience-Inclusion-Diversity

82. Nice And Slow (Sarah Ayoub And Mimi Purnell)   $22.99   $20.70
Let’s take today nice and slow, have a break from the go-go-go. We can lounge about and rediscover what we love 
about each other. An antidote to the busyness that dominates our everyday lives and an ode to the joy and peace of 
quality time with loved ones. Mindfulness-Family
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83. Norman Blue: I’m A Cocky, Too (Laura Albulario And Abi Fraser)                 $24.99   $22.50
Norman Blue tries hard to fit in with the flock, in this funny, heartwarming story about having the courage to accept 
yourself. Norman Blue badly wants to fit in, but he has a secret: he doesn’t have a crest like the other cockatoos. He 
tries to do all the things cockatoos do: screeching when he’d rather sing, preening vainly, munching on houses, and 
poo-bombing across town. But when he loses his fake crest one day, he meets a unique possum and realises he can 
have the courage to be who he is, too. Age 5+ Difference-Acceptance-Individuality-Self Worth-Self Acceptance-
Rhyming Text 

84. One, Two, Kangaroo (Ed Allen And Cate James)   $18.99   $17.10
How many animals can fit in Kangaroo’s pouch? Count along with the animals as they go on a bouncy ride! Rhyming 
Text-Australiana-Australian Animals-Counting-Humour

85. Parcel For Penguin (Shelley Knoll-Miller)   $14.99   $13.50
What is in the parcel for Penguin...?! Penguin and pals are cold! Icy! FREEZING! Will what’s inside Penguin’s parcel help 
them to stay warm...? Captivating characters and quizzical questions will tease and please in the fun guess-a-thon that 
seeks to solve the mystery of what is in the parcel for Penguin. Can you guess what’s inside the parcel for Penguin? Age 
4+ Humour-Problem Solving

86. Plume: Festival Seeker (Tania Mccartney)    $26.99   $21.59
Throughout the year, the world is plump with astonishing festivals and Plume loves them all! Journey alongside this 
adventurous, colour-loving penguin as he jumps aboard the Albatross Express to enjoy a range of enchanting events 
across the globe. Stare in wonder at the Up Helly Aa fire festival in Scotland and the freaky Day of Masquerade in Costa 
Rica. Get messy at the squelchy Boryeong Mud Festival in South Korea or La Tomatina tomato battle in Spain. Scatter a 
rainbow of colour during Holi in India or enjoy a celebration of gifts, sweets and kindness at Eid al-Fitr in Algeria.  A year 
of wonder and excitement culminates in Plume’s favourite festival of them all – Christmas! Will his reluctant penguin 
friends join him for the celebrations? Celebrations-Festivals

87. Pocket Treasure (Wenda Shurety And Juliana Oakley)   $19.99   $18.00
A celebration of sharing, generosity, and all the ‘treasures’ that pre-schoolers like to collect! Allira ‘s favourite dress 
has pockets that are perfect for holding all her little treasures. There’s something in there for everyone! But when Allira 
needs to decorate her teacher’s birthday surprise, she finds her pockets are empty! Allira might have given all her 
treasures away, but she has good friends who can come to the rescue. Treasures-Friendship-Sharing-Kindness 

88. Rainbow Days (Margaret Hamilton And Anna Pignataro)  $24.99   $22.50
Seven rainbow colours, a week has seven days. Counting through them one by one, in seven different ways. A warm 
and colourful tour through the days of the week from bestselling children’s book creators Margaret Hamilton and Anna 
Pignataro. Maths-Time-Days of The Week-Colours

89. Ruby’s Rescue (Elizabeth Mary Cummings and Cheri Hughes)  $24.99   $22.50
Ruby can’t walk since her recent riding accident. Her family want to help her when all Ruby wants is to be part of the local 
bushfire rescue operation. Her wheelchair is great for getting about even if it leaves Ruby’s toes cold! Discovering an 
injured possum, Ruby comes up with a plan to knit protective clothes for wildlife injured in the bushfire. With the whole 
village getting involved, Ruby discovers compassion and care are close to home, warming her right down to her toes! 
Bushfire-Action Plan-Fire Safety-Climate Change-Disability Issues

90. Satin (Sophie Masson and Lorena Carrington)   $29.99   $27.00
He’s collected all kinds of blues, from all kinds of places. He’s making something beautiful, with all those blues. But 
something’s missing, and he doesn’t know what it is. And then, one day, he comes to a street he’s never been in before. 
And what he finds there will change his lonely life forever. A beautiful, haunting fable by award-winning writer Sophie 
Masson and acclaimed illustrator Lorena Carrington. Fable

91. Story About Cat And Mouse (Carol Robertson)   $24.99   $22.50
This is a story about Cat and Mouse. Mouse eats insects, like grasshopper. Cat eats small birds, lizards, snakes and 
also mice. One night, Cat and Mouse are both very hungry and go out hunting for food and unexpectedly encounter 
each other. They both get a terrible fright, but what happens next? This book is written in Kriol and English. Aboriginal 
Studies-Humour-Dual Language-Kriol

92. This Is Love (Zanni Louise And Sasha Haddad)   $19.99   $18.00
Love is a gift. You know what? Let’s share ... Oodles of love, as much as we dare. Love is everywhere and within everything. 
It’s whatever gives your heart a squeeze, whether that’s sharing a big hug, turning a page in your favourite book, or even 
cartwheeling down a hill. From Zanni Louise and Sasha Haddad comes a delightful ode to love in all its forms.

93. Tiny Tradies (Tami Sussman and Tom Jellett)   $19.99    $18.00
Crikey! Tiny Tradies have a lot of work to do. That’s why they wake up early, have a big brekkie, say g’day to their mates, 
and get stuck in. Join the adorable Tiny Tradies as they clock on for their shift, work hard all day, and then wind down 
for bedtime. This book celebrates the busy and messy lives of preschoolers, making it the perfect yarn for Australian 
families. Pre School-Humour
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94. Waiting at Woy Woy (Robin George and Emily Snape)   $29.99   $27.00
In a small town, next to a lake called Woy Woy, the locals are nearly frozen in time waiting for something to happen 
in their lives. Some wait for the lake to be stocked with fish, others are waiting for a chess partner, and still others wait 
for a glimpse of the person they love.  All this waiting keeps life slow and dull at Woy Woy, and the only thing that 
brings anyone joy is a small, piano-playing mouse named Reggie. It seems as if life will continue to be one long line, 
when a sudden storm floods the town and poor Reggie is washed away. Locked into complacency, everyone waits for 
someone else to do something. It’s only the courage of a local dog who snaps out of waiting and leaps into action. He 
saves the town’s most talented rodent, teaching a valuable lesson to everyone about letting life pass you by, waiting for 
others to make decisions for you, and treasuring every moment. Told in playful rhymes and illustrated in soft, friendly 
watercolours, Waiting at Woy Woy will encourage little ones and their parents to seize the day.

95. Waltzing Matilda (AB Paterson And Freya Blackwood)   $18.99   $17.10
There is no swagman as legendary as the tragic hero of this tale, and there is no Australian song as well-known 
throughout the world. Here the famous ballad is given depth and perspective. Talented illustrator Freya Blackwood 
has explored the intriguing background behind the writing of this song, and has shown us not just the lively story of a 
proud outback larrikin, but also a glimpse into the clashes and struggles that were so formative of Australian history. 
Australian History- Australiana  BACK IN PRINT

96. World Of Claris: Caviar: The Hollywood Star (Megan Hess)  $26.99   $24.30
Caviar isn’t naughty or badly behaving.  She just gets excited when things are amazing! Her feelings are big and so hard 
to shrink down, But any small outburst makes her owner frown … Dive into the unexpected story of how little Caviar 
became a big Hollywood star, by beloved children’s author Megan Hess. The third World of Claris adventure from 
beloved children’s author Megan Hess. Destined to delight fashion-obsessed readers of all ages! Humour-Rhyming 
Text-Feelings/Emotions For all books in this series type WORLD OF CLARIS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.
com.au

97. You Two, You Two (Brooke Hill and Elin Matilda Anderson)  $24.99   $22.50
You two, you two - higgle and piggle, a hullabaloo. A gorgeous celebration of two little people growing up together. 
A timeless book to treasure, and a wish to the universe for friendship and adventures shared between siblings. With a 
gentle rhyme, vibrant and imaginative illustrations and a simple message of love and fun, it’s a bedtime story that will 
be enjoyed time and time again.

OVERSEA PICTURE BOOKS

98. Amazing Mum (Alison Brown)   $19.99   $18.00
Mums are all around! They find your lost treasures. They celebrate your achievements. They never let you down. Some 
mums juggle. Some snuggle. Some fuss. Some drive a bus! They can be chatty, practical, silly, sporty . . . and everything 
between. But there’s just ONE mum who gives the best hugs of all. Can you guess who it is? Mother’s Day-Family-
Mums-Rhyming Text

99. Anna’s Kokeshi Dolls: English/Japanese (Tracey Gallup)  $29.99   $27.00
One kokeshi, two kokeshi, three kokeshi, four.... Anna is a Japanese-American girl whose grandparents live in Japan. 
They have been sending her adorable Kokeshi dolls made of painted wood each year for her birthday since she was 
very small. The dolls, like people, are all different - and beautiful! In this charming children’s book by award-winning 
author Tracy Gallup, we watch Anna grow up as her Kokeshi collection grows bigger, and we see how these dolls bring 
Anna and her grandparents closer together as the years pass. Part counting book, part visual narrative, this beautifully-
illustrated bilingual picture book shows how simple objects can serve as a bridge between people and cultures on 
opposite sides of the globe. It also introduces these beautiful dolls and the ways in which they are formed and painted. 
The story is in Japanese and English, with a free audio recording available online. A note at the end gently explains the 
history of Kokeshi dolls and why they are made the way they are.. Multicultural-Japan-Culture-Grandparents-Dual 
Language-Japanese

100. Arthur, Who Wrote Sherlock (Linda Bailey)   $19.99   $18.00
Learn how Arthur Conan Doyle came to create the world-famous detective Sherlock Holmes. The fascinating true story 
of the inspiring writer Arthur Conan Doyle, and how he created the world’s most famous detective, Sherlock Holmes, is 
brought to life for children by multi-award winning author Linda Bailey. How is a writer made? How is a legend created? 
After a troubled childhood, Arthur’s only comfort is using his extraordinary imagination to write fantastic stories. He 
creates Sherlock Holmes, a genius detective. At first his stories are rejected, but Arthur is persistent and eventually the 
public take notice. It isn’t long until Sherlock Holmes makes Arthur one of the most famous authors in the world - but 
what happens when Arthur tries to kill off his hero? Famous People-Biography-Writing-Author

OVERSEAS PICTURE BOOKS
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101. Bears Don’t Cry (Emma Chichester Clarke)   $24.99   $22.50
One day, when George finishes his book early and knows it will be a long time before Clementine and her mother return 
home, he decides to go the library by himself. At first it’s exciting to stroll along the sunny street. But poor George’s trip 
soon ends in disaster and, to make things worse, his library book is ruined. Can anyone help George to feel better when 
his feelings are hurt? Friendship-Feeling/Emotions

102. Beware The Blue Bagoo (Karl Newson And Andrew Stegmaier)               $16.99   $15.30
BEWARE the Blue Bagoo! Join in with the detective who is on the trail of a mysterious blue creature in this fun picture 
book! A detective tries to uncover the truth about the infamous ‘Blue Bagoo’ - a creature so big and scary that it can’t 
possibly be made up, can it? Our detective addresses us - the reader - on the very first page, and then walks the winding 
cobbled streets of a Dr Suess-esque seaside town, taking statements from the residents. The Blue Bagoo proves elusive, 
but rumours of its ‘supposed’ qualities have spread throughout the town. However, as the investigation proceeds, there 
is a critical twist.... This is a tale of rumours and fears, that also teaches us a gentle lesson about jumping to conclusions 
and judging others! Feelings/Emotions-Fears-Judgement

103. Big Bad Bug, The (Kate Read)   $26.99   $24.30
The Big Bad Bug, a self-proclaimed ‘very rare species’ is used to getting his own way, but claiming a giant berry all for 
himself is a step too far . . . Will he ever learn to share, and mend his bullying ways? This bug’s eye view from the bottom 
of the garden will entrance any young child and show them the value of kindness and community. Bullying-Kindness-
Community

104. Blue-Footed Booby, The (Rob Biddulph)   $24.99   $22.50
Let’s follow the footprints! Let’s hunt for some clues! Left footprint! Right footprint! No time to lose! As everybody 
knows, Red-Footed Boobies are fabulous bakers. But when Desmond’s frangipane tart goes missing amidst a flurry of 
footprints, the Blue-Footed Booby becomes the chief suspect. But all is not as it seems… Humour-Rhyming Text

105. Blue Umbrella, The (Emily Ann Davison And Momoko Abe)  $29.99   $27.00
The most magical things can happen even on the rainiest of days... How many people can you fit under one umbrella? 
It wasn’t even meant to rain the day the blue umbrella turned up, but for the people who used it that day, they found 
something more than just shelter: something truly amazing had happened. A community had come together, bound by 
kindness and friendship. Kindness-Generosity-Community

106. Bugs (Patricia Hegarty And Britta Teckentrup)   $24.99   $22.50
Peek through the holes and explore a bustling world of bugs in this beautifully illustrated book from award-winning 
artist Britta Teckentrup. Clever die-cuts, gentle rhyming text and colourful artwork bring even the tiniest creatures to life. 
Rhyming Text-Minibeasts-Bugs-Insects

107. Calling The Wind (Trudy Ludwig)   $29.99   $27.00
In a small village in Japan, a family mourns the loss of their loved one. Each family member grieves in their own way, 
but it is not until they discover an old-fashioned telephone booth on a windswept hill that they begin to heal. Through 
the telephone, they are able to express feelings long bottled up--speaking directly to their loved one and also to each 
other. Slowly but surely, the pain subsides, and hope blossoms anew. Death/Bereavement-Grief-Loss-Hope-Wind 
Telephone

108. Cats In Chaos (Peter Bently And John Bond)   $19.99   $18.00
In the dark of night, as their owners sleep, the cats of the city are all headed to one place: Catsby’s Great Circus! Step 
this way and see conjuring cats, felines that fly, Siamese that swing from above, and don’t miss the mighty PURRCULES 
CLAW. But with so much activity, it only takes one little mouse in the wrong place to put the whole circus in chaos… This 
jaunty rhyming text from hugely popular, award-winning author, Peter Bently, with brilliantly witty illustrations from John 
Bond, creator of the Mini Rabbit books, will have children laughing out loud! Cats-Humour-Calamity

109. Corgi And The Queen, The (Caroline Perry And Lydia Corry)  $29.99   $27.00
The true and touching story of Queen Elizabeth II and her first corgi, Susan. At the age of 10, Elizabeth’s life changed 
for ever when her papa was crowned King George VI and the family moved into Buckingham Palace. But one thing has 
never changed: she always has her corgis at her side. This is the story of her beloved first corgi, Susan, who accompanied 
Princess Elizabeth everywhere she went - even secretly riding in her glass carriage on her wedding day to Prince Philip! 
Susan was there for Elizabeth when her Papa died and she was crowned Queen Elizabeth II, and remained at her side as 
a faithful companion in her early years as a Queen and later as a mother. Queen Elizabeth II-True Stories-Dogs-Dog 
Lovers

110. Dig, Dig, Digger (Morgan Hood)   $26.99   $24.30
It is a day like any other at the roadworks when Digger decides she no longer likes digging down into mud, dark and 
worms - she wants to dig UP! Although up is quite tricky to get to, with some ingenuity and balloons, Digger goes off 
on a grand adventure. But adventures aren’t as fun without friends, so Digger must dig her way home. With a witty text, 
bright colours and a finger trail to follow from the award-winning Morag Hood, young children and adults will love 
reading Dig, Dig, Digger! together. Humour
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111. Duck Goes Meow (Juliette MacIver and Carla Martell)   $18.99   $17.10
Woof! says Dog. Moo! says Cow. Cluck! says Hen, and Duck Goes ... meow. A little yellow duckling is amongst animal 
friends who are all sure of the sounds they make: hiss, neigh, moo, cheep, cluck and oink. But when Duck goes ‘meow’, 
the other animals say no, that is wrong, try again ... then Duck’s mama arrives, and boy, do they get a surprise! Inspired 
by an amazing true story from YouTube. Check out Animal Planet’s A Momma Cat and Her Yellow, Feathered Kittens.

112. Emerald Forest, The (Catherine Ward And Karin Littlewood)  $29.99   $27.00
Orangutan and her family live in a vast emerald forest, bursting with life...until one day a monstrous machine tears 
Orangutan’s tree from the ground. The family have to leave the emerald forest - but where can they go to? This powerful 
and moving picture book is set in tropical Sumatra, an island that has lost almost half its rainforest cover in recent years. 
The story graphically describes the reactions of an orangutan family to the destruction of their age-old home, but 
also shows how wildlife campaigners are bringing hope for the future. Endangered Animals-Endangered Species-
Orangutans-Habitat Destruction

113. Ever-Changing Earth, The (Grahame Baker-Smith)   $24.99   $22.50
A small boy imagines life on Earth when dinosaurs ruled, and the sky boomed with the wild beat of pterosaur wings. 
Then an asteroid fell, changing the world forever. If Kun could go back further in time, he would witness an even bigger 
collision, when the young Earth was struck by another planet, creating our companion moon . . . The Ever-Changing 
Earth takes us on a spellbinding journey through Earth’s incredible evolution, with its forgotten creatures, its buried 
oceans and its frozen layers. It leads us to Solveig, a little girl who lives far, far away from Kun, where she floats in a pool 
heated by fires at the centre of the Earth. 

114. Eyebrows Of Doom, The (Steve Smallman And Miguel Ordonez)            $19.99   $18.00
In some woods in a cave, a big bear called Dave Was sweeping his floor with a broom, When two clumps of hair leapt 
into the air and cried . . . “WE ARE THE EYEBROWS OF DOOM!” The Eyebrows of Doom are trying to take over the 
world! Join Dave and his friends as they try to stop them leaping from one unsuspecting animal to the next. And just 
when it looks as though the eyebrow’s antics have been thwarted. . . all is not as it seems! Humour

115. Fairy Science (Ashley Spires)    $14.99   $13.50
Discover the magic of STEM in this fairy-filled picture book from the award-winning author-illustrator of The Most 
Magnificent Thing! All the fairies in Pixieville believe in magic...except Esther. She believes in science. When a forest tree 
stops growing, all the fairies are stumped including Esther. But not for long! Esther knows that science can get to the 
root of the problem--and its solution! Whether you believe in fairy magic or the power of science, you will be charmed 
by Esther, the budding fairy scientist. STEM-Science-Erosion-Evaporation-Photosynthesis-Fairies

116. Fiona The Flying Fox (Dan Riskin And Rachel Qiuqi)   $29.99   $27.00
It’s time for Fiona the fruit bat to take her very first flight, but she’s scared. How will she fly when she can’t see in the 
dark? Mama just says, ‘listen.’ But how will listening help her to see? Then she hears a mysterious sound from deep in her 
cave. To find out what’s making that noise — and to finally fly — Fiona will have to unlock a secret hidden inside herself.  
Written by biologist and bestselling author Dan Riskin, and rooted in the real-life biology of short-tailed fruit bats, this 
adorable story features: The fascinating science behind echolocation, including backmatter pages with information on 
fruit bats from the author.  A comforting message to help kids scared of the dark: Alongside Fiona, they’ll learn there’s 
nothing to be scared of!  A celebration of self-confidence and independence: Shows readers the amazing things they 
can accomplish all on their own. Bats-Fruit Bats-Echolocation-Feelings/Emotions-Fear Of The Dark Age 5+

117. Girl Who Built An Ocean, The 
(Jess Keating And Michelle Mee Nutter)  $29.99   $27.00
The daughter of a seamstress and a cobbler, Jeanne Villepreux-Power began her career as a dressmaker, sewing 
beautiful gowns for the Parisian aristocracy. But her heart longed for more, and when she moved to the seaside, 
she became fascinated by the ocean’s mysteries. She filled her pockets with seashells and specimens, and filled her 
notebooks with observations about coral and crustaceans and all manner of marine life. The argonaut interested 
her most of all, but Jeanne’s observations of this shy creature were confounded by its tendency to swim away when 
approached. Jeanne wanted a way to bring a piece of the ocean home with her, and that’s she came to build the world’s 
first aquarium-an invention that would pave the way for countless scientific discoveries in the years to come... Famous 
People-Biography-Science-Scientist-STEM

118. Grannysaurus (David Walliams and Adam Stower)   $24.99   $22.50
One night, Spike creeps downstairs in his pyjamas to find that his granny has turned into a dinosaur – GRANNYSAURUS! 
There are dinosaurs BOOGYING in the living room. With Brontosaurus, Stegosaurus and Giganotosaurus, it’s a DINO 
DISCO! Spike wants to stay up and party too! How will Grannysaurus ever get him back to bed? Perhaps her next guest, 
Tyrannosaurus Rex, can help?

119. Green Green (Marie Lamb and Sonia Sanchez)   $14.99   $13.50
Green grass is wide and fresh and clean for a family to play in, and brown dirt is perfect for digging a garden. But when 
gray buildings start to rise up and a whole city builds, can there be any room for green space? The neighborhood 
children think so, and they inspire the community to join together and build a garden for everyone to share in the 
middle of the city. Gardening-Community-Nature
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120. How To Find a Fox (Nilah Magruder)   $14.99   $13.50
How to find a fox: Follow their tracks (they’re like dog tracks, but sneakier). Put out bait. Wait and watch. And wait some 
more. Roll down a hill. It won’t help you find a fox, but it’s fun. Be quick and stay alert—foxes can be tricky! Whatever you 
do, don’t give up. Sometimes what you’re looking for is closer than you think. Humour-Foxes

121. I Am Happy (Michael Rosen And Robert Starling)   $27.99   $25.20
This puppy is happy – so happy, it feels like dancing the waltz, doing somersaults, laughing out loud – and even climbing 
on a cloud! This fantastical flight of fancy captures the most joyful of toddler moods, encouraging children to explore 
their own imagination and celebrate their feelings. A terrifically uplifting read-aloud from the master of rhyme. Feelings/
Emotions-Happiness

122. I Am Oliver The Otter (Pam Ayers and Nicol O’Byrne)   $26.99   $24.30
Oliver the otter is happy enough living alone, swimming or scampering along the twisty-rooted waterways. Until one 
day, among the green rushes, he meets an otter called Ottilie – and his life changes forever. Written in rhyme and 
beautifully illustrated by award-winning artist Nicola O’Byrne, Pam Ayres’s charming tale brings the natural world to 
enchanting life. With nature details interwoven throughout the story, and an information page at the end, including fun 
facts about otters.

123. If I Were The World (Mark Sperring And Natelle Quek)  $24.99   $22.50
If I were the world, I’d want flowers and bees. A chorus of birds singing high in the trees. If I were the world, I’d want 
sparkling seas. If I were the world . . . would YOU look after ME? Today is the day to listen to our world! This beautiful 
and uplifting book will inspire us all to join hands and help our amazing planet. Rhyming Text-Environmental Issues

124. I Love Chinese New Year (Eva Wong Nava And Li Xin)   $19.99   $18.00
It all started with a race to cross the most heavenly of rivers. Chinese New Year is right around the corner and Mai-Anne 
is so excited! They decorate their house and plan their traditional meal filled with fish, noodles, dumplings and chicken. 
But Mai-Anne can’t wait until after dinner, when Nai Nai will tell the story of how Chinese New Year began with the Great 
Race ... Multicultural-Asian Studies-Chinese New Year-Celebrations

125. In Or Out: A Tale of Cat Versus Dog 
(Stacy Gregg and Sarah Jennings)   $19.99   $18.00
Dog wants in. He’s trying to build blocks, play with his cars and finish his painting masterpiece. Cat wants in. No, Cat wants 
out. In. Out. In. Out. It’s enough to drive Dog crazy! Featuring well-known pets and their all-too-familiar characteristics, 
this fun-filled story is comedically told through the antics of mischievous Cat and increasingly impatient Dog. Can they 
end the day as friends? Cats-Dogs-Patience-Friendship-Understanding

126. Kiss, The (Eoin McLaughlin and Polly Dunbar)    $24.99   $22.50
Tiger and Crocodile are both looking for a goodnight kiss in this clever flip book story. But the animals along the way 
don’t seem very forthcoming! Perhaps it’s those sharp little teeth that they can see when Tiger and Crocodile yawn. Then 
they see a sharp-toothed shadow... eek! But don’t worry it’s just Daddy Croc and Mummy Tiger, come to kiss their little 
ones goodnight. Age 4+ Blended Family-Bedtime-Family

127. Let’s Play Football! (Ben Lerwill And Marina Ruiz)   $16.99   $15.30
Rather than focusing on rules, skills, superstars, big clubs and record-breaking feats, this uplifting book for young 
children celebrates the planet’s best-loved sport and shows how the world’s most accessible game - where the only 
equipment needed is something that rolls - has evolved into a force for unity, and a sport for absolutely everyone. 
Spreads cover how football can be played by all ages, genders, and abilities, whatever your racial, cultural or economic 
background, and whether you’re in a state-of-the-art stadium or just a simple patch of scrubland. Football-Soccer-
Diversity-Equality

128. Littlest Yak: New Arrival, The (Lu Fraser And Kate Hindley)  $24.99   $22.50
Gertie the yak is back! And she’s going to be a big sister! Gertie wants the new baby to feel right at home, so she paints 
a welcome sign, knits a bib and plans to share all her favourite things. But when Gertie realises she might have to 
share Mummy too, she starts to have a bit of a wobble... This adorable and touching new adventure for the littlest yak 
reassures with warmth and humour as Gertie learns that, with the new arrival, she’s loved a whole heartful more! New 
Baby-Family Unit-Siblings

129. Lost (Mariajo Ilustrajo)   $24.99   $22.50
This is the story of a polar bear who finds himself lost, in a big concrete city. He politely asks the city folk for help but 
everyone is much too busy and impatient to help the newcomer. He finds himself travelling on the subway only to be 
noticed, finally by a little girl. The girl takes the homesick bear by the paw and under her innocent wing. Under the nose 
of her seemingly unaware mum, she feeds him dinner, gives him a bath and they read stories together. When the polar 
bear wistfully looks at a poster of the North Pole on her bedroom wall, the little girl realises that her friend needs help 
to get home. This is a story about the power friendship has to help you feel found, and even to transport you home. 
Friendship-Homesick-Environmental
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130. Maria Orosa Freedom Fighter 
(Norma Olizon-Chikiamco And Mark Salvatus)   $29.99   $27.00
A famous woman scientist, war heroine and freedom fighter from the Philippines! This delightful children’s book follows 
the life of Maria Orosa – a pioneering woman scientist who studied food science in the United States then returned to 
a war-torn Philippines and created super-nutritious foods to help her nation in a time of crisis. A champion of native 
products from her homeland, Orosa is celebrated for her daring war exploits as well as her scientific inventions. Age 9+ 
Multicultural-Biography-Scientist-Inventor-Philippines 

131. Meet the Weather (Caryl Hart and Bethan Woollvin)   $24.99   $22.50
WHOOOOSH! We’re off on an exciting adventure in our hot-air balloon to say hello to all the different kinds of weather 
that make up our world. Join in with the rhymes and get ready to meet everything from whooshing wind to bright 
rainbows and shimmering sunshine. Little ones will be swept away on an unforgettable journey in this striking, action-
packed picture book. STEM-Science-Weather-Rhyming Text

132. My Baba’s Garden (Jordan Scott And Sydney Smith)   $27.99 $25.20
My Baba’s Garden explores the sights, sounds and smells experienced by a child spending time with their beloved 
grandmother (Baba), with special attention to the time they spent helping her tend her garden, searching for worms 
to keep it healthy. They visit her every day and find her hidden in the steam of boiling potatoes, a hand holding a beet, 
a leg opening a cupboard, an elbow closing the fridge, humming like a night full of bugs when she cooks. A ritualistic 
relationship with few words, rooted in feeling and emotion. Family-Grandparents-Connection-Food-Gardening

133. My Marvellous Mum (Jonathan Bentley)   $18.99   $17.10
M is for my marvellous mum. Let’s spell out why ... A beautiful book exploring all the ways in which mums are marvellous. 
Mother’s Day-Family-Mums

134. My Name Is A Story (Ashanti And Monica Mikai)   $29.99   $27.00
From Grammy Award-winning singer Ashanti comes an empowering story about a girl who learns to love her unique 
name. First days aren’t easy for a girl with a name like Ashanti. It feels like no one can pronounce it correctly! But with 
some encouragement from her mom, Ashanti spells her name and learns just how special it is. A is for awesome, S is 
for sunsets, H is for hand games, A is for art... Inspired by Ashanti’s own experience, this delightful picture book shares 
the joy that one child finds in her name. A perfect pick for classrooms and all story times! Culture-Identity-Bullying-
Microaggression-Racism-Diversity Culture-Identity-Bullying-Microaggression-Racism-Diversity

135. Not Me (Elise Gravel)   $19.99   $18.00
A hilarious twist to the perpetual question: Who made this mess? When Dad asks who left socks all over the place, a 
brother and sister insist that it was “Not Me.” Dad is quite sure that the kids are not telling the truth, until he is introduced 
to Not Me, who in turn accuses Not True, who exposes the real sock bandit: Not Fair. Monsters personifying a child’s 
typical responses brilliantly address he act of blaming others and excuse-making by focusing on the humour of the 
situation. Humour

136. Not Now, Noor! (Farhana Islam and Nabila Adani)   $16.99   $15.30
Noor loves her mum, and all the other hijabi women in her family, but wonders why do they wear headscarves? Is it so 
they can hide snacks for later? Or because they’re a super spy and hiding their secret identity? Full of curiousity, Noor 
sets out to find her answer, but her family are all busy and have no time to answer this important question. Just as Noor 
is ready to give up on her quest, her Ammu arrives home and knows just the thing to say. Culture-Curiosity-Family-
Islam-Hijabs

137. One Hungry Dragon (Alistair Chisholm and Alex Willmore)  $26.99   $24.30
STOMP! STOMP! STOMP! Here comes Bernardo... and he’s one HUNGRY dragon! This dragon is on the hunt for his 
lunch - is there anything that he won’t try to gobble up? A hilarious counting tale featuring lots of favourite fairy tale 
characters, including magical mermaids, fairy godmothers, funny frogs . . . and one very big BURP. Counting-Humour

138. One Tiny Treefrog: A Countdown To Survival 
(Tony Piedra And Mackenzie Joy)   $27.99   $25.20
The red-eyed treefrog of the Costa Rican rain forest stars in this bold and visually arresting countdown book, which is 
both a captivating read-aloud and a resource. Deep in the tropical forest of Costa Rica, ten sticky frog eggs cling to a 
leaf. Only nine eggs hatch. Only eight tadpoles wind up in the water below. What will it take to survive the countdown to 
adulthood and begin the cycle again? This beautifully designed, colour-drenched introduction to frog metamorphosis 
peeks at this animal’s habitats and predators as it illustrates competition and natural selection. STEM-Maths-Counting-
Life Cycles-Red Eyed Treefrog-Amphibians-Frogs-Costa Rica 

139. Oona And The Shark (Kelly Dipucchio And Michelle Figueroa)  $14.99   $13.50
Oona is one determined little mermaid, but she faces her biggest challenge yet in trying to make friends with Stanley 
the shark. Whatever will she do? A fun-filled and gorgeously illustrated celebration of friendship, creativity and 
perseverance. Oona loves to share her inventions with her friends. They’re big and bold and loud - just like her! But 
there’s one underwater creature who doesn’t seem to enjoy Oona’s company, or her creations. And that’s Stanley the 
shark! Oona’s latest hopping, chopping and popping inventions just make him angry. Oona may not know what Stanley 
likes, but she does know what he doesn’t. And maybe that’s a good place to start. Because mermaids never stop trying 
. . . not when there’s a friend out there to make. Mermaids-Friendship-Creativity-Perseverance-STEAM-Inventions
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140. Paddington’s Easter Egg Hunt (Michael Bond And Rw Alley)  $24.99   $22.50
Paddington is excited to be organising an Easter egg hunt for his neighbours. But, from finding empty supermarket 
shelves, to buying a box of broken Easter eggs, Paddington wonders if the hunt can ever go ahead. That is, until Mr 
Gruber’s book on Roman mosaics and some sticky marmalade give him a brilliant idea . . . A deliciously funny Easter 
story, perfect for Paddington fans! Easter

141. Pick A Perfect Egg (Patricia Toht And Jarvis)   $25.99   $23.40
Pick a perfect egg with care - choose a white one nestled there. Lay in cartons, row by row. Pay the farmer. Off you 
go! There’s excitement in the air as a little girl and her mother carefully collect speckled eggs at the farm. These are 
no ordinary eggs - they will be dyed, decorated, bejeweled and nestled in a basket. And then, when Sunday morning 
arrives, the little girl will wear her best bunny ears and head out to meet friends and neighbours. It’s time to search for 
eggs of a different kind, filled with chocolate, toys and sweeties... It’s time for a spectacular, springtime egg hunt! This 
happy and gloriously illustrated Easter read-aloud captures all the excitement of the season, and is from the creators of 
the perennially popular Pick a Pine Tree and Pick a Pumpkin. Easter

142. Pick A Story: A Pirate Alien Jungle Adventure 
(Sarah Coyle And Adam Walker-Parker)   $14.99   $13.50
The first in a sparkling new series of ‘pick your own’ picture book adventures! Do you love pirates? How about aliens? 
And jungle animals? Find them ALL in the pages of this laugh-out-loud interactive adventure! Vincent’s dog, Trouble, 
has DISAPPEARED and he needs YOUR help. Has Trouble been stolen by aliens? Or pilfered by pirates? Is she exploring 
the jungle? It’s up to YOU to decide! Discover not one but THREE fun-filled worlds in this PICK A STORY adventure. You’ll 
find twists and turns, hilarious characters . . . and decisions to make on every page. So what are you waiting for? Come 
on in and join the fun! Interactive-Adventure-Humour

143. Pigeon Will Ride The Roller Coaster, The (Mo Willems)   $25.99   $23.40
Buckle up for twists, turns, and emotional loop-de-loops in the most roller coaster-y Pigeon book ever! The Pigeon WILL 
be ready. Will YOU!? Humour HARDBACK

144. Pigeon Will Ride The Roller Coaster, The (Mo Willems)   $16.99   $15.30
Buckle up for twists, turns, and emotional loop-de-loops in the most roller coaster-y Pigeon book ever! The Pigeon WILL 
be ready. Will YOU!? Humour PAPERBACK

145. Pinch Of Love, A (Barry Timms And Tisha Lee)   $19.99   $18.00
Our lead characters, a boy and his grandmother, are preparing for a big neighbourhood bake-off. We follow the 
loving (and sticky!) moments of their tender relationship, along with the many other warm bonds that exist within their 
community. Rhyming Text-Family-Friendship-Love-Baking-Cooking-Community

146. Quacks Like A Duck (Stephanie Campisi And Maria Lebedeva)                  $29.99   $27.00
Petunia the platypus heads to her first party since arriving from Australia. She has the present, a party hat, and a pavlova, 
but it’s a costume party and she doesn’t have a costume! Everyone asks what she’s supposed to be: ‘Are you a duck?’ 
‘Do you have webbed feet?’ ‘Can you lay eggs?’ Even without a costume, Petunia stands out, and all of the other party 
guests give her a full-on identity crisis! Will she, with her weird quirks, ever fit in? For anyone who has ever felt out of 
place – from moving to a new country to moving to a new school – Quacks Like a Duck is a charming tale of acceptance 
and individuality that will have you laughing and embracing your own quirks and differences with pride. Acceptance-
Identity-Individuality

147. Sea Bear: A Journey For Survival   $16.99   $15.30
A solitary polar bear travels across the sea ice in pursuit of food. As the ice melts and food becomes scarce, she is 
forced to swim for days. Finally, storm-tossed and exhausted, she finds shelter on land, where she gives birth to cubs 
and waits for the sea to freeze again. Informed by the author’s background in marine science, Sea Bear is a vivid and 
moving page-turner with a vital message about our changing planet Environmental Issues-Climate Change-Global 
Warming-Polar Bears-Arctic Animals-Sea Ice

148. Secret Elephant, The (Ellan Rankin)   $26.99   $24.30
As war looms on the horizon, things are changing at the zoo. Before, screeching monkeys dangled in trees, roaring lions 
sunbathed on the dusty ground and sniffling meerkats patrolled. But now, people have stopped visiting and there is talk 
of a great war. As bombs begin to fall and huge blasts echo around the zoo, a baby elephant and her keeper sneak to 
the safety and comfort of the keeper’s home. Here, they weather out the worst of the war together in secret. But what 
will happen when their secret is found out? Based on the incredible true story of Denise Weston Austin at Belfast Zoo, 
this is the   heartfelt narrative of their unlikely bond. True Stories-World War 2-Animal Stories

149. Sometimes I Just Won’t (Timothy Knapman And Joe Berger)   $14.99  $13.50
Being a toddler is an emotional rollercoaster. Some days you want to put your coat on, you don’t mind sharing and you 
can’t wait to have your bath. There are days when you’re the first to slide down the biggest slide, or join in with everyone 
else. But some days, you just WON’T! And sometimes that’s OK. But, with a little kindness and encouragement, you 
might find that something you don’t want to do can become something you love to do! A comic look at child autonomy 
and how to navigate strong emotions. Feelings/Emotions
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150. Sour Grape, The (Jory John And Pete Oswald)   $24.99   $22.50
The Sour Grape holds grudges for every reason under the sun. Lime never returned a scarf they borrowed Grudge! 
Orange never called back Grudge! But when a friend holds a grudge against the Sour Grape without listening to an 
explanation, the Sour Grape realizes how unfair grudges can be. Could a bunch of forgiveness and compassion be 
enough to turn a sour grape sweet. Humour-Forgiveness-Compassion-Gratitude

151. Spark In The Dark, A (Pam Fong)   $29.99   $27.00
A powerful picture book about the ocean of feelings inside all of us. Whether you are mad, sad, scared, or lost in the 
dark, there’s always hope-a spark of light to lead you back home. A Spark in the Dark is a book to read aloud, a book to 
share, and a book to return to whenever you need it. There is light, and there is dark. But sometimes the dark creeps up 
and surrounds you. Still, even in those deep, dark moments, you can always find a spark of light, if you look. Because 
while you need light to find your way through the dark, you also need dark to see the light. Author-artist Pam Fong’s 
gentle text and luminous artwork guide readers through the dangers and marvels of the deep sea with an expressive 
little fish who must find its way home. Feelings/Emotions-Mental Health

152. Spoonful Of Frogs, A (Casey Lyall And Vera Brosgol)   $29.99   $27.00
Frogs are the most important ingredient in a witch’s favorite treat-but they are also the hardest to get into the cauldron! 
From acclaimed author Casey Lyall and Caldecott Honor artist Vera Brosgol, A Spoonful of Frogs is a humorous and 
wholly original picture book-and a winning recipe for readers who loved Dragons Love Tacos and Room on the Broom. 
A witch’s favorite treat is frog soup. Luckily, it’s healthy and easy to make. To give it that extra kick and a pop of color, 
the key ingredient is a spoonful of frogs. But how do you keep the frogs on the spoon They hop, they leap, they hide 
. . . and they escape. What is a poor witch to do Casey Lyall is a master of comedic timing with her deceptively simple 
and energetic text, and Caldecott Honor winnerVera Brosgol’s vibrant, hilarious illustrations make the witch-and the 
frogs!-practically leap off the page. The solution to the witch’s dilemma will surprise and delight young readers and their 
parents alike. Teeming with laugher and hijinks, A Spoonful of Frogs is pure fun from beginning to end. A must-have for 
young readers, parents, witches, frog-lovers, and aspiring chefs. Humour-Calamity-Witches

153. Superheroes Always Fight Back 
(Kate Thompson And Clare Elsom)   $14.99   $13.50
Arthur dreams of being a mega-fast and strong superhero with the ability to fight and banish the baddie next door. But 
when Grandpa explains that the best superheroes actually save the day by being kind, Arthur realises that we all have a 
superpower inside and that an act of kindness, no matter how small, really can change the world. Using lively rhyming 
text and a fun cast of characters, Superheroes Always Fight Back ...Or Do They? highlights how kindness truly is the most 
amazing superpower of all. Rhyming Text-Feelings/Emotions-Kindness-Superheroes

154. Ten Blocks To The Big Wok: A Mandarin Counting Book 
(Ying-Hwa Hu)  $24.99   $22.50
Learn to count from one to ten in Mandarin on this joyful journey through Chinatown. It’s ten blocks to the Big Wok, 
Mia and Uncle Eddie’s favourite restaurant. On the walk there, Mia counts all the interesting things she sees - one 
giant panda, two lion statues, three toy turtles. But how many dumplings will she get for Grandmama? STEM-Maths-
Counting-Mandarin-Chinese Culture

155. This Is A Story (John Schu And Lauren Castillo)   $27.99   $25.20
Children’s literacy advocate John Schu and Caldecott Honor recipient Lauren Castillo celebrate the power of finding the 
perfect book - in a story that’s relevant now more than ever. This is a word on a page. This is a page in a book. This is a 
book on a shelf ... waiting. With a seahorse kite in hand, a child heads out with Dad to the library. On the way they stop 
at a park, joining lots of people, some of whom are flying kites, too. At the library, a person toting a big pile of books 
hands over a story on a favourite subject: the seahorse. All around, there are readers poring over books, each with 
their own questions, ideas to explore, hopes for the future, and imaginations ready to spark. Books-Stories-Reading-
Libraries-Connection

156. Two Places To Call Home (Phil Earle)   $16.99   $15.30
Florrie has two of everything. Two lovely brothers . . . Two smashing parents . . . Two very cuddled pets. But two isn’t 
always a magic number, as Florrie now has to live in TWO different houses: one with her mum . . . and one with her 
dad. An uplifting picture book that helps young readers discuss their feelings around divorce and embrace change. 
Divorce-Separation-Family

157. Walter Had A Best Friend 
(Deborah Underwood And Sergio Ruzzier)  $29.99   $27.00
Walter and Xavier are best friends. They do everything together! But then...quietly...slowly...Xavier becomes best friends 
with someone else. Walter goes from feeling hurt and left out to feeling confused and angry to feeling just plain lonely. 
Until one morning he wakes up feeling a tiny bit hopeful. That day, while out for a hike by himself, he meets Ollie. Could 
this be the beginning of a new friendship? Sometimes best friends aren’t forever, and that’s okay. Because there might 
be a new pal waiting just around the corner. Feelings/Emotions-Friendship
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158. Winnie-The-Pooh And Me (Jeanne Willis)   $26.99   $24.30
Someone has come along to join Winnie-the-Pooh and Christopher Robin on their adventure, but who could it be? It 
can’t be Kanga and Roo – they’re sailing a boat – and it can’t be Owl, because he’s at home. Could it be Heffalumps who 
want to eat Pooh’s beloved honey? Or perhaps Pooh and Christopher Robin are accompanied by a pair of friends who 
are never far away on a sunny day. With a gentle rhyming story by bestselling author Jeanne Willis, inspired by A. A. 
Milne’s classic poem ‘Us Two’ from Now We Are Six. Rhyming Text-Friendship-Shadows

159. Word Trouble (Vyara Boyadjieva)   $27.99   $25.20
When Ronnie moves to a new house, in a new country, he’s excited to make friends. But when he introduces himself 
to everyone at nursery – “My name is four. I am Ronnie years old.” – the other children can’t help but giggle. His words 
are all mixed up! Ronnie misses home and laughing with his old friends. But new doesn’t stay that way for long.. 
Communication-Language Barriers-Immigrants-Connection-Inclusion

160. World’s Loneliest Elephant (Ralph Fletcher and Naoko Stoop)  $29.99   $27.00
Kaavan grew up in captivity in a Pakistani zoo. For years, he lived in poor conditions with only one friend, an elephant 
named Saheli. After Saheli died, Kaavan was overcome by grief and his health worsened. When animal rights activists 
around the world were alerted to Kaavan’s deteriorating condition, Dr. Amir Khalil visited the elephant to see what could 
be done. Thanks to the virality of Kaavan’s story-and with the publicity and fundraising efforts of pop culture icon Cher-
Dr. Khalil was able to orchestrate moving Kaavan to the Cambodia Wildlife Sanctuary, where he now lives with other 
elephants. Because of the care and help of so many, Kaavan is no longer the world’s loneliest elephant. And that is the 
best news of all. True Stories-Animal Stories-Elephants

161. Alice Éclair, Spy Extraordinare! #2: Spoonful of Spying, A 
(Sarah Todd Taylor)   $14.99   $13.50
Inventors and artists from all nations have gathered in Paris for the World Fair. All eyes are on the aeroplane exhibition - 
these incredible machines will take humanity to new heights! Alice suspects that some of these inventors are in terrible 
danger, but no one will believe her. Surrounded by enemy spies, Alice will need to use every trick in the recipe book 
if she’s to keep her friends safe and stop France’s greatest invention from falling into the wrong hands. With a half-
baked plan and a dash of daring, Alice must foil the enemy’s plot before the whole thing boils over. Age 8+ Mystery-
Adventure-Baking-France For all books in this series type ALICE ÉCLAIR into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.
com.au

162. An Alice England Mystery #2: Eerie Excavation, The (Ash Harrier)          $16.99   $15.30
It’s summer holiday in Damocles Cove and Alice, Violet, and Cal are off to Archaeology Camp. Sure it’s not the K-pop 
camp Violet wanted, or the days of video games that Cal was looking forward to, but Alice’s enthusiasm carries them all 
off to the mysterious Malkin Tower and the spooky Pendle Woods. The work is hard, and the discoveries are small until 
one day a fellow camper turns up something unexpected that will plunge Alice and her friends into another murder 
mystery. Do curses really exist? Is a monster haunting Pendle Woods? And what is really going on with the adults at the 
camp? Age 9+ Mystery-Detective-Investigation-Neurodiversity For all books in this series type AN ALICE ENGLAND 
MYSTERY into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

163. Bookseller’s Apprentice, The (Amelia Mellor)                     $19.99   $15.99
See a whole new side to Amelia Mellor’s magical Melbourne in this action-packed prequel to The Grandest Bookshop 
in the World. Twelve-year-old Billy Pyke has a talent for sorting things out, whether it’s his chaotic family home or the 
busy book stall at Paddy’s Market. In 1871, the market is the loud, smelly, marvellous heart of Melbourne, and Billy is 
delighted to work at the book stall there for the eccentric Mr Cole. When his new friend Kezia warns him of a sinister 
magician called the Obscurosmith, Billy can’t believe her stories of magical deals gone horribly wrong - until he sees 
them happening. And the night that the Obscurosmith crosses a terrifying and dangerous line, Billy realises something: 
if he wants the Obscurosmith stopped, he’ll have to do it himself. Award-winning author Amelia Mellor delivers another 
race-against-time adventure in this action-packed prequel to The Grandest Bookshop in the World. Loaded with tricks, 
riddles, magic and mayhem, The Bookseller’s Apprentice is perfect for Mellor fans and newcomers alike. Historical-
Mystery-Adventure-Bookshops-Magic Age 10+

164. Fart Club #2: Jurassic Fart (Adam Wallace And James Hart)  $17.99   $16.20
When incredibly gross dinosaurs rise up and start destroying Sparkle City, Sergeant Smashface offers to capture them. 
Everyone thinks he’s a hero, but he really wants to use them to take over Sparkle City. Dinosaur-loving Max Andrews, aka 
The Tootmeister, wants to protect the Grossosaurs, but the rest of Fart Club want to take them down. Can Tooty convince 
his farty friends to save the dinosaurs, or will the world enter a new Poo-Rassic Era? Age 8+ Humour For all books in this 
series type FART CLUB into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

AUSTRALIAN NOVELS
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165. Football Fever #2: Half-Time Heroes (Kristen Darell)   $14.99   $13.50
The Under 11s Merridale Fever are back! They’re having their best season ever, and even better - they have the chance 
to play as Half-time Heroes at a Socceroos game. All they have to do is make a video showing what makes their team 
special. Instead of working together, the team take sides and try to convince each other that their way is the best way. 
Can tips from some of Australia’s best footballers help the Fever agree on what makes them heroes? Sport-Soccer-
Football Age 7+ For all books in this series type FOOTBALL FEVER into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

166. Football Fever #3: Next Level (Kristen Darell)   $14.99   $13.50
It’s time for the Under 11s Merridale Fever to test their skills against the most talented young footballers in Australia! The 
whole team has been selected for the National High Potential Pathway program and are taking part in a two-day camp. 
Both Kat and Crabbie are determined to be chosen for the Game of Stars match but will need to find a way to perform 
when they’re faced with challenges on and off the field. Can they learn from their football heroes and take it to the next 
level when it counts? Age 7+ Sport-Soccer-Football-Competition

167. Friday Barnes #11: Friday Barnes: Last Chance (RA Spratt) $16.99    $15.30
Someone stole the Mona Lisa. Okay, it was over a hundred years ago, but a recently uncovered letter reveals that the 
thief forged a copy. That means that the painting in the Louvre now is a fake. And the real Mona Lisa could be anywhere! 
Friday Barnes needs to find the truth - and the real painting. She’s going undercover as an art student, along with her 
partner-in-crime-solving, Melanie, and her staggeringly good-looking boyfrenemy, Ian. As they watch the comings and 
goings of France’s most famous art gallery, they see some very strange things. Amid digital pickpockets, guerrilla graffiti 
and projectile perfume, Friday soon discovers that the Paris art scene is a hotbed of crime. Age 9+ Mystery For all 
books in this series type FRIDAY BARNES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

168. Hats of Marvello, The (Amanda Graham)   $19.99   $15.99
No matter how much Olive longs for a pet rabbit, it’s never going to happen. Not when she lives in an Australian country 
town where most people think they’re a pest. So imagine Olive’s shock when she unexpectedly finds not one, but one 
hundred and one rabbits. And one of them can talk! How Olive will ever be able to hide and protect the rabbits is going 
to be her greatest challenge, and all while preparing for the Year 5 play. At least she has her costume ready, although 
the old top hat she found in the local op-shop seems very odd …Age 8+ Fantasy-Magic-Mystery

169. Horror High #3: Dead Ringer (Bec Hill)   $15.99    $14.40
Yas loves her new phone, especially the awesome new camera feature. Recently, she has grown her following by 
uploading her photos to social media. But then Yas notices an old lady appearing in all her photo posts - it’s like a bad 
filter that can’t be removed. Best friend Ren tells Yas to re-set her phone, but when she re-opens the camera app, the 
woman is in in each photo silently screaming. Yas is officially being haunted. What does the old lady ghost want? Can 
Yas and Ren find a way to banish her for good? Age 8+ Horror-Humour-Dyslexic Friendly For all books in this series 
type HORROR HIGH into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

170. Jane Doe Chronicles #3: Jane Doe And The Quill Of All Tales 
(Jeremy Lachlan)   $19.99   $18.00
Jane Doe is no ordinary girl. A child of three ancient gods, she can control the Manor, a sacred labyrinthine realm 
between the worlds. But lately, it seems the Manor’s been controlling her – and Jane is terrified of what that could mean.  
But when Jane discovers she’s the rightful heir to a powerful, long-lost relic, she must cast her fears aside and embark 
on another extraordinary adventure. The relic – the Phantom Quill – is said to grant visions of every future in every 
world. In the right hands, a tool for good. In the wrong hands, a weapon of chaos. And a power-hungry cult leader is 
already hot on its trail …  With her girlfriend, Violet, their pal, Aki, and the mysterious Winifred Robin, Jane must journey 
through the booby-trapped halls of the Manor to the steamy jungles of Vahru, a land on the edge of ruin. There are 
quicksand pits. There are swamps. There are ravenous beasts and crumbling, ancient cities. Deadliest of all, though, 
there’s the cult and its prophetic High Priest. Why does he want the Quill so desperately? And why does Jane feature so 
prominently in his nefarious plans?  This time, if Jane wants to save the Otherworlds, she may have to make the ultimate 
sacrifice.  Destiny – let alone the Manor – may not be on her side, after all ... Age 11+  Quest-Courage-Magic-Journey-
Adventure-Fantasy-Parallel Worlds For all books in this series type JANE DOE CHRONICLES into the search field at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

171. Little Lunch: Bubblers, The (Danny Katz And Mitch Vane)  $15.99   $14.40
This is what happened during Little Lunch: Mrs Gonsha baked a gross pavlova for Max and Elsa’s birthday, Atticus lost 
his glasses and we had a Disgusting Joke Contest by the bubblers. What else can happen in fifteen minutes? BACK IN 
PRINT For all books in this series type LITTLE LUNCH into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

172. Little Lunch: Monkey Bars, The (Danny Katz And Mitch Vane)  $15.99   $14.40
At Little Lunch Tamara Noodle hogged the monkey bars, we all fought over what kind of sandwich Manny was eating 
and Battie became SUPER BATMAN GUY. What else can happen in fifteen minutes? BACK IN PRINT

173. Little Lunch: School Gate, The (Danny Katz And Mitch Vane)  $15.99   $14.40
At Little Lunch Manny’s food fell outside the school gate, Debra - Jo Woo and Amba made TOILET - PAPER CROWNS 
and we invented a new ball game. What else can happen in fifteen minutes? BACK IN PRINT
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174. Little Lunch: Slide, The (Danny Katz And Mitch Vane)   $15.99   $14.40
At Little Lunch Mrs Gonsha’s bum got stuck in the slide, we found something GROSS in the sandpit and Rory got sent to 
the principal’s office...again. What else can happen in fifteen minutes? BACK IN PRINT

175. Long Class Goodnight, The (Sammy J)   $16.99   $15.30
What would happen if the end-of-school bell never rang ? Meet Justin Monaghetti. He is destined to be a loser. His new 
school is terrifying. His only friend wants to run away forever. And he’s just been given a detention for something he 
didn’t do. But Justin isn’t going to accept his fate without a fight. To survive his first day of high school, he’ll need a few 
tricks, a bit of luck – and an ingenious plan to mess with the rules. Survive the night. Change your fate. Remember your 
underpants. Age 9+ Humour 

176. Mack And Cheese #2: I Am A Cat! (Chrissie Krebs)   $10.99   $9.90
Mack: I am a Cat! Cheeze: But you don’t know how to be a cat! Can Cheeze teach Mack how to be a cat? Humour

177. Meet Ella #9: Best Friends (Rebecca McRitchie And Danielle Mcdonald) $7.99   $7.20
Ella and Zoe are best friends. But then Zoe makes friends with the new girl at school. Does this mean Zoe isn’t Ella’s 
friend anymore? Age 5+ Family-Friendship For all books in this series type MEET ELLA into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

178. Nerd Herd #5: Kitty Litter (Nathan Luff And Chris Kennett)  $14.99   $13.50
 Plus-sized Puss has given birth to five kittens, and they are all kinds of trouble! So the whole farm call upon The Nerd 
Herd to do something about it – and fast! Can Barny the Lamb, Shaama Llama Ding Dong and Billy the Kid succeed 
on their mission? And will they finally get the farm cred they deserve? Age 7+ Humour For all books in this series type 
NERD HERD into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

179. Ninja Kid #11: Ninja Artists! (Anh Do and Anton Emdin)  $15.99   $14.40
Nelson’s class is having a cool Art Competition! But when Nelson and Kenny accidentally travel back in time, they find 
themselves battling mythical creatures instead of painting them! How on earth are our heroes going to get out of this 
one?! Humour-Inventions-Technology-Ninjas

180. Olivia’s Secret Scribbles #12: Marvellous Magic Show, The  $9.99   $9.00
I have so many super-amazing and important things to write about! I’ll tell you all about them:  Bethany’s birthday party 
was amazing! There was cake, plus presents and a magician!  Now I want to learn all the magic tricks I can!!!  Dad says 
Great-nanna Peggy might know some magic tricks. She used to be a magician’s assistant.  Matilda is excited to learn 
them, too, so we decided to put on our own magic show! I hope it goes really well!!! * I even have a special part for 
Bob. Age 6+

181. Paris Takes Over The World #3: Welcome To Tokyo 
(Zanni Louise And Kyla May)  $14.99   $11.99
Hi! I’m Paris. I write in my travel journal as I explore the world! Paris is off to the brightest city in the world ... TOKYO! 
While in Tokyo, Paris meets a girl named Kimiko. But Kimiko is sad. She’s lost her birthday kimono! Can Paris help Kimiko 
trace her steps through the vibrant city of Tokyo to find it in time for her birthday celebrations? Age 7+ For all books in 
this series type PARIS TAKES OVER THE WORLD into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

182. Pearly And Pig #2: Pearly And Pig And The Lost City Of Mu-Savan 
(Sue Whiting And Rebecca Crane)  $15.99   $14.40
A fast-paced adventure series perfect for readers 8+, from award-winning author Sue Whiting. Pearly Woe is a worrier. 
But there is no room for worries when you are trying to prove yourself. Yet this is little comfort to Adventurologist-in-
training, Pearly Woe, as she motors down the mighty Mekong River on another adventure. Pearly, Pig and the entire 
Woe family are destined for the kingdom of Anachak, where they plan to search for the lost city of Mu Savan. A jungle 
adventure! What could go wrong? Everything. Of course! Age 8+ Adventure-Jungle For all books in this series type 
PEARLY AND PIG into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

183. Pow Pow Pig #4: Loch Ness Adventure (Anh Do And Peter Cheong)     $15.99   $14.40
Hello, it’s me - Pow Pow Pig! Me and the Z team are on a mission to save the world! But first we need to rescue the Loch 
Ness Monster from being hunted! Not only that, but Ninja Kid and his buddy H-Dude have turned up to help us! It’s 
going to be an awesome adventure with lots of laughs and lots of fun. Age 7+ Humour-Friendship-Cooperation For 
all books in this series type POW POW PIG into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

184. Rockstar Detective #2: Murder At The Movies (Adam Hills)                     $16.99   $15.30
Meet Charley - a totally ordinary 13-year-old, who’s also an international singing sensation. Meet George - Charley’s best 
friend, social media whizz, and budding comedian. Charley and George are in Sydney, where Charley is filming her first 
movie. But when mysterious accidents begin to happen whenever Charley’s on set, the duo suspect someone isn’t as 
excited about her big screen debut as they are... No one else seems to believe that Charley’s in real danger - and from 
the bad-tempered director to Charley’s rude co-star, anyone could be a suspect. Can the detective dream team solve 
their second mystery, wrap the movie - and keep Charley in one piece? Age 9+ Murder-Mystery For all books in this 
series type ROCKSTAR DETECTIVES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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185. So That Happened (Tami Sussman)  $16.99   $15.30
Natalie (Nutty to her friends) knows turning 12 is a big deal, and even though she doesn’t like change AT ALL, she’s 
prepping for: a) having the best bat mitzvah party anyone has ever been to b) graduating from primary school and c) 
hopefully getting a boyfriend. But there’s even more headed Nutty’s way that might change everything, like her parents 
running out of money and selling her childhood home, along with the reassuring family smell. Or when her best friend 
no longer feels like a girl and wants to leave the bat mitzvah group altogether. It seems only Natalie can keep her family, 
her friendships and her party from falling apart. Age 10+ Friendship-Change-Family-Judaism 

186. Taekwondo Tales: Jiggles, Jumbles And A Case Of The Jitters 
(Alistair Lawson)  $16.99   $15.30
Jimmy, Jack and Jane have something in common – they all have a secret. The secret? … They all think they are different 
from everyone else around them. Jimmy can’t sit still, Jack can’t read, and as for Jane, she is so nervous about everything 
that she’s too scared to try anything! The 3 become friends as they explore a new hobby, Taekwondo, and through the 
breathing and movement exercises that their Sensei teaches them they each realise that EVERYONE is DIFFERENT and 
that’s what makes us all the SAME. Age 9+ Neurodiverse-Neurodiversity-ADHD-Dyslexia-Anxiety-Friendship

187. Travelling Bookshop #4: Mim and the Disasterous Dog Show 
(Katrina Nannestad)  $14.99   $13.50
Mim has arrived in Puddling Muddlebury in the Cotswolds, England, just in time for the annual dog show. The judge, 
Lord Melville-Timms, is in a pickle. He has judged cakes and flowers and vegetables, but never a dog show. Furthermore, 
his beloved bulldog, Bubbles, is the most disobedient dog in the county. Mim knows they’re here to help Lord Melville-
Timms. To give him courage. To prevent a dog show disaster. If only Mim could find Lord Melville-Timms the right book. 
If only Dad would stop giving everyone the wrong book. Age 7+ Reading-Books-Magic-Community-Dogs For all 
books in this series type TRAVELLING BOOKSHOP into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

188. Wolf Girl #8: Welcome To Paradise (Anh Do)  $15.99   $13.60
Wolf Girl and her pack have escaped their enemies’ clutches - only to find themselves in a canoe hurtling down a croc-
infested river towards a terrifying waterfall! But saving themselves from certain death is only the beginning! Soon after, 
the pack is marooned on a mysterious island filled with wild animals. Why does it exist? And what could it possibly have 
to do with Gwen’s long-lost sister? From jungle to savannah, it will be the most unlikely allies who come to their aid... For 
all books in this series type WOLF GIRL into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

189. Wolves Of Greycoat Hall #2: Boris In Switzerland (Lucinda Gifford)     $16.99   $15.30
Boris is attending the Institute of International Excellence, a fancy Swiss boarding school while his parents are staying 
with Great Aunt Orfilia. Although worried about being the only wolf, and having to navigate around the rude vice 
principal, he quickly makes friends, learns how to “log in” and heli-board, and has plentiful supply of cake, Boris can’t 
shake the idea that something funny is going on . . . Age 7+ Mystery-Humour For all books in this series type WOLVES 
OF GREYCOAT HALL into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

190. Adventure Club #4: Orphan Orangutan, The 
(Jess Butterworth And Kirsti Beautyman)   $14.99   $13.50
Tilly and the Adventure Club are off to Borneo. When the team find an orphan orangutan alone in the wild after a fire, 
they rescue it and the baby orangutan takes a special liking to Tilly. But can the Adventure Club train to the baby to 
live in the wild without her mum? And if they do, how will Tilly ever be able to leave her behind? Join the Adventure 
Club to find out! Packed full of illustrations and set as Tilly’s own diary, this new series is perfect for young readers 
who are beginning to read on their own. Age 7+ Adventure-Exploration-Discovery-Travel-Endangered Animals-
Orangutans-Borneo For all books in this series type ADVENTURE CLUB into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.
au

191. Beak And Ally #2: Bedtime Jitters Graphic Novel (Norm Feuti)                  $16.99   $15.30
Late at night, the swamp is full of weird noises . . . spooky noises! Like the GUURNT GUURNT! of the horrible Grunty 
Beast, the CHH CHH CHH CHH of the chilling Chatter Ghosts, and the ZZUMP ZZUMP of the mechanical Zump Monster! 
How’s Beak the bird supposed to get any rest with all these strange sounds sounding off around him Thankfully, Ally the 
alligator has some good ideas about where all the racket is coming from. Age 6+ Graphic Novel-Friendship-Humour 
For all books in this series type BEAK AND ALLY into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

192. Bear And Bird: Picnic And Other Stories, The (Jarvis)   $24.99   $22.50
Bear didn’t really like the painting. I mean, look at it. But he liked Bird a lot, and it would remind him of her... Bear and 
Bird are best friends! And while they don’t always understand each other, they both agree: all they want is to make the 
other happy. So, when Bear forgets to pack for a picnic (but pretends that he didn’t), Bird doesn’t let on that she knew 
all along. And when Bird discovers that Bear has more of a certain talent than she does, well, Bear finds a touching way 
to make her feel better. Age 5+ Friendship-Humour 

YOUNGER NOVELS
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193. Big Sky Mountain #3: Beach Otters, The (Alex Milway)   $14.99   $13.50
Welcome to Big Sky Mountain: a home for everyone! Life never stays still for long on Big Sky Mountain. Rosa and 
Grandma Nan are off on an adventure to Toe-Dipper Bay, to see who’s in trouble - a distress flare has gone up! When 
they arrive they find the beach covered in plastic rubbish, and a family of beach otters farming seaweed, while doing 
their best to tidy up. Rosa and Grandma Nan join in, but they have to find out who sent the distress flare - because 
who is that wrecked out at sea? Rosa and Grandma Nan will need the otters’ help to build a raft to get to them. Age 6+ 
Adventure-Nature-Environmental Issues-Pollution-Recycling For all books in this series type BIG SKY MOUNTAIN 
into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

194. Bug Scouts #1: Out In The Wild! Graphic Novel (Mike Lowery)                  $12.99   $11.70
A new wild and hilarious graphic chapter book series! Doug and Abby love everything about being Bug Scouts: their 
super-duper top-secret headquarters, earning bug badges, wearing scout gear, and, of course, snacks. Josh, meanwhile, 
is a grump and doesn’t like anything (except the snacks). The Bug Scouts begin to work on earning the “foraging” bug 
badge. But will they be able to avoid the poisonous plants and manage to not get eaten by a clever frog? Age 7+ 
Graphic Novel-Minibeasts-Bugs 

195. Cosmic Creatures: Snuggly Snowpop, The 
(Tom Huddleson And Sophy Williams)   $12.99   $11.70
Charlie and her dad are on a mission with Captain Robertson to climb the highest mountain on planet Vela. When 
some very cute, very cheeky snowpops turn up and start to cause mischief, the captain is not amused. But a snowstorm 
threatens to put them all in danger. It’s time for the snowpops to come to the rescue! Fans of Zoe’s Rescue Zoo and Holly 
Webb will love Cosmic Creatures! Beautifully illustrated throughout by Sophy Williams, Cosmic Creatures is perfect for 
animal-mad readers aged 5+. Animal Stories

196. Crab And Snail #2: Tidal Pool Of Cool: Graphic Novel, The 
(Beth Ferry And Jared Chapman)   $14.99   $13.50
Starfish is pointy-perfect, so wow to the wow! And her tidal pool is filled with friends and fun things. But Crab and Snail 
weren’t invited. While the best beach friends do everything they can to catch Starfish’s attention and score an invite, 
they begin to realize that being kind just might be the coolest of cool. Crab and Snail are everyone’s new favourite 
characters in the graphic early reader space. Fans of Narwhal & Jelly and Beak & Ally will love these quirky characters 
and clever stories. Age 6+ Graphic Novel For all books in this series type CRAB AND SNAIL into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

197. Diary Of A Pug #3: Paws For A Cause (Kyla May)   $9.99   $9.00
Meet the cutest pug on the planet! Name: Baron von Bubbles. Nickname: Bub. Likes: peanut butter treats, toys, and his 
human, Bella. Dislikes: kittens who are cuter than him, water. When the local Animal Shelter can’t afford new toys, Bub 
and Bella decide to help. But how can they raise the money for the toys? Bella has an idea: A Pet Wash! Can Bub be 
brave and get wet if it’s for a good cause? Age 6+ For all books in this series type DIARY OF A PUG into the search field 
at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

198. Dinosaur Club: Catching The Velociraptor (Rex Stone)   $12.99   $11.70
Travel back in time to the world of the dinosaurs! In this adventure, a sneaky velociraptor steals the kids’ tablet. If 
they can’t track it down soon, it’ll be stuck in the past forever and the kids will be cut off from Dinosaur Club! Age 6+ 
Adventure-Dinosaurs For all books in this series type DINOSAUR CLUB into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.
au

199. Dragon Girls #9: Stella The Starlight Dragon (Maddy Mara)  $14.99   $13.50
Rosie, Phoebe, and Stella all share an incredible secret—when they travel to a place called the Magic Forest, they can 
transform into powerful creatures called Night Dragons. Once there, the friends must save the Magic Forest from an evil 
that threatens to banish nighttime - forever. Age 7+  Fantasy-Dragons For all books in this series type DRAGON GIRLS 
into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au AUSTRALIAN

200. Ella And Olivia #32: Starry Night 
(Yvette Poshoglian And Danielle Mcdonald)   $7.99   $7.20
Ella and Olivia love looking at the stars. When they visit the Observatory, they can’t wait to look through the giant 
telescope. But will the sky be clear enough to see the stars? Age 5+ For all books in this series type ELLA AND OLIVIA 
into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au AUSTRALIAN

201. Famous Five Colour Short Stories: Message In A Bottle 
(Enid Blyton And Sufiya Ahmed)   $14.99   $13.50
The Five have found a bottle with a message inside! It says that there’s a hidden doll in the caves across from Kirrin 
Island, so the Five set off on a rescue mission. But the caves are dark and they soon lose their way ... The story is 
broken down into short chapters with vibrant, full-colour illustrations on every page - perfect for shared reading or for 
newly confident readers to enjoy independently. Age 6+ Mystery-Crime For all books in this series type FAMOUS FIVE 
COLOUR SHORT STORIES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

202. Hey Jack: Big Mess, The (Sally Rippin And Stephanie Spartels)  $9.99   $9.00
Jack’s filming a cooking show with his best friend Billie. But what will happen if he messes everything up? Jack is a 
friendly, everyday kid who loves playing soccer and always tries to be brave. Age 6+ For all books in this series type HEY 
JACK into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au AUSTRALIAN
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203. Hey Jack: Class Party, The (Sally Rippin And Stephanie Spartels)  $9.99   $9.00
Jack’s class is voting on what to do for their end-of-term party. And Jack has the deciding vote. How will he know what 
to choose? Jack is a friendly, everyday kid who loves playing soccer and always tries to be brave. Age 6+ For all books 
in this series type HEY JACK into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au AUSTRALIAN

204. Kate On The Case #3: Headline Hoax, The (Hannah Peck)  $14.99   $13.50
Kate receives a VIP invitation to the headquarters of newspaper THE LOOKOUT POST to help her hero, top reporter 
Catherine Rodriguez! But Kate’s dream-come-true begins to sour when she discovers that all is not as it should be at the 
newspaper. Will Kate be able to make the scoop of the century? It’s going to take all the courage she’s got . . .Age 6+  
Detective-Mystery-Humour-Investigation For all books in this series type KATE ON THE CASE into the search field at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

205. Lucy And The Paper Pirates (Pat Hutchins and Jessica Meserve)  $16.99  $13.59
Join Lucy and the colourful cast of rowdy, rude and funny ‘cut-out’ characters in this warm and funny adventure for 
young readers from the internationally bestselling author Pat Hutchins, illustrated by Jessica Meserve. What does a 
Princess have in common with rabble of swashbuckling pirates? Or a Knight? Or even a fire-breathing Dragon? They’ve 
all been cut out from their stories! And the Princess isn’t happy about it. Not one little bit. Now it’s up to Lucy to help 
them resolve their squabbles and untangle the endings to their stories. Age 7+ Adventure-Humour

206. Magic Keepers #1: Crystal Chaos 
(Linda Chapman And Hoang Giang)  $14.99   $13.50
Hidden away in a bustling old market town, Curio House and its mysterious collection of artefacts has been undisturbed 
for years. Until now… When her mum inherits the Curio House, Ava is nervous about moving into the creaky Victorian 
villa, especially when she discovers a room filled with unusual objects and a box of ‘magic’ crystals. Ava knows they can’t 
really be magic, but when her mischievous Tibetan terrier Pepper tries to eat one of the artefacts, a series of strange and 
definitely magical events unfold – and soon the whole town is in trouble! Luckily her new friends Sarah and Lily are on 
hand to help, but can three ordinary girls (and Pepper) learn to control the crystals and protect the world around them? 
Age 7+ Magic-Friendship 

207. Minecraft Young Reader Level 2: Sky’s The Limit, The (Ab Mojang)  $9.99   $9.00
Emmy and Birch go on an adventure to take to the sky with this Young Reader book and the only official levelled reader 
series based on Minecraft, the world’s best-selling video game! Learning to read has never been more fun for fans! 
They’ll get a great introduction to the game through the adventures of two young players, Emmy and Birch—and their 
tame wolf Byte—who are new to the world of Minecraft but always ready to explore. This time, Birch wants to go flying 
more than anything. Emmy has an idea for getting the right materials but it is going to be an incredible journey.

208. Moonlight Riders #4: Sea Foal (Linda Chapman)   $14.99   $13.50
Could you be a True Rider? The Moonlight Stables friends are spending the summer at pony camp. Rides along the 
beach, swimming in the sea, it’s the best summer ever! It’s just a shame that Zara and the Night Riders are also at camp. 
But when Amara and her friends find an injured foal on the beach, their summer gets much more exciting. This foal is 
not like other ponies, she’s magic! It’s up to the friends to conceal her magical secret from the rest of pony camp and 
the evil Night Riders. But can they find the lost sea foal a home of her own? Don’t miss the other Moonlight Riders 
stories! Fire Horse Storm Stallion Petal Pony Age 7+ Horses-Horse Lovers-Magic Age 6+ For all books in this series 
type MOONLIGHT RIDERS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

209. Narwhal And Jelly Book #7: Narwhalicorn And Jelly (Ben Clanton)  $14.99  $13.50
Narwhal is a happy-go-lucky narwhal. Jelly is a no-nonsense jellyfish. The two might not have a lot in common, but they 
do love waffles, parties and adventures. Join Narwhal and Jelly as they discover the whole wide ocean together in the 
hilarious seventh book of this blockbuster graphic novel series! The perfect first book for young 5 year-old, 6 year-old, 7 
year old and 8 year-old readers looking for funny, high interest books that are an accessible read, where they’ll discover 
the joys of friendship, working together and the power of imagination. Featuring three short stories and a super fun 
ocean fact page – and joke page Age 5+ Graphic Novel For all books in this series type NARWHAL AND JELLY into the 
search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

210. Naughtiest Unicorn #11: Naughtiest Unicorn And The Firework Festival, The 
(Pip Bird And David O’connell)   $14.99   $13.50
It’s time for some firework festival fun at Unicorn School! But there’s only one problem… the fireworks are missing! But – 
this being Unicorn School – the fireworks are very special and magical, created by mysterious creatures who live behind 
the Fearsome Forest. It’s time for Mira, Dave and the gang to go on an adventure, find out what is going on and make 
sure that the sparkling, colourful, fizzing firework fun is returned to the festival with a BANG! For all books in this series 
type NAUGHTIEST UNICORN into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

211. Pea, Bee, & Jay: Gotta Find Gramps Graphic Novel (Brian Smith)             $14.99   $13.50
Has anybody seen Gramps! Pea, Bee, & Jay are on the search in Pea, Bee, & Jay: Gotta Find Gramps, an early graphic 
novel series by Brian “Smitty” Smith, perfect for fans of Narwhal & Jelly, emerging readers, and comic lovers alike! When 
Pea, Bee, & Jay hear stories of Gramps’s youth, they find each yarn to be wilder than the last. He once had a pet dog, 
was a professional wrestling champ, and he even led a jailbreak out of a can of peas. Un-pea-lievable! But when Gramps 
goes missing, it’s up to the trio to bring him home. Will they find the kernel of truth in Gramps’s tall tales and reunite 
him with his family Age 6+ Graphic Novel-Humour For all books in this series type PEA, BEA AND JAY into the search 
field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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212. Pirate Blackbird, The (Uwe Timm And Axel Scheffler)   $16.99   $15.30
When a little mynah bird is stolen from the jungle, he uses his amazing gift of mimicry to fool everyone in his path—
escaping from a variety of cages in pet shops and zoos in order to forge his own path in the big city. With the help of his 
new friend, a little girl, will courageous Pirate Blackbird find his true home? Age 7+ Animal Stories 

213. Pizza and Taco #1: Who’s The Best? Graphic Novel (Stephen Shaskin)  $10.99   $9.90
Best friends are the best! But who is the best? Is it Pizza or Taco? The question is debatable! They both love water slides. 
They both are friends with Hot Dog and Hamburger. In fact, maybe they should have a debate and get their friends to 
vote for who’s the best! Can their friendship survive the race for top spot on the popularity food chain? Cast your vote! 
Age 5+ Graphic Novel-Humour

214. Playdate Adventures #7: Midnight Moon Feast, The 
(Emma Beswetherick And Emma Woodbine)   $14.99    $13.50
Katy, Zia and Luca have come for a sleepover at Cassie’s house. Luca is excited to show them his new telescope, but 
they can’t see any stars - the glow from the houses and streetlights is too bright. A debate starts, because Zia sleeps with 
the light on but the others don’t. They decide a night-time adventure would be the perfect way to prove to Zia that the 
dark isn’t scary. Imagining the telescope is a portal into a night-time world, they find themselves in open countryside 
where they watch the nocturnal goings on of a host of night-time creatures. But when they meet an owl with a broken 
body-clock, they learn that something is out of sync. Helping the mixed-up owl un-mix itself, the four friends and 
Thunder (who has to try very hard to curb his night-time hunting instincts) set out to rebalance the ecosystem. Age 7+ 
Adventure-Environmental Issues For all books in this series type PLAYDATE ADVENTURES into the search field at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

215. Press Start! #1: Game On, Super Rabbit Boy! Graphic Novel 
(Thomas Flintham)   $14.99    $13.50
For kids who love video games but aren’t allowed to play as often as they’d like... Sunny’s favourite game is Super 
Rabbit Boy and he loves to pit his skills against King Viking who hates fun and happiness and wants to steal Singing 
Dog and bring sadness to Animal Town FOR EVER! Can Sunny help Super Rabbit Boy get to Level 6 and rescue Singing 
Dog and restore joy to Animal Town? Only if he defeats the Robot Army, dodges the Robo-Crabs and Lakes of Lava 
before battling King Viking himself! Has Sunny got the skills? Has Super Rabbit Boy eaten enough super magical carrots 
(SPOILER: origin story)? You’ll have to read and find out... Age 6+Graphic Novel-Gaming

216. Rainbow Grey #3: Battle For The Skies (Laura Ellen Anderson)  $16.99    $15.30
Rainbow Grey may be only ten years old but the future of the whole world depends on her! It’s up to Ray to defeat 
Tornadia Twist – the greatest villain that ever lived . . . Ray has to figure out what her ultimate magical gift is and use 
this power to stop Tornadia before she destroys the Weatherlands and Earth. With epic adventures, magic galore and 
everything at stake, the battle for the skies is ON! Age 7+ Magic-Adventure-Friendship For all books in this series type 
RAINBOW GREY into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

217. Sadie #3: Swirl Of Sadie, A (Lana Spasevski and Jonie Stone)  $14.99   $13.50
Say hello to Sadie a superstar baker with a big heart! In this book, Sadie needs to: - perform a yummy role for her school 
movie night. - bake pup-friendly treats for a perfect puppy playdate. - whip up two desserts for a special family banquet. 
But Sadie’s sweet intentions do not always go to plan! Her movie night ice creams are too melty to serve. The puppy 
treats are not behaving. And her banquet turns into a double dessert disaster! Can Sadie find a way to save the day? 
Age 6+ Short Stories-Problem Solving-Generosity-Kindness-Baking For all books in this series type SADIE into the 
search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au AUSTRALIAN

218. Secret Agent Mole #1: Goldfish-Finger (James Foley)   $15.99   $14.40
Max is a mole on a mission. With Helen Hippo and June Bug by his side, Max must stop the evil Goldfish-Finger from 
stealing a priceless, solid gold fishfinger. This dangerous, top-secret mission will involve explosions, a naked mole rat, 
and being flushed down a giant toilet. Will Max and the team defeat the fiendish fish? Time to rock and mole! Age 7+ 
Humour-Spies

219. Secret Beast Club #1: Unicorns Of Silver Street, The (Robin Birch)          $16.99   $15.30
Aisha and Jayden are definitely not fans of Outside. Aisha would rather be home playing on her tablet or messaging 
her friends. Jayden thinks the worlds inside his books are much more exciting than the real one beyond his window. But 
when they are asked to join the Secret Beast Club, a centuries-old secret group that protects mythological creatures, 
Aisha and Jayden discover that real magic could be closer than they think . . . you just have to know where to look . . . 
Inspired by the real life story of Pablo Fanque - the first Black circus owner - and featuring fun facts about the magical 
creatures within each story, this exciting new series for 6+ readers is not to be missed! Age 6+Magic-Adventure-
Friendship 

220. Super Adventures Of Ollie And Bea #5: Bunny Ideas (Renee Treml)       $12.99   $11.70
Bea has a PAW-some plan for fun games to play with her friends (as long as everyone follows her rules). Can Bea have a 
hoot with her friends? Even when she doesn’t win? Join Ollie and Bea and their loyal friends who just want to have fun. 
The perfect book for young readers who love to laugh. Graphic Novel-Friendship-Humour Age 5+ For all books in this 
series type SUPER ADVENTURES OF OLLIE AND BEA into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au AUSTRALIAN
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221. Super Adventures Of Ollie And Bea #6: Otter-Ly Ridiculous 
(Renee Treml)   $12.99   $11.70
A friendly game of hide-and-SQUEAK leads to a big S’QUARREL. Can Ollie and Bea help their friends settle the argument, 
or will they OWL-so have hurt feelings? Join Ollie and Bea and their band of friends in their playtime adventures. The 
perfect book for young readers who love to laugh. Age 5+ Graphic Novel-Friendship-Humour AUSTRALIAN

222. Two-Headed Chicken Graphic Novel (Tom Angleberger)  $17.99   $16.20
Anything is possible in the multiverse, including a madcap adventure starring a plucky, two-headed chicken. But look 
out - there’s a chicken-hungry moose in pursuit! In this hilarious, interactive adventure, our double-headed hero is 
chased through dozens of bizarre universes, from an ocean planet with a disturbing mermoose to a land covered with 
pizza sauce. With each BZOOP of Two-Headed Chicken’s universe-hopping Astrocap, the only thing to expect is the 
unexpected... Age 7+Graphic Novel-Humour-Multiverse 

223. Unicorn Seekers #1: Map Of Lost Unicorns 
(Cerrie Burnell And Lucy Fleming)   $15.99   $14.40
Growing up in a bustling city, Elodie Lightfoot thinks she’s seen it all. Except, she’s never seen a unicorn before ... until 
now. And not just that - she can feel the unicorn’s magic too-it’s as if a special bond exists between them. But while these 
exciting powers bring adventure, they also bring danger as Elodie realises she’s prepared to protect her unicorn at all 
costs.  Age 7+ Adventure-Magic-Unicorns 

224. Wind Riders #4: Whale Song Of Puffin Cliff 
(Jen Marlin And Marta Kissi)  $12.99   $11.70
In Starry Bay, summer vacation means snorkeling for sea glass by the beach, until Max and Sofia come across an 
abandoned sailboat. With a spin of the wheel, Wind Rider transports them to animals who need their help! This time, 
they drop anchor in Iceland’s frigid waters, where Max and Sofia team up with the Puffin Patrol, a group of Icelandic 
kids who protect and preserve the local puffin colony. But it seems that the puffins aren’t the only ones in trouble. Max 
and Sofia will have to think fast to save a beached beluga whale. Age 7+ Environmental Issues-Activism-Adventure-
Biodiversity For all books in this series type WIND RIDERS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

225. World Of Emily Windsnap #1: Emily’s Big Discovery 
(Liz Kessler And Joanie Stone)   $12.99   $11.70
Even though she lives in a houseboat, Emily Windsnap doesn’t know how to swim. Her mother has always cautioned 
her to stay out of the water. But it’s hard to make friends at the beach when everyone else is having fun in the waves! So 
when swimming lessons start at school, Emily is excited to finally have the chance to learn. Standing beside the pool, she 
feels the water calling her, but when she jumps in, she gets a strange, kind of scary sensation . . . like her legs are stuck 
together. Eager to figure out what’s happening, Emily later dives into the sea. She gets that weird feeling again, but this 
time she looks down to see that her legs are gone—replaced by a shiny, beautiful tail!. Age 5+ Mermaids 

226. World Of Emily Windsnap #2: Shona Finds Her Voice 
(Liz Kessler And Joanie Stone)   $12.99   $11.70
Emily Windsnap’s best friend, Shona Silkfin, is a mermaid who loves to sing . . . but only when she is by herself. So when 
Shiprock School announces a talent show whose winner will have the honour of meeting King Neptune, everyone is 
excited to perform-except Shona, who is too nervous to sign up. But when Emily overhears her friend singing, she’s 
amazed by Shona’s beautiful voice. With Emily’s encouragement, Shona decides to enter the talent show-and when she 
anxiously takes the stage, Shona knows that her best friend is cheering her on, giving her the courage to sing loud and 
proud in front of everyone, even the King of the Oceans. Age 5+ Mermaids 

227. Worst Witch #1: Worst Witch (Jill Murphy)   $16.99   $15.30
Sparkling new branding for The Worst Witch - the original magical boarding school series School spells trouble for 
Mildred Hubble! Disaster-prone Mildred is a trainee at Miss Cackle’s Academy for Witches, but she’s making an awful 
mess of it. She keeps getting her spells wrong and crashing her broomstick. Yet she manages to get by until she turns 
Ethel, the teacher’s pet, into her deadly enemy and chaos ensues . . . Jill Murphy’s beloved classic is full of fun, magic 
and mayhem! Age 7+

228. Worst Witch #2: Worst Witch Strikes Again, The (Jill Murphy)  $16.99   $15.30
It’s the Summer Term at Miss Cackle’s Academy for Witches and disaster-prone, trainee witch Mildred Hubble is in deep 
trouble again - all because of the new girl Enid Nightshade, who isn’t nearly as sweet and innocent as she looks... Age 
7+

229. Worst Witch #3: Bad Spell For The Worst Witch, A (Jill Murphy)  $16.99  $15.30
The new term spells disaster for Mildred Hubble, trainee witch at Miss Cackle’s Academy for Witches. But she is 
determined to lose her embarrassing reputation as the worst witch the Academy has ever seen. But however hard she 
tries, things rapidly get out of hand! Age 7+

ORDER ONLINE NOW!
www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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230. Willa And Woof #3: Grandparents For Hire (Jacqueline Harvey)  $12.99  $11.70
Willa has the perfect solution for kids who don’t have someone to bring to Grandparents’ Day at school - hire an oldie 
from the retirement village next to her house! But things aren’t exactly going to plan. Frank, her best old-age friend, 
won’t let her borrow him and something strange is going on with her best four-legged friend and trusty sidekick, Woof. 
She’ll need her most imaginative ideas yet (and the help of Tae, her best same-age friend) to sort everything out in time! 
Can Willa make Grandparents’ Day a big success? Age 6+ Adventure-Individuality-Friendship-Family-Grandparents 
For all books in this series type WILLA AND WOOF into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au AUSTRALIAN

231. Zoo Crew #3: Sickest Camp Ever! 
(Matt Zeremes And Peter William Popple)   $15.99   $14.40
Eddie, Mabel and Princeton are seriously pumped for school camp. But evil Echo has the grossest, pus-filled plan 
ever to get camp cancelled! Can the best buds of Zoo Crew stop an army of multiplying Phaartlets from destroying 
everything?! Grab your camping gear—it’s gonna be in tents! Age 6+ Humour For all books in this series type ZOO 
CREW into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au AUSTRALIAN 

232. After School Detective Club #2: Secret Of Ragnar’s Gold, The 
(Mark Dawson)   $14.99   $13.50
Joe can’t believe his luck when his dad rents a castle for their Easter holidays - but is devastated when his mum receives 
a better invitation and the trip is cancelled. Determined to have his holiday, Joe develops an elaborate plan to go with 
his friends instead. The castle is everything the friends had hoped for: a partially restored ruin with a moat, a Saxon 
chapel, spiral staircases and an ancient burial mound that gives it an air of mystery. But it’s not long before they hear 
strange noises underground and notice yellow eyes lurking in the forest. And when Sherlock falls through some rotten 
boards and into an old well, they discover an ancient box, containing a 200-year-old notebook and an incomplete 
treasure map. The race is on. The After School Detective Club is on the trail of Ragnar’s gold - a hoard of treasure said to 
have been buried by a Viking warrior and guarded by his demon hound . . . that is, unless someone else gets there first. 
Mystery-Adventure-Treasure Age 8+ For all books in this series type AFTER SCHOOL DETECTIVE CLUB into the search 
field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

233. Agents Of S.U.I.T GRAPHIC NOVEL (John Patrick Green)  $14.99   $13.50
Meet Cilantro the Chameleon! Newly appointed Agent of S.U.I.T!* Cilantro finally has a chance to prove herself . . . but 
her first big case is OUT OF THIS WORLD. As she begins to uncover a sheep-led worker’s rights revolt and an alien 
invasion conspiracy, can Cilantro earn her V.E.S.T.** and catch the bad guys? Age 7+ Graphic Novel-Humour

234. All You Knead Is Love (Tanya Guerrero)   $16.99   $15.30
Sometimes you find home where you least expect it. Twelve-year-old Alba doesn’t want to live with her estranged 
grandmother in Barcelona. She wants to stay with her mom, even if that means enduring her dad’s cutting comments to 
them both. But in her new home, Alba forms a close relationship with her grandmother, gains a supportive father figure 
and new friends, and even discovers a passion and talent for baking. And through getting to know the city her mother 
used to call home, Alba starts to understand her mother better. When her beloved bakery is threatened with closure, 
Alba is determined to find a way to save it—and at the same time, she may just come up with a plan to make her family 
whole again. Age 11+ Family-Coming Of Age-Domestic Violence-Gender Identity 

235. An Unofficial Graphic Novel For Minecrafters #1: Quest For The Golden Apple 
(Megan Miller)   $17.99   $16.20
Phoenix dreams of seeing the world outside the high walls of her village. One day, she breaks the rules and leaves the 
walls to see the dark forest she’s heard tales of. It is a magical forest, but Phoenix’s forbidden trip has dire consequences 
for her brother, Xander. When Phoenix returns from the forest, she finds that Xander has been turned into a dreadful, 
moaning zombie! Now Phoenix has no choice. She must leave the village to find Xander’s cure. But beyond the walls 
are dangers far worse than zombies. Phoenix will have to conquer treacherous enemies—as well as her own fears—to 
find the enchanted golden apple, which is the only hope for her brother to return to his normal self. Age 8+ Graphic 
Novel-Minecraft

236. Asparagus Bunch, The (Jessica Scott-Whyte)   $14.99   $13.50
Leon John Crothers is 4779 days old (thirteen years and one month, if you’re mathematically challenged). He has been 
‘moved on’ from six different schools and most people think he has an attitude problem. Leon doesn’t care for the 
label, in the same way that he doesn’t care for Tim Burton, supermarket trolleys, train fanatics or Bounty bars. This time, 
however, things may turn out differently, as help comes from where he least expects it - Dr Snot, a physician at pains to 
help Leon navigate ‘normal’ and classmates, Tanya and Lawrence, who both face their own challenges. When school 
bully Glen Jenkins humiliates Leon in the school canteen and almost destroys Lawrence, Leon very reluctantly agrees 
to the formation of a club, The Asparagus Bunch. How Leon manages to navigate school woes and family drama - and 
astonishingly ends up with not one but two friends - is nothing short of a miracle, or maybe just simply down to being 
different. Age 11+ Neurodiverse-Neurodiversity-Dyslexia-Friendship-Bullying-Humour 

MIDDLE NOVELS
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237. Baby-Sitters Club Graphix: Mary Anne’s Bad Luck Mystery: GRAPHIC NOVEL 
(Ann M Martin)   $17.99   $16.20
Mary Anne should never have thrown away that chain letter she got in the mail. Ever since she did, bad things have been 
happening to everyone in the Baby-sitters Club. With Halloween coming up, Mary Anne’s even more worried — what 
kind of spooky thing will happen next? Then Mary Anne finds a new note in her mailbox: Wear this bad-luck charm, 
it says. or else. Mary Anne has to follow the note’s instructions. But who sent the charm? And why did they send it to 
Mary Anne? The BSC might never see an end to their bad luck if they don’t solve this mystery soon! Age 8+ Graphic 
Novel-Friendship-Mystery For all books in this series type BABY-SITTERS CLUB GRAPHIX into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

238. Baby-Sitters Little Sister Graphic Novel #6: Karen’s Birthday GRAPHIC NOVEL 
(Ann M Martin And Katy Farina)   $16.99    $15.30
It’s Karen’s birthday! She can’t wait for all those presents. Karen is even having two parties—one at Daddy’s house and 
one at Mummy’s. But what Karen really wants for her birthday is one big party, and to celebrate the special day with her 
whole family together. Will Karen’s birthday wish come true? Age 7+ Graphic Novel-Birthdays-Family-Divorce For all 
books in this series type BABYSITTERS LITTLE SISTER GRAPHIC NOVEL into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.
au

239. Batpig #2: Too Pig To Fail GRAPHIC NOVEL (Rob Harrell)  $19.99    $18.00
With great porker comes great responsibility. Gary Yorkshire is finally getting into the swing of this whole superhero 
thing - saving the world from terrible villains, masterfully concealing his identity with a very small mask. But what happens 
when Batpig is called to battle time itself in a maths class that just won’t end? Or when the city is attacked by something 
completely (and literally) out of this world? It’s not easy being a super-swine, but with the help of his best friends Brook 
the bat and Carl the fish, there’s no hamburglar they can’t catch. Age 8+ Graphic Novel-Humour-Superheroes For all 
books in this series type BATPIG into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

240. Bertie and the Alien Chicken (Jenny Pearson and Aleksei Bitskoff)        $14.99   $13.50
Bertie is NOT looking forward to spending the summer holidays on stinky Long Bottom Farm. But things take an 
interesting turn when he encounters Nugget, the alien chicken. Nugget’s mission is to find the Ear th’s most important 
resource and transport it back to Nurgle 7, and he needs Bertie’s help. But what could the Earth’s most valuable 
resource be, and can they find it in time t o stop the Nurgles exterminating the Earth?! This book has a dyslexia-friendly 
layout, typeface and paperstock so that even more readers can enjoy it. Age 8+ Friendship-Aliens-Reluctant Readers-
Dyslexic Friendly

241. Besties Work It Out GRAPHIC NOVEL 
(Kayla Miller And Kristina Lulu)             $17.99    $16.20
When the girls land a lucrative dogsitting gig, they’re sure that fame, fortune and popularity can’t be far behind, but 
nothing can prepare them for the mishap that throws their business plan - and friendship - into chaos! Meet Beth and 
Chanda, two stylish best friends on their way to building their fashion empire! An unexpected business opportunity 
presents itself when the girls are asked to dogsit at Ms Langford’s luxurious house while she’s away, but it quickly turns 
into a disaster after an accident leaves one of Ms Langford’s prized possessions in pieces! Now Beth and Chanda have 
to take on as many odd jobs as they can in order to afford a replacement. Car washing, book sales, interior decorating 
- you name it, Beth and Chanda are there! Will they be able to patch up their mistake in time? Age 9+ Friendship-
Family-Responsibility-Diversity 

242. Beyond The Frozen Horizon (Nicola Penfold)   $16.99     $13.59
The earth is thriving – with wilderness status protecting land and wildlife, and scientific organisations researching new 
ways to support human life sustainably. Rory’s mum is a geologist on one of these projects, and Rory is beyond excited 
to join her on a work trip to the Arctic. But the project isn’t all that it seems, and Rory soon learns what’s at stake for the 
people and animals who live there… Age 10+ Ecological Adventure 

243. Big Nate Graphic Novel: Big Nate: Nailed It! GRAPHIC NOVEL 
(Lincoln Peirce)   $19.99    $18.00
Big Nate is a legend at P.S. 38, where he and friends Francis, Teddy, Dee Dee, Chad, and others manage to make sixth 
grade interesting with all kinds of pranks, drama, sports, and good times. The all-time leader in detentions, Nate is never 
far from the spotlight, whether it’s for a freak injury on the soccer field, Halloween costume fail, or stirring up a new 
episode in his long-running rivalry with grade-grubbing Gina or his teacher nemesis, Mrs. Godfrey. For all books in this 
series type BIG NATE GRAPHIC NOVEL into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

244. Boy Who Didn’t Want To  Die, The (Peter Lantos)   $16.99     $15.30
The Boy Who Didn’t Want to Die describes an extraordinary journey, made by Peter, a boy of five, through war-torn 
Europe in 1944 and 1945. Peter and his parents set out from a small Hungarian town, travelling through Austria and 
then Germany together. Along the way, unforgettable images of adventure flash one after another, catching butterflies 
in the meadows – and as Peter realises that this adventure is really a nightmare – watching bombs falling from the 
blue sky outside Vienna, learning maths from his mother in Belsen. All this is drawn against a background of terror, 
starvations, infection, and inevitable, death, before Peter and his mother can return home. Age 11+ War Stories-World 
War 2-Survival-Holocaust-True Stories
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245. Boy Who Grew Dragons, The: Ultimate Guide To Growing Dragons, The 
(Andy Shepherd)   $12.99    $11.70
Tomas, the boy who grew dragons, is officially the Grand High Dragon Master. He’s lived with his dragons - Flicker and 
Zing - and grown dozens more. He’s an expert at caring for the dragonfruit tree. He knows all the tricks for training 
dragons, nurturing dragonfruit seedlings and defusing dragon poo. So - he has this brilliant idea. He and his friends 
have got to get all their dragon expertise down, in one easy-to-read place, for them, and anyone else who might find 
themselves growing dragons! The only problem is - Tomas’s friends Ted, Kat, Kai, Liam and Aura are currently scattered 
all around the world, from Suffolk to Mexico to China. Perhaps, though, if they can get their heads together, they can 
figure this all out together, and create the most brilliant ULTIMATE GUIDE ever, together? Of course, what they don’t 
release is they still have a lot to learn about dragons! Dragons

246. Breaking Down The Wall (Maximillian Jones)   $14.99    $13.50
Second in a gripping duology, set a generation after The Boy Behind The Wall. East Berlin, 1989. Thirteen-year-old Greta 
feels stifled by her parents. Her dad, Jakob, is in prison and her mum is full of secrets. Greta longs for freedom and 
the truth. Desperate to take a stand, she begins to circulate anti-communist fliers and graffiti through her school and 
neighbourhood. She is arrested and starts to question who she can trust. But the Stasi are weaker than ever. Change is 
coming and Greta is determined to be a part of it. The Berlin Wall is about to come down, but will it be too late for Greta, 
Jakob and their family? Age 11+ Historical-Germany-Communism-Change 

247. Butterfly Club #2: Mummy’s Curse, The (MA Bennett)   $14.99    $13.50
The adventures of the time-travelling Butterfly Club continue... Luna, Konstantin and Aidan travel to Egypt’s Valley of the 
Kings in 1922 where an Egyptologist called Harold Carter is about to discover Tutankhamun’s mummy. The time thieves 
have twenty-four hours to find out where Carter plans to dig and get to Tutankhamun first. But they find themselves 
grappling with the uncertainty of a world poised between two world wars and all the while a curse that they created 
seems to be taking on a life of its own... Age 9+ Adventure-Time Travel-Egypt-Tutankhamun For all books in this series 
type BUTTERFLY CLUB into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

248. Case Of The Runaway Brain, The (Nick Sheridan)   $14.99   $13.50
There’s always a mystery to solve in Snoops Bay! When a child escapes Madame Strang’s Academy for Incredibly 
Irritating Children in the dead of night, Madame Strang, her cool and calculating right-hand man, Mr Grule, and her 
overweight sausage dog, Mangler, will do anything to track him down. But friends Riz and Olly know a good story when 
they see one, and with the help of runaway Drew Hill, the trio are soon on a mission to uncover the secret that Madame 
Strang is so desperate to keep . . . one that involves a dastardly brainwashing invention and an academy full of plain and 
perfectly behaved children. Mystery-Humour

249. Cat Kid Comic Club #4: Collaborations (Dav Pilkey)   $18.99    $17.10
Excitement and imagination run wild as Naomi, Melvin, Poppy, Gilbert, Curly, and their siblings get back to making 
comics with originality and laughter. But wait—have they cleaned their rooms yet?! After their chores, the rambunctious 
group presents even more amazing mini-comics: a thrilling ride in “Chubbs McSpiderbutt,” an action-packed romp in 
“Frogzilla,” reflective haikus in “In the Autumn Pond,” a candy-coated mystery in “Mallo Cop,” and much, much, more. 
By working together, the baby frogs discover that small things can have a huge impact. In this innovative graphic 
novel series, award-winning author and illustrator Dav Pilkey employs a variety of techniques—including origami, acrylic 
paints, coloured pencils, photography, collage, gouache, watercolours, and more—to capture the creative and joyful 
spirit of collaboration. Graphic Novel-Art-Creativity-Writing-Comics For all books in this series type CAT KID COMIC 
CLUB into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

250. Children Of The Stone City (Beverley Naidoo)   $16.99    $15.30
A thrilling, resonant and inspiring novel about justice, privilege and the power of the young to strive for change. Set in 
a world where Adam and Leila and their friend Zak live as Nons under the Permitted ruling class. Then, when Adam and 
Leila’s father dies unexpectedly, their mother faces losing her permit to live in the Stone City with deportation to where 
she was born. Before music-loving Adam can implement his plan to save Mama, Zak is arrested for a bold prank that 
goes wrong, with far-reaching repercussions for them all . . . Age 11+ Inequality-Prejudice-Social Justice-Friendship 

251. Chronicles Of Never After #3: Broken Mirror, The 
(Melissa De La Cruz)  $22.99    $20.70
The Never After crew is back for another twisted adventure. This time, they’re off to Snow Country ... after they rescue the 
beleaguered Lord Sharif of Nottingham from the evil Robin Hood, who has been plaguing the land with his thievery and 
mischief. But Robin’s antics aren’t the only dangers afoot in the Kingdom of Never After. At the behest of her daughter, 
the evil Cinderella, Queen Olga has turned Prince Charming into a Frog after his wedding to the beautiful Hortense. 
And how could we forget the ominous Prophecy, which still looms large over Filomena and her friends? Along with 
Jack, Alistair, Gretel, Beatrice, Byron Bessley, and some new Snow Country pals like Rose Red and a chatty magic mirror, 
Filomena sets off to find the only ones who can save the kingdom once and for all: The League of the Seven - a group of 
fearless warriors devoted to fighting the ogres at any cost. Still, new threats lurk around every corner, both in Never After 
and back home in North Pasadena . . . Even with the League of the Seven’s help, can Filomena and her friends rescue 
the land from Olga’s clutches? Or will the ogres finally prevail? Age 10+ Fairytales-Fantasy-Adventure For all books in 
this series type CHRONICLES OF NEVER AFTER into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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252. Circus At The End Of The Sea (Lori R Snyder)   $14.99   $13.50
Maddy Adriana knows that magic is real. All her life, her heart has pulled her towards things too perfect to be ordinary. 
One day, that tug leads her to a magical street circus, hidden in plain sight among the canals and boardwalks of Venice 
Beach. For the first time in Maddy’s life, she finally feels like she belongs. But the circus is in grave danger. Maddy will 
need to confront the frightening side of magic, as well as her own deepest fears, if she’s to have any hope of saving the 
place she dreams of calling home. Age 9+ Fantasy-Magic-Belonging

253. Cloud Horse Chronicles #2: Tiggy Thistle And The Lost Guardians 
(Chris Riddell)   $26.99    $24.30
The Guardians of Magic disappeared ten years ago, leaving the Kingdom of Thrynne in the icy grip of a powerful 
sorceress. Most people have fled in desperate search of warmer lands, escaping the Ice Monsters that roam the streets. 
Meanwhile, young Tiggy Thistle lives hidden and safe with a kindly Badger until the day she meets one of the crafty 
Stiltskin brothers and she has to run from her happy home. So begins Tiggy’s quest to find Zam, Phoebe and Bathsheba 
- the lost Guardians and their beautiful Cloud Horses - the only people, she believes, who can save Thrynne from the 
curse of endless winter. Fantasy-Adventure-Magic Age 9+ For all books in this series type CLOUD HORSE CHRONICLES 
into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

254. Cool Code, The GRAPHIC NOVEL  (Deirdre Langeland and Sarah Mai)  $22.99  $20.70
In an attempt to fit in, Zoey develops an app called the Cool Code with a cute llama avatar that will tell her everything 
from what to say to what to wear based on pop culture algorithms she’s uploaded. But when the app gives her ridiculous 
advice, awkwardness and hilarity ensues. With a few upgrades and a bit of debugging from the coding club, the app 
actually works-Zoey gets really popular . . . and gets her pulled in all kinds of directions, including away from her real 
friends. Life’s most complicated choices. . . is there a code for that. Age 10+ Graphic Novel-Friendship-Bullying-
Making Friends-New School

 255. Creepover Graphic Novel: Truth Or Dare Graphic Novel 
(Pj Night)    $19.99   $18.00
The bestselling You’re Invited to a Creepover middle grade series comes to graphic novels with this first book about a 
bone-chilling sleepover game gone ghostly. During a round of Truth or Dare, Abby Miller confesses her crush on Jake 
Chilson. The only people who know her secret are her friends at the sleepover—and whoever sent her a text message 
in the middle of the night warning her to stay away from Jake…or else! But Abby isn’t going to stay away from Jake, 
especially not after he asks her to the school dance. As the night of the dance comes closer, some very creepy things 
start happening to Abby. Someone definitely wants to keep her away from Jake. Is it a jealous classmate or, as Abby 
begins to suspect, could it be a ghost? Graphic Novel-Horror Age 8+

256. Creepover Graphic Novel: You Can’t Come In Here! Graphic Novel 
(Pj Night)  $19.99   $18.00
Emily Hunter loves hanging out with her new neighbors. From their decked-out rec room to their almost-professional 
guitar playing, Drew and Vicky Strig are super cool. Since Drew and Vicky are homeschooled, Emily’s other friends 
haven’t gotten to know them yet. So Emily comes up with a plan for everyone to meet—a big party and sleepover at 
her house! But as Emily gets ready for the party, she begins to wonder about Drew and Vicky. They won’t let Emily into 
certain rooms in their house. And a wolf howls on their lawn every night. Is it only Emily’s overactive imagination or are 
the new neighbors more than just a little strange? Graphic Novel-Horror Age 8+

257. Creepover Graphic Novel #3: Ready For A Scare GRAPHIC NOVEL 
(PJ Night)   $19.99    $18.00
Birthday girl and queen of all things creepy Kelly Garcia is all set to have the perfect night. Her parents are going out 
of town, and with just a babysitter, Kelly’s practically on her own. It’s the perfect time for a virtual webcam sleepover 
where she and her friends can scare each other silly by telling ghost stories and summoning the spirit of Miss Mary, a 
woman from their small town who died tragically a long time ago. But when her friends start disappearing one by one 
and the babysitter is nowhere to be found, Kelly starts getting scared for real. Is Kelly next to face the ghost’s wrath? For 
all books in this series type CREEPOVER GRAPHIC NOVEL into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Age 9+ 
Graphic Novel-Horror

258. Crunch Graphic Novel (Kayla Miller)   $17.99    $16.20
Olive is balancing the too-many things she wants to do with the too-few hours in the day to do them . . . When everything 
adds up, suddenly it’s crunch time! It’s no secret that Olive loves trying new things. Between taking guitar lessons, 
making a short film, joining Berry Scouts and leading the charge on her school’s dress code reform, Olive has her hands 
full! But she enjoys being busy so staying on track with her jam-packed schedule should be no problem . . . right? As 
weeks fly by, it gets harder and harder for Olive to find time for her activities, never mind time for herself. Will she be 
able to accomplish her goals, or will all her sizzle turn to fizzle? Graphic Novel-Friendship Age 8+

259. Cupcake Diaries Graphic Novel: Katie And The Cupcake Cure Graphic Novel 
(Coco Simon)   $18.99   $17.10
The bestselling Cupcake Diaries series is now available in graphic novel format! In this adaptation of the first book, after 
her best friend moves on, Katie finds a new group of friends and they form the Cupcake Club. Katie is miserable when 
her best friend is invited to join the Popular Girls Club and Katie is left out. Is there an Unpopular Girls Club she can join? 
Luckily, Katie finds her way with a great new group of friends—Mia, Emma, and Alexis—and together they become the 
Cupcake Club. Sometimes starting from scratch turns out to be the icing on the cupcake. Graphic Novel-Friendship 
Age 8+
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 260. Cupcake Diaries Graphic Novel: Mia In The Mix Graphic Novel 
(Coco Simon)  $19.99  $18.00
When Mia arrives at her new school, her goal is to be open to and friendly with everyone, but everyone at Park Street 
School fits into a clique. When the Popular Girls Club takes an interest in Mia’s awesome fashion style and wants to 
recruit her, Mia must decide between them and her great new Cupcake Club friends. It’s like choosing between her 
divorced mom and dad and her old house and new house. Is it always going to be Mia in the middle, or can she mix 
it up? Fun, bright, full-color graphic panels tell the story with the same humor and heart as the original novel. Graphic 
Novel-Friendship Age 8+ 

261. Day I Got Trapped In My Brain, The 
(Amy Huberman And Katie Kear)                               $18.99    $17.10
Meet Frankie Finkleton. Age 11 and one-twelfth, Frankie has a BIG secret! Well, lots of secrets, actually: 1. She has a 
brother called Fred who is the Best Invention Ever, and a baby sister called Flo who is her arch-nemesis. 2. She has a dog 
named Blue who has giant eyeballs and tiny nostrils. 3. Oh ... And she’s a teensy-weensy, squinchy bit magic! Frankie 
has a world inside her head called Thoughtopolis – you just go through the eyeball, right at the skull, past the brain 
stuff, and then second door on the right! It’s great fun, full of weird-and-wonderful places and creatures, and together, 
she, Fred and Blue go on adventures. Until one day, Frankie gets trapped, and has to uncover a secret hidden deep 
within if she is to get back to the Real World. But when the truth changes everything, will Frankie want to go back? Help! 
Fantasy-Adventure Age 8+

262. Detention Detectives, The (Lis Jardine)    $16.99     $15.30
Jonno Archer doesn’t want to change schools, so puts zero effort into making new friends. But Plan A just isn’t convincing 
his parents the move was a mistake! He needs something a bit more dramatic. . . Finding a dead body at my new school 
was a pretty rubbish way to start. But actually getting mixed up in the case? I was bound to get into deep, deep trouble 
for that! When the wrong person is arrested for the crime, Jonno realises playing detective might just be the perfect 
Plan B. But the suspect list is long, and his classmates Daniel and Lydia also have reasons for wanting to solve the case. 
Jonno doesn’t want any new friends. But he might need all the help he can get. Mystery-Murder Age 10+

263. Diary Of A Minecraft Zombie #38: Tooth Is Out There, The 
(Zombie Zack)  $9.99     $9.00
When Zombie bites down on a rock instead of cake, his tooth gets damaged. He makes up a scary story to avoid going 
to the dentist, but then everyone actually believes it. The whole town is in a panic and even special agents are called in 
to help with the chaos. Will Zombie fess up and admit he was lying, or will the agents discover the truth themselves? For 
all books in this series type DIARY OF A MINECRAFT ZOMBIE into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

264. Diary Of A Roblox Pro #4: Lava Chase (Ari Avatar)   $9.99    $9.00
Ari is just a regular avatar from Blockville who loves hanging out with his two best friends – Zeke, an obby and parkour 
pro, and Jez, the ultimate hacker and Queen of Tech. Ari and his friends are off on a school excursion to a volcano! But 
they are disappointed to hear it isn’t an active volcano. Boring! And to make matters worse, they are forced to take the 
school nerd, Gabe, into their group with all his totally annoying habits. But when the volcano suddenly turns out to be 
a bit more active than expected, can Ari and his friends escape the lava in time? For all books in this series type DIARY 
OF A ROBLOX PRO into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

265. Diary Of A Minecraft Zombie Super Special: Elementary, My Dear Mob 
(Zombie Zack)   $15.99    $14.40
Take a peek into the diary of thirteen-year-old Zack Zombie. He’s just like any other kid, only a lot more dead! And in 
a lot more trouble! The game is afoot! Zombie can’t get enough of Hurlock Tomes and his sidekick, Dr Mobson, and 
the sleuthing adventures in their stories. But when Chickens start to go missing and Silverfish seem to teleport from 
nowhere, Skelee, Slimey, Creepy and of course, Zombie, are on the case! It’s time for Zombie and his friends to put their 
detective skills to the test as they solve a real-life mystery!

266. Diary Of An Accidental Witch #2: Flying High 
(Perdita Cargill And Kate Saunders) $16.99    $15.30
Monday 1st November There’s only fifty days until the Winter Solstice, the longest and witchiest night of the year. But 
before that there’s the Grand Tournament – the biggest and sportiest day in the witchy calendar! And I can’t wait! Bea 
Black is all settled into her new life in Little Spellshire, a town with a magical secret. She’s made tonnes of friends at witch 
school, learned how to levitate frogs (just about) and been working hard on polishing up her broom skills. So when the 
Winter Solstice Grand Tournament rolls round, she’s ready to rise to the next challenge and fly high. But then Ms Sparks 
decides that this year’s tournament will be a bit … er … different. That is, it won’t be an Extraordinary Grand Tournament 
at all, but rather a very ordinary sports day with Spellshire Academy! With magic firmly forbidden and rivalry reaching 
new heights, who will emerge victorious? And more importantly, will Bea’s friendship with her best non-witchy friend 
Ash survive the competition? Age 8+ Witches-Magic-Diary Format For all books in this series type DIARY OF AN 
ACCIDENTAL WITCH into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

267. Don’t Tell Mum I Made A Mammoth (Kita Mitchell)   $19.99    $18.00
Young Percy’s parents are environmental activists, and Percy is super over it. He would rather stay home and play Xbox, 
rather than going to demonstrations every weekend. Meanwhile, his father wants to glue himself to a plastic bag factory, 
and his mum has invented a machine that messes with DNA and just might bring extinct species back to life. And when 
the neighbour next door suddenly turns into a talking rat, Percy is roped into a hilarious, madcap adventure in which 
everyone seems to want to get their hands on the species machine—and Percy comes to appreciate what his parents are 
fighting for. Adventure-Humour-Extinct Animals
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268. Dragon Storm #5: Kai And The Boneshadow (Alastair Chrisholm)          $14.99    $13.50
In the land of Draconis, there are no dragons. Once, there were. Once, humans and dragons were friends, and created 
the great city of Rivven together. But then came the Dragon Storm, and the dragons retreated from the world of 
humans. To the men and women of Draconis, they became legends and myth. When dragonseer Kai and his dragon 
Boneshadow are summoned to the palace to work for the King, they decide to secretly search for a dragon they believe 
is hiding there. But during the search, Kai comes into contact with a mysterious potion. It makes him more powerful, and 
more confident... But is that all? As he uncovers the secrets of the palace, and discovers who has been working against 
the dragonseers, Kai begins to change - and soon he’s in danger of losing his friends ... and even Boneshadow herself. 
Age 7+ Fantasy-Dragons For all books in this series type DRAGON STORM into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.
com.au

269. Dread Wood #2: Fear Ground (Jennifer Kellick)   $14.99    $13.50
There’s a new craze at Dread Wood High. Flinch is a game of fear. The more you scare your friends, the more points 
on the app you get. At first it’s fun, but soon fun is replaced by fear. And Angelo and his friends notice that everyone is 
behaving more and more strangely every day – almost as if something is taking over their brains… With the fair arriving 
in town, adrenaline and excitement levels are high. But who are the people behind the super-creepy clown masks? 
With fights breaking out and Flinch in full force, it’s time for the final showdown at the Fear Ground. Let the REAL games 
begin! Age 9+ Horror For all books in this series type DREAD WOOD into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

270. Escape From East Berlin (Andy Marino)    $15.99    $14.40
December, 1961 - Marta is a young girl who saw thirty miles of barbed wire appear across her city overnight, separating 
Berlin into West and East, with Marta’s home on the Communist Bloc-controlled eastern side. January, 1989 - Now a 
spray-painted concrete monolith, the Berlin Wall bisects the city. Kurt, a young East Berliner, often wonders what those 
living on the other side must think of their unseen neighbors. Do they hate the people of East Germany as completely 
as Kurt has been instructed to hate them? Inspired by real events, Escape from East Berlin tells two stories of daring 
bids for freedom from the Eastern Bloc, set decades apart and relayed in alternating perspectives. Triumph and tragedy 
intertwine in this examination of both the earliest and final days of the Berlin Wall.

271. Every Cloud (Ros Roberts)   $16.99     $15.30
Amy feels like everything is going wrong. For a start, she’s just found out she isn’t going to the same high school as 
everyone else. Add to that her annoying younger brothers, Pops’ worsening dementia and Cassie, her supposed best 
friend, being meaner than ever, and Amy’s summer is not looking promising. Especially when Mum tells her they’re 
moving in with Gran and Pops for the holidays ... all the way on the other side of town. But then she discovers who lives 
over the road from her grandparents: Jay, the kind, quiet boy from school. Soon Amy realizes that friendship isn’t always 
about who talks the most and the loudest, who does the most exciting things or throws the coolest parties. Sometimes 
a friend is just someone to talk to, someone to listen. But when outside pressures start to creep back in, can Amy hang 
on to her summer of silver linings? Age 9+ Family-Grandparents-Dementia-Change-Friendship 

272. Extraordinary Voyage Of Katy Willacott (Sharon Gosling) $16.99    $15.30
Living among the flowers and ferns of Kew Gardens, Katy has always dreamed of more - of the sky and the stars and the 
sea. Unfortunately for Katy, her father doesn’t understand. He says young girls should be content to stay at home, not 
go off gallivanting around the world. So when news reaches London of a meteorite falling in the faraway land of Brazil 
and an expedition being put together to find it, Katy knows it’s her chance to follow her dreams and prove her father 
wrong. And winning a place on the trip is just the start of her extraordinary voyage on the trail of a fallen star... Age 9+ 
Adventure-Historical

273. Far Out Fairy Tales: Frog Prince’s Curse GRAHIC NOVEL, The
 (Benjamin Harper and Alex Lopez)   $12.99    $11.70
Princess witch Swampelina is tending to her bog when she accidentally flings her wand into the muck! Luckily, a voice 
calls out saying it will get the magical item if the girl just promises to be its friend. Unluckily, the creature is a pretty pink 
butterfly! Swampelina likes all things spooky and gross, so she wants nothing to do with the lovely insect. Will the witch 
use every spell she knows to avoid the beautiful bug, or will she learn that looks aren’t everything? Age 8+ Graphic 
Novel-Fairytale-Twisted Fairytales For all books in this series type FAR OUT FAIRY TALES into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

274. Far Out Fairy Tales: Snow Queen’s Gaming Quest GRAPHIC NOVEL, THE 
(Kesha Grant and Omar Lozano)   $12.99    $11.70
Best friends Gabby and Kaden do everything together: hoverboarding, robot-building, and virtual reality gaming. Then 
one day Kaden goes off alone and gets his hands on experimental VR tech. When he powers on the headset, a rogue 
AI called S.N.O.W. takes hold of his mind and locks the boy deep in her digital realm! But Gabby isn’t about to abandon 
her best bud. Can she enter the game, fight through the levels, and solve the final puzzle to save Kaden before he’s 
lost to S.N.O.W. forever? Age 8+ Graphic Novel-Fairytale-Twisted Fairytales For all books in this series type FAR OUT 
FAIRY TALES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

275. Far Out Fairy Tales: Three Blind Mice And The Race For Revenge GRAPHIC NOVEL, 
THE  (Jasmine Walls and Jonatan Cantero)                                      $12.99    $11.70
Three blind mice are racing in the most extreme event ever! Siblings Poppy, Basil, and Lily use sonar tech to zoom down 
the twisting track and dodge opponents’ battle gadgets. But the team’s biggest threat is the Farmer Family. These bad 
cats once deployed a saw device that chopped off the tail end of the rodents’ vehicles and nearly ended their careers! 
This time, can the mice outmaneuver their old rivals and speed to the finish line first? Age 8+ Graphic Novel-Fairytale-
Twisted Fairytales For all books in this series type FAR OUT FAIRY TALES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.
com.au
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276. Far Out Fairy Tales: Trashed Techno Beats Of Bremen GRAPHIC NOVEL, The
(Benjamin Harper and Dante Ginerva)   $12.99    $11.70
Frankie Flip Phone knows he’s about to be recycled by his owner, so he runs away to the town of Bremen to start a band 
instead! Soon, he’s joined by other tossed-out devices eager to become famous musicians. But their dreams are put on 
pause when they visit a repair shop and discover hackers trying to shut down the internet! Can the retro tech get in sync 
and perform like never before to scare off the computer crooks? Age 8+ Graphic Novel-Fairytale-Twisted Fairytales 
For all books in this series type FAR OUT FAIRY TALES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

277. Fortune’s Fools: A Romeo Rollercoaster! 
(Ross Montgomery and Mark Beech)   $14.99    $13.50
Top school athletes Dom and Blake have been best friends for ever - B and D, D-Dog and B-Unit, the Cool Combo ... 
But with Sports Day approaching, their friendship is suddenly under threat. Mr Fortune, their headmaster, has pitted the 
school houses against each other by naming them after characters from his favourite Shakespearean play, Romeo and 
Juliet. With Dom in Montague House facing Blake from Capulet House, will B and D end the day as mortal enemies or 
will brotherly love prevail? Age 9+ This book has a dyslexia-friendly layout, typeface and paperstock so that even 
more readers can enjoy it. Shakespeare-Humour-Reluctant Readers-Dyslexic Friendly

278. Freestyle GRAPHIC NOVEL (Gail Galligan)   $19.99   $18.00
Cory’s dance crew is getting ready for a major competition. It’s the last one before they graduate eighth grade and 
go their separate ways to high schools all over New York City, so they have to make it count! The group starts to have 
problems as their crew captain gets increasingly intense about nailing the routine, and things go from bad to worse 
when Cory’s parents ground him for not taking his grades seriously. He gets stuck with a new tutor, Sunna, who he 
dismisses as a boring nerd… until he catches her secretly practicing cool yo-yo tricks. Cory wants to learn the art of 
yo-yo, and as his friendship with Sunna grows, he ends up missing practice and bailing on his crew -- and they are not 
happy about it. With mounting pressure coming from all sides, how is Cory supposed to balance the expectations of his 
parents, school, dance, and his new friend? Age 9+ Graphic Novel-Dance-Competition-Friendship

279. Fritz And Kurt (Jeremy Dronfield And David Ziggy Greene)  $16.99    $13.59
When everything is taken away from you, love and courage are all you have left. In 1938, the Nazis come to Vienna. They 
hate anyone who is different, especially Jewish people. Fritz and Kurt’s family are Jewish, and that puts them in terrible 
danger. Fritz, along with his father, is taken to a Nazi prison camp, a terrible place, full of fear. When his father is sent to a 
certain death, Fritz can’t face losing his beloved Papa. He chooses to go with him and fight for survival. Meanwhile, Kurt 
must go on a frightening journey, all alone, to seek safety on the far side of the world. In this extraordinary true story, 
Fritz and Kurt must face unimaginable hardships, and the two brothers wonder if they will ever return home . . . Age 10+ 
True Stories-Biography-War Stories-World War 2-Survival-Holocaust 

280. Ghost Scouts #4: Mayhem At Camp Croak! (Taylor Dolan)  $14.99    $13.50
Alongside werewolf Emmy-Loulou, skeleton Bebe, silent ghost Boo and zombie, Mary Poppins, Lexie has to use all her 
skills to save Camp Croak from being taken over by the wicked Euphemia Vile, who will stop at nothing to get her hands 
on Camp Croak, even to the extent that she involves her own daughter in the wickedness ... Can the ghost scouts find 
the courage to save the camp from certain disaster? Knowing them... yes, in the most extraordinary way! Age 8+ For all 
books in this series type GHOST SCOUTS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

281. Hoops GRAPHIC NOVEL (Matt Tavares)   $19.99    $18.00
A work of fiction inspired by a true story, Matt Tavares’s debut graphic novel dramatizes the historic struggle for gender 
equality in high school sports. It is 1975 in Indiana, and the Wilkins Regional High School girls’ basketball team is in 
their rookie season. Despite being undefeated, they practice at night in the elementary school and play to empty 
bleachers. Unlike the boys’ team, the Lady Bears have no buses to deliver them to away games and no uniforms, much 
less a laundry service. They make their own uniforms out of T-shirts and electrical tape. And with help from a committed 
female coach, they push through to improbable victory after improbable victory. Age 10+ Graphic Novel-Historical-
1970s-Gender Equality-Sport-Basketball-Friendship-Activism 

282. House At The Edge Of Magic #3: Bookshop At The Back Of Beyond, The 
(Amy Sparkes)   $14.99    $13.50
Nine and her friends have cured the house’s hiccups and are off to the strange and utterly unpredictable Back of 
Beyond in search of Professor Dish - Spoon’s best friend and partner in all things alchemy. When they find Dish trapped 
by the greedy witch Ophidia in the basement of a particularly marvellous shop, it soon becomes clear they’re going to 
need something more than Flabberghast’s dicey magic and Nine’s quick thinking to triumph this time. What they really 
need is a rather clever witch - one particularly good at curses... Magic-Adventure Age 9+ For all books in this series type 
HOUSE AT THE EDGE OF MAGIC into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

283. How To Hide An Alien (Karen Mccombie)   $14.99    $13.50
With his space-pod destroyed, the Star Boy is adapting to life on Earth with help from his friends Kiki and Wes, but 
Kiki’s long list of don’ts is a constant reminder of how hard it is to pass for a convincing human. But more troubling for 
the Star Boy is the strange pings and pangs he’s experiencing, and the hard-to-hide electrical surges that are worrying 
his human rescuers. And when the Star Boy accidentally channels his true form on to the whiteboard of every class at 
Riverside Academy, things reach a whole new level of panic. With frenzied reports of an alien sighting trending on social 
media, how can Kiki and Wes keep their friend safe? Age 9+ Aliens-Friendship-Science Fiction 
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284. How To Train Your Dragon Graphic Novel: Dragonvine GRAPHIC NOVEL 
(Compilation)   $14.99     $13.50
Trapped by the Silkspanners, a mysterious new species of web-spitting dragons, Hiccup and Toothless must lead their 
friends in a fight for freedom. But escaping the Silkspanners is just the beginning. When our heroes encounter a group 
of villagers in peril from the deadly Dragonvine plants, they put themselves at risk to help their new friends. But are the 
villager’s friends? Or is the Dragonvine part of an evil plan? And how do the Silkspanners fit into everything? 

285. Kid Youtuber #3: Struggle Is Real, The (Marcus Emerson)  $14.99     $13.50
This season takes place at a comic-con, dude! When somebody steals the grand prize to the costume contest, Davy 
does everything he can to find the thief, but ends up finding trouble instead. Krissy spends her time signing autographs 
as the comic-con’s VIP (Very Important Person) for her famous “Tea-party with Bo-bo” video that went viral in season 1. 
And Annie, Chuck, and Fergus get down and dirty with their costumes. There’s also a horse. Age 8+ For all books in this 
series type KID YOUTUBER into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

286. Last Kids On Earth #8: Last Kids On Earth And The Forbidden Fortress, The 
(Max Brallier And Douglas Holgate)   $14.99    $13.50
Picking up after Quint and Dirk’s Hero Quest, the Last Kids meet up once again to scout out an evil fortress where Thrull 
has abducted Ghazt to carry out a sinister plan. Now, Jack, Quint, June and Dirk must make their own plans to infiltrate 
the stronghold before Thrull gets any closer to bringing Rezzoch to the human dimension. Age 9+ For all books in this 
series type LAST KIDS ON EARTH into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

287. Leon The Extraordinary GRAPHIC NOVEL (Jamar Nicholas)   $19.99  $18.00
In the city where Leon lives, superheroes—and supervillains—are just part of everyday life. So how does an ordinary 
kid like Leon, who has no superpowers himself, become the hero he wants to be? Leon gets his chance when a new 
supervillain at school turns his classmates into mind-controlled zombies! His best bud, Carlos, is by his side, but his 
frenemy, Clementine, is a big drag—until Leon finds out a super secret that changes everything! Age 8+ Graphic Novel-
Superheroes-Humour

288. Lexi Magill And The Teleportation Tournament (Kim Long)  $12.99    $11.70
Twelve-year-old physics whiz Lexi Magill won’t let anything stop her from winning Wisconsin’s Teleportation Tournament-
-the annual competition where teams teleport around the world to solve science-based puzzles. She needs the prize 
money if she wants to re-enroll in the science academy her parents can no longer afford. Added bonus: she’ll be able 
to reconnect with her best friend Haley. But Lexi’s two teammates put a wrench in her plans. When one misreads a clue 
that lands the team in a castle in Germany, and the other loses her teleportation medallion in Poland, Lexi wonders what 
she’s gotten herself into. Struggling to keep her team under control as the race rages on, Lexi not only has to figure out 
how to get back on course (literally), but she must decide how far she’s willing to go to win, and who her real friends are. 
Adventure-Puzzles-Problem Solving-STEM-Science Fiction-Friendship Age 9+

289. Library Of Doom Graphic Novels: Creature Collection, The GRAPHIC NOVEL 
(Steve Brezenoff)   $12.99    $11.70
On a field trip, two friends discover a hidden door that leads into an ancient library. Strange snarls echo in the maze 
of shelves. Just as the pair searches for the exit, they come face-to-face with the collection’s keeper, the Archivist! This 
rogue librarian gathers tales of the world’s oldest, most terrifying creatures. Now she’s releasing the legendary monsters 
to take care of the intruders. Can the powerful Librarian swoop in to help the friends escape? Age 10+ Graphic Novel-
Horror-Reluctant Readers

290. Library Of Doom Graphic Novels: Howling Book, The  GRAPHIC NOVEL 
(Steve Brezenoff)   $12.99    $11.70
In search of a new and exciting read, a girl checks out some scary books. She’s loving one about a werewolf. But this 
story packs more bite than she realizes. Because under the full moon’s light, the cover grows fur. It sprouts clawed legs. It 
lets out a howl. It’s a lycan-trope--a book that turns into a beast! Can the mighty Librarian end this frightening tale before 
it devours its reader? Age 10+ Graphic Novel-Horror-Reluctant Reader

291. Library Of Doom Graphic Novels: Oldest Trick, The GRAPHIC NOVEL 
(Steve Brezenoff)   $12.99    $11.70
A boy finds a strange book hidden away in an antique dresser. When he opens it, ancient symbols swirl off the pages. 
They form a floating, inky mass. The Oldest Trick has been freed from its book! Now the ancient evil has trapped the boy 
in a fake, nightmarish world. Can the powerful Librarian free the boy by helping him see through the Trick’s lies? Age 
10+ Graphic Novel-Horror-Reluctant Readers

292. Library Of Doom Graphic Novels: Spell-Bound GRAPHIC NOVEL 
(Steve Brezenoff)   $12.99    $11.70
A student sits in an old library. She is cramming for her spelling test. Suddenly the word lists in her vocabulary book 
start to peel off the page. They reach out and wrap around her life tentacles. She’s been caught in the magic of the evil 
Spellbinder and his cursed book! Age 10+ Graphic Novel-Horror-Reluctant Readers
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293. Light Thieves, The (Helena Duggan)   $14.99    $13.50
The earth has shifted on its axis and a mysterious dark mark has appeared on the sun - the whole world is in peril! 
But billionaire tech genius Howard Hansom has a plan...When Grian’s sister goes missing he’s convinced she has run 
off to Hansom’s new city to help save the world. But when Grian and his two friends Jeffrey and Shelli track her there 
they find that nothing is quite as it seems. Why is everything so secret? Where is the mysterious Area 13? What does 
Howard Hansom want with all the people he has enticed to live in his city? The days are getting darker but what’s really 
happening to the sun? Adventure-Environmental Issues Age 8+

294. Little Match Girl Strikes Back, The (Emma Carroll And Lauren Child)     $19.99    $18.00
Bridie works hard to feed her family, selling matches on the streets of Victorian London. After an incident leaves her with 
only three matches left, the magical strike of each one sees her tumble into visions of a brighter future. Realizing she has 
the power to change her own fortune, Bridie leads the match factory workers out on strike, achieving the remarkable 
through their unity and courage. A defiant and empowering retelling of the classic you thought you knew, based on 
real-life events, this stunning collaboration brought to life in glorious spot colour introduces a bold new heroine for 
future generations to treasure.  Age 9+ Classics-Retelling

295. Leopard Behind The Moon, The (Mayonn Paasewe-Valchev)  $14.99    $13.50
No one knows what lies beyond the magical village door, but Ezomo is determined to find out. Mayonn Paasewe-
Valchev’s debut is an unforgettable coming-of-age story about friendship, family, and long-standing traditions. The 
power of storytelling comes to life in this novel perfect for fans of Erin Entrada Kelly, Tracey Baptiste, and Tae Keller. 
There are three important laws in Ezomo’s village: Do not go to The Valley, do not go out at night, and never, ever, ever 
open the magical door that protects them all. But when Ezomo encounters the leopard believed to have killed his father, 
he and his two best friends embark on a journey that leads them past the boundaries set by their elders. With his friends 
by his side, Ezomo chases after the leopard, certain that it has the power to cure all. But in the process, he discovers 
the truth about his village. And that cautionary tales exist for a reason. Coming Of Age-Friendship-Family-Tradition-
Community-Grief-Resilience-Identity Age 9+

296. Lolly Luck (Ellie Daines)   $18.99    $17.10
Lolly is Lolly Luck by name, lucky by nature. She always wins magazine competitions, scratch cards and any game you 
can think of. But when Lolly’s dad loses his job and then the family home, Lolly’s luck starts to change. And when she 
overhears her parents arguing, she learns a secret that will change her life forever. Family-Luck-Redundancy Age 9+

297. Magic’s Most Wanted (Tyler Whitesides)   $14.99   $13.50
Magic is closer than you ever thought possible in this madcap middle grade adventure perfect for fans of James Riley 
and Chris Grabenstein. For Mason Mortimer Morrison, life isn’t so magical. His dad was just sent to jail, his grades have 
been plummeting from meh to yikes, and, oh yeah, two officers from some organization called Magix just showed up 
to arrest him in the middle of fourth period. Talk about bad luck. Mason knows he’s innocent. But in order to clear his 
name, he’s going to need the help of a plucky Magix junior detective and a cantankerous talking bunny-and a little bit 
of magic. Adventure-Magic Age 9+

298. Mars Patel #2: Interplanetary Expedition Of Mars Patel, The 
(Sheela Chari)  $16.99    $15.30
Six months ago, Mars Patel boarded a spaceship to travel to Oliver Pruitt’s colony on the planet Mars, and now he’s 
finally there. The journey gave Mars lots of time to bond with his copilots, but Mars and his new friends soon discover 
that Pruitt’s colonists aren’t the only people living on the inhospitable planet. A splinter group, led by the mysterious 
Fang, are desperate to go back to Earth—and they don’t care who they hurt in the process. Amid the slick subterranean 
colony filled with rules and giant, terrifying tardigrades who poop a lot, Mars searches for answers about Oliver Pruitt’s 
supposed plans—and the real reason the eccentric billionaire has been so invested in him all this time. Science Fiction-
Adventure-Mystery Age 8+ For all books in this series type MARS PATEL into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.
com.au

299. Monster Hunting #2: Monsters Bite Back 
(Ian Mark And Louis Ghibault)                           $14.99    $13.50
The second seriously silly adventure in the hilarious series that turns everything you thought you knew about monsters 
upside down! Perfect for young monster hunters aged 8+ and fans of Sam Copeland, Jenny Pearson and How to 
Train Your Dragon When the monsters start misbehaving it’s a monster hunter’s job to sort them out! In their second 
adventure Jack, his best friend Nancy and Stoop (a grumpy, 200-year-old monster hunter) head up to Scotland after 
reports of some mysterious monsters causing chaos in an ancient abbey. And maybe they’ll even get a glimpse of 
Nessie! But when they get there they find some obstacles in their path - whether that’s the fog goblins, disgruntled 
ghosts, some very odd loch monsters and even a rival monster hunting agency. Oh and there’s also an ancient curse 
that spells THE END OF THE WORLD AS WE KNOW IT! A monster hunter’s work is never done. Age 8+ Adventure-
Friendship-Monsters-Humour-Teamwork For all books in this series type MONSTER HUNTING into the search field at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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300. Montgomery Bonbon #1: Murder At The Museum 
(Alasdair Beckett-King And Claire Powell)   $16.99    $15.30
Many people go their whole lives without noticing anything that is afoot, amiss, or even untoward; without ever 
experiencing that toe-tingling, stomach-twisting sensation that a mystery is about to unfold. Not Bonnie Montgomery – 
the world’s best detective. Not that anyone (other than Grampa Banks) has heard of her… But they might have heard of 
the great Montgomery Bonbon, the well-dressed gentleman detective who (apart from the hat and moustache) looks 
suspiciously like a 10-year-old girl. Their newest case: solving the mystery surrounding a highly suspicious death at the 
Hornville Museum. Together they’ll interview some dodgy witnesses, scour the scene for clues and – above all – hope no 
one notices that Bonnie and Montgomery are never in the same room at the same time... Mystery-Detective-Murder-
Crime . Age 9+

301. My Dad Is Definitely Not A Crime Lord (Ben Davis)   $19.99    $18.00
Damian’s family shows up at their new home, and no one is happy about it. They are living under witness protection now 
that Dad, a powerful gangster, has turned Queen’s evidence. Now they are expected to live in a cramped flat in a run-
down council estate—they are fish out of water, having got used to the privileges and wealth that had come with Dad’s 
job. And Dad’s current moods and bad temper aren’t helping matters one bit. It’s summertime, and Damian—’Finn’—is 
soon introduced to the neighbourhood kids, and is pressured early on to bully local boy Tel. ‘Finn’ refuses, and comes 
to befriend Tel, who by night is costumed crimefighter Star Kid! Star Kid is on a mission to help free the estate from 
local gangster extortionist Ronnie. (Despite this problem, their neighbours on the estate are mostly good, with a strong 
sense of community.) Tel recruits Finn to his superhero team, and Star Kid and Moon Boy manage to get rid of Ronnie 
in a bugging-sting-gone-wrong exercise. But then Finn is horrified to discover that someone else has stepped into the 
protection racket and terrorising the estate: it’s Dad! Humour-Change-Bullying-Friendship Age 9+

302. My Friend The Octopus (Lindsay Galvin)   $17.99    $16.20
England, 1893, and aquarium fever is at its height. Twelve-year-old Vinnie Fyfe works in the tea-shop at Brighton 
aquarium, and waits for her milliner mother to return from Paris. The arrival of a giant octopus changes her life for ever. 
Discovering a talent for art, Vinnie begins to draw the extraordinary beast. She soon realises she can communicate with 
the octopus through colour and - as a gripping mystery begins to unfold - discovers what true courage really means. 
Historical-Mystery-Adventure Age 9+

303. Mystery On Magnolia Circle (Kate Klise)   $16.99    $15.30
What happens when two best friends take on the world’s worst summer? On the first day of vacation, ten-year-old Ivy 
Crowden falls down the stairs and breaks her leg. Stuck in a plaster cast, she’s certain her summer is doomed. Not even 
Teddy, her neighbour and best friend, can cheer her up because he’s dealing with his own pain: the loss of a beloved 
dog. But when Ivy witnesses a possible burglary from her living room window, her summer takes a sudden turn from 
meh to mysterious. Who are the criminals? Might a classmate be involved? And . . . uh-oh. A second mystery is nipping 
at Ivy’s heels. Cue the best friends, the best dog, and the best chance that summer can be saved! Mystery-Friendship-
Homelessness

304. Odder (Katherine Applegate And Charles Santoso)   $14.99    $11.99
A touching and lyrical tale about a remarkable sea otter, from Newbery Medalist Katherine Applegate, author of 
Wishtree. Meet Odder, the Queen of Play: Nobody has her moves. She doesn’t just swim to the bottom, she dive-
bombs. She doesn’t just somersault, she triple-doughnuts. She doesn’t just ride the waves, she makes them. Odder 
spends her days off the coast of central California, practising her underwater acrobatics and spinning the quirky stories 
for which she’s known. She’s a fearless daredevil, curious to a fault. But when Odder comes face-to-face with a hungry 
great white shark, her life takes a dramatic turn, one that will challenge everything she believes about herself - and 
about the humans who hope to save her. Bravery-Healing-Sea Otters Age 8+

305. One Kid’s Trash (Jamie Sumner)    $16.99   $15.30
From the acclaimed author of Roll with It and Tune It Out comes a funny, moving, and “not to be missed” (Kirkus Reviews, 
starred review) middle grade novel about a boy who uses his unusual talent for decoding people’s trash to try to fit in 
at his new school. Hugo is not happy about being dragged halfway across the state of Colorado just because his dad 
had a midlife crisis and decided to become a ski instructor. It’d be different if Hugo weren’t so tiny, if girls didn’t think 
he was adorable like a puppy in a purse and guys didn’t call him “leprechaun” and rub his head for luck. But here he is, 
the tiny new kid on his first day of middle school. When his fellow students discover his remarkable talent for garbology, 
the science of studying trash to tell you anything you could ever want to know about a person, Hugo becomes the cool 
kid for the first time in his life. But what happens when it all goes to his head? New School-Fitting In-Acceptance-
Kindness-Garbology Age 8+

306. Orla And The Wild Hunt (Anna Hoghton)   $19.99    $18.00
Grieving Orla and her brother go to stay with their gran in Ireland–but soon after they arrive, Gran vanishes. Shadowed 
by a shape-shifting darkness known as the Wild Hunt, the children–especially Orla–must put their sadness behind them 
if they’re to rescue their beloved gran. Mythology-Folklore-Family Age 9+
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307. Our Sister, Again (Sophie Cameron)   $16.99    $15.30
On a small island off the Scottish coast, Isla and her family are grieving the loss of her older sister Flora, who died three 
years ago. Then they’re offered the chance to be part of a top-secret trial, which revives loved ones as fully lifelike AI 
robots using their digital footprint. Isla has her doubts about Second Chances, but they evaporate the moment the ‘new’ 
Flora arrives. This girl is not some uncanny close likeness; she is Flora – a perfect replica. But not everyone on their island 
feels the same. And as the threats to Flora mount, she grows distant and more secretive. Will Isla be able to protect the 
new Flora and bring the community back together? Artificial Intelligence-Robots-Family-Humanity Age 8+

308. Paws #2: Paws: Mindy Makes Some Space (Nathan Fairbairn)  $19.99    $18.00
Your favorite dog-walkers are back with even more cute animals-and even more friendship and family drama-in this 
funny and heartwarming story perfect for fans of Real Friends, Roller Girl, and Allergic! Best friends Mindy Park, Gabby 
Jordan, and Priya Gupta are back in business! After a few ups and downs, their dog-walking business is booming and 
the girls are closer than ever. It’s a dream come true! But for Mindy, things at home are beginning to feel like a bit of a 
nightmare. Her mom just started dating someone, which has Mindy feeling like the odd one out. For as long as she can 
remember, it’s been just the two of them and she doesn’t want that to change. (So what if her mom’s boyfriend has a 
cute pet cat, and all of Mindy’s friends seem to think he’s pretty cool?) And things only get worse when a new student 
named Hazel arrives in class and seems totally into joining PAWS. Sharing her mom feels bad enough, so there’s no way 
Mindy’s is going to share her best friends and her business, too! But when Mindy’s stubbornness starts to hurt everyone 
around her, will she be able to overcome her fears and learn that change doesn’t have to be a cat-tastrophe? Graphic 
Novel-Dogs-Pets-Humour-Friendship-Family-Change Age 8+ For all books in this series type PAWS into the search 
field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

309. Peanut Jones #2: Peanut Jones And The Twelve Portals  
(Rob Biddulph)                                        $16.99   $15.30
This second title in the funny, exciting adventure series for boys and girls of 8 to 12 fizzes with magic, danger, friendship 
and art. It is fully illustrated throughout by Rob, the creative genius behind #DrawWithRob. Some legends are born, 
some are drawn . . . Famous works of art are disappearing from all over the world. One moment they are there, the next, 
they have crumbled to dust. Peanut Jones and her friends suspect it might have something to do with the magical world 
of Chroma and the wicked Mr White’s plot to wipe out colour, art and creativity. It’s time to head back to the Illustrated 
City and help the resistance fight back. Praise for the first title in the series Peanut Jones and the Illustrated City: ‘Peanut 
Jones is AWESOME. I loved this book from start to finish - the story is packed with twists and turns, and Rob’s illustrations 
are full of wit and warmth Humour-Adventure-Magic-Creativity-Friendship Age 9+ For all books in this series type 
PEANUT JONES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

310. Pickpocket And The Gargoyle, The (Lindsay Eager)   $19.99    $18.00
Fished from the river as an infant and raised by a roving band of street urchins who call themselves the Crowns, eight-
year-old Duck keeps her head down and her mouth shut. It’s a rollicking life, always thieving, always on the run – until the 
ragtag Crowns infiltrate an abandoned cathedral in the city of Odierne and decide to put down roots. It’s all part of the 
bold new plan hatched by the Crowns’ fearless leader, Gnat, to ensure the Crowns always have a steady supply of food 
and money. But no sooner is Duck apprenticed to the kindly local baker than her allegiances start to blur. Who is she 
really: a Crown or an apprentice baker? And who does she want to be? Meanwhile, high above the streets of Odierne, 
on the roof of the unfinished cathedral, an old and ugly gargoyle grows weary of waiting to fulfil his own destiny to 
watch and protect. Told in alternating viewpoints, this exquisite novel evokes a timeless tale of love, self-discovery, and 
what it means to be rescued. Adventure-Magic-Medieval-France Age 9+

311. Pirates Past Noon: GRAPHIC NOVEL 
(Mary Pope Osborne and Kelly Matthews)   $16.99   $15.30
When Jack and Annie are whisked away in the magic tree house, they arrive on a beautiful beach. It’s paradise! That is, 
until the pirates arrive. . . The dreaded Cap’n Bones is looking for buried treasure. He thinks Jack and Annie know where 
it is. And he’s not letting them out of his sight until they find it! Sail back in time and around the world with Jack and 
Annie in Magic Tree House graphic novels! 

312. Prey Zone (Wilbur Smith)   $15.99    $14.40
A thrilling new Wilbur Smith series for the next generation with high action and high stakes - starring teen protagonists 
Ralph and Robyn Ballantyne. Ralph and Robyn live at Crocodile Lodge, their family ranch in South Africa, where they 
help with the animals, aid the conservation effort and learn the land. That is, until a mysterious predator starts terrorising 
the reserve. On the trail for answers, the siblings discover the fearsome culprit: the largest crocodile they’ve ever 
seen, uncannily similar to the long-extinct Sarchosuchus Ralph recognises from his favourite game, Predasaur. And 
when a nearby village is ravaged by a deadly disease, seemingly stemming from a millennia-old animal, the stakes are 
higher than ever. As Ralph and Robyn follow the clues, all roads lead them to Crocodile Lodge’s infamous neighbour: 
millionaire tech giant and hunting enthusiast Josef Gerhard. Could it really be that Gerhard is bringing the beastly 
creatures of Predasaur to life - and at what cost? Adventure-Action Age 9+

 313. Ride On Graphic Novel (Faith Erin Hicks)    $24.99   $22.50
Victoria thought all she wanted in life was to ride, train, and study horses. But after all the pressure from competitions, 
and a falling out with her best friend Taylor, Victoria takes a step back from everything. She starts attending Edgewood 
Stables, a smaller riding facility, with the goal to renew her love for horses. But of course things could never be simple. 
At Edgewood Stables she is faced with the challenge of schooling a new horse named Quinn while dealing with the 
rocky personality of Norrie, the queen bee who is making everyone ignore Victoria. Things come to a head at the 
Waverly Stable’s annual schooling show, where Victoria has to compete with Quinn and also face her ex-best friend! 
Graphic Novel-Horses-Horse Riding-Competition-Friendship Age 10+
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314. Secret Explorers #11: Secret Explorers And The Haunted Castle, The 
(SJ King)   $9.99    $9.00
Meet the Secret Explorers! Children will be inspired to discover the world with these character-driven adventure stories 
for children aged 7 to 9 years old Learn all about knights and castles in this spooky history themed instalment of DK 
Books’ new educational fiction series for children. Meet the Secret Explorers - a band of brainiac kids from all around the 
world. Everyone in this diverse group of young experts has a speciality, from outer space to dinosaurs, and each story 
follows a character who gets chosen for a “secret exploration”. In this fun, fact-filled instalment, Kiki the engineering 
explorer and Gustavo the history expert get caught up in a spooky time travel mystery when a ghostly figure shows 
up at a medieval castle and terrifies the crowds! Let’s explore! With a gripping narrative that keeps kids engaged, The 
Secret Explorers and the Haunted Castle book by SJ King is the perfect book for children who are into all things history. 
It’s written for children aged 7-9 years, with lots of information about medieval knights, castles, and ghosts! At the end 
of this fictional book, you’ll find “Kiki’s Mission Notes” which is a summary of the scientific facts and discoveries made 
throughout the story. With fun illustrations, quizzes, and a glossary, the educational value of this book is outstanding and 
great for a classroom read! Age 8+ For all books in this series type SECRET EXPLORERS into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

315. Secret Explorers #12: Secret Explorers And The Desert Disappearance, The 
(SJ King)   $12.99    $11.70
Meet the Secret Explorers! Children will be inspired to discover the world with these character-driven adventure stories 
for children aged 7 to 9 years old Learn all about life in the desert in this nature themed instalment of DK Books’ new 
educational fiction series for children. Meet the Secret Explorers - a band of brainiac kids from all around the world. 
Everyone in this diverse group of young experts has a speciality, from outer space to dinosaurs, and each story follows 
a character who gets chosen for a “secret exploration”. In this fun, fact-filled instalment, Leah the biology explorer 
and Connor the marine expert set off into the Mexican desert and have to rescue a pack of wolf cubs while avoiding 
dust storms! Let’s explore! With a gripping narrative that keeps kids engaged, The Secret Explorers and the Desert 
Disappearance book by SJ King is the perfect book for children who are into all things nature. Age 8+

316. Secret Wild, The (Alex Evelyn)   $17.99    $16.20
A fantastical, botanical adventure about friendship, bravery – and finding home in a new place. Fern has spent her whole 
life in the rainforest, and loves nothing more than climbing, exploring and talking to the trees. When she suddenly has 
to leave all that behind and move to London, with only an eccentric uncle for company, Fern feels entirely uprooted. 
But when she meets a little plant that can understand her every word, it seems that things are looking up! That is until 
strange things start happening in the city: giant lily pads on the Thames, monkey vines on the London Eye, and now her 
new friend is starting to wilt… Can they solve this growing mystery together – before it’s too late? Friendship-Family-
Home Age 9+

317. Secrets Of A Christmas Elf (Ben Miller)   $14.99    $11.99
It’s business as usual in the run up to Christmas at Santa’s Workshop - and toy elves Holly and Tog are busy making 
gifts for children all around the world. But Father Christmas isn’t feeling well, and Holly is worried that things won’t be 
finished on time. Inventing a robot to help out with festive duties seems like a fantastic idea, until Father Christmas is 
KIDNAPPED and a race against time to save him and the big day begins.  Funny and heartwarming, this beautifully 
illustrated pocket-sized story shows the importance of family at Christmas, and all year round.Christmas

318. Shop Of Impossible Ice Creams #2: Big Berry Robbery, The 
(Shane Hegarty And Jeff Crowther)   $14.99    $13.50
Welcome to the Shop of Impossible Ice Creams! Step inside to discover a delicious world of magical adventure, from 
bestselling author Shane Hegarty. Second in a comic, heart-warming illustrated series, for 7+ fans of The Nothing to 
See Here Hotel and Charlie Changes into a Chicken. Limpet and his mum run an ice-cream shop, full of her favourite 
flavours: spaghetti ice cream, anyone? Terrific tomato and parsnip ice cream? But his mum’s off for the weekend, leaving 
Limpet and his dad in charge. What could possibly go wrong? When Limpet finds himself in a giant cucumber costume, 
defending a fairy fort against a mysterious robber, he knows that things can’t possibly get any worse ... Can he catch the 
thief, save the ice cream shop and avoid the dastardly stink eye of Mr A Pigeon? Humour For all books in this series type 
SHOP OF IMPOSSIBLE ICE CREAMS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

319. Solve Your Own Mystery #2: Time Thief, The 
(Gareth P. Jones And Louise Forshaw)   $16.99    $15.30
Welcome to Haventry, a town where the ordinary and extraordinary collide! With ghosts, werewolves and zombies 
living side by side, trouble is always brewing. And when a fiendish crime is committed, YOU are the detective in charge 
of the case. The Museum of Magical Objects and Precious Stones is putting on a special time-travelling showcase, but 
when the main exhibit is stolen, it’s up to YOU to find the thief. The Time Sponge has the ability to stop and start time 
for whoever squeezes it, so who has the strongest motive? The minotaur chief of police who has a lot on at work or the 
shoplifting band of mermaids? Should you trail the museum’s petrifying gorgon curator? Or could your very own yeti 
partner be responsible? YOU? decide! Interactive-Mystery Age 8+ For all books in this series type SOLVE YOUR OWN 
MYSTERY into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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320. Stars Did Wander Darkling, The (Colin Meloy)   $17.99    $16.20
Maybe Archie Coomes has been watching too many horror movies. All of a sudden, the most ordinary things have taken 
on a sinister edge: a penny on a doormat. A man in a brown suit under a streetlamp. The persistent sound of an axe 
chopping in the middle of the night. He keeps telling himself that this is Seaham, a sleepy seaside town where nothing 
ever happens. Or at least nothing did, until his dad’s construction company opened up the cliff beneath the old – some 
say cursed – Langdon place. Soon, though, he and his friends can’t deny it: more and more of the adults in town are 
acting strangely. An ancient, long-buried evil has been unleashed upon the community, and it’s up to the kids to stop 
it before it’s too late . . . Horror Age 11+

321. Stickleback Catchers, The (Lisette Auton)   $16.99    $15.30
The Storm Keeper’s Island meets Tom’s Midnight Garden in this heartfelt literary adventure about a girl caught up in 
a race against time to save her family. When 11-year-old Mimi overhears devastating news about her beloved Gran, 
she feels like her world is turning upside down. Her only solace is the stickleback-catching club she has set up with 
unexpected new friends Titch and Nusrat. But there are cracks appearing in Mimi’s life - and through them, something is 
watching her. It will take a talking raven, a river that’s not what it seems, and a time-hopping adventure through a lifetime 
of memories to defeat the ominous Void Collectors, who have their dark sights set on her family . . . Mystery-Magic-
Family-Dementia-Disability Representation Age 9+

322. Sunny #3: Sunny Rolls The Dice GRAPHIC NOVEL 
(Jennifer Holm And Matthew Holm)   $18.99    $17.10
Too cool for school ... or the least groovy girl in the grade? Sunny’s just made it to middle school ... and it’s making her 
life very confusing. All her best friend Deb wants to talk about is fashion, boys, makeup, boys, and being cool. Sunny’s 
not against any of these things, but she also doesn’t understand why suddenly everything revolves around them. She’s 
much more comfortable when she’s in her basement, playing Dungeons and Dragons with a bunch of new friends. 
Because when you’re sword fighting and spider-slaying, it’s hard to worry about whether you look cool or not. Especially 
when it’s your turn to roll the 20-sided die. Trying hard to be cool can make you feel really uncool ... and it’s much more 
fun to just have fun. Sunny’s going to find her groove and her own kind of groovy, with plenty of laughs along the way. 
Age 8+ Graphic Novel-Friendship For all books in this series type SUNNY into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.
com.au

323. Susie B. Won’t Back Down (Margaret Finnegan)   $14.99    $13.50
Roll with It meets Absolutely Normal Chaos in this funny, big-hearted novel about a young girl “reminiscent of...Junie 
B. Jones” (School Library Connection) and her campaign for student council president, told through letters to her hero 
Susan B. Anthony. Susie B. has a lot to say. Like how it’s not fair that she has to be called Susie B. instead of plain Susie. 
Or about how polar bears are endangered. Or how the Usual Geniuses are always getting picked for cool stuff over the 
kids like her with butterflies in their brain. And it’s because Susie B. has a lot to say about these very important things 
that she’s running for student council president! If she’s president, she can advocate for the underdogs just like her hero 
and fellow Susie B., Susan B. Anthony. (And, okay, maybe the chance to give big speeches to the whole school with a 
microphone is another perk.) But when the most usual of Usual Geniuses also enters the student council race, Susie 
realizes this may be a harder won fight than she thought. Even worse, Susie discovers that Susan B. Anthony wasn’t as 
great as history makes it seem, and she did some pretty terrible things to try to help her own cause. Soon, Susie has 
her own tough decisions to make. But one thing is for sure-no matter what, Susie B. won’t back down. Neurodiverse-
Neurodiversity-ADHD-Activism-Social Justice-Diversity-Humour Age 8+

324. Space Blasters #1: Suzie Saves The Universe (Kate Tsang)   $14.99  $13.50
Save the universe in the awesome and hilarious new space-themed adventure series from bestselling authors Katie and 
Kevin Tsang! Suzie Wen LOVES gadgets and inventing things - but her inventions don’t always turn out how she expects 
. . . And when Suzie invent the Super 3DTV Gizmo she ends up getting transported into her favourite TV show - Space 
Blasters! On board the space ship with Captain Jane, Spaceman Jack and alien with attitude Five-Eyed Frank, Suzie 
is soon exploring new planets - like the smelly Planet Cheddar - and meeting plenty of aliens. But when moons start 
disappearing, it’s up to Suzie to save the universe. Can she put her inventing skills to use? And will she ever get home? 
Humour-Space Age 8+

325. Swift And Hawk #2: Undercover (Logan Macx)   $18.99  $17.10
The unputdownable second book in the action-packed spy series, where cutting-edge tech meets explosive adventure. 
An undercover mission. A deadly game of war. When the secretive SolTec headquarters is hacked, teen spies Swift and 
Hawk race to shut down the virus, only to discover out-of-control weaponised robots threatening to escape into the 
city streets. While Swift uses his AI to defuse the virus, Hawk chases the hacker. But this isn’t a lone attack; a dangerous 
organization is plotting something even more sinister. Swift and Hawk must go undercover before the hack turns deadly. 
Fans of Alex Rider and Young Bond will be hooked on this edge-of-your-seat spy series. Age 10+ Adventure-Action-
Spies For all books in this series type SWIFT AND HAWK into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

326. Terror Of Hilltop House, The (Dan Smith and Chris King)   $14.99  $13.50
When Pete, Krish and Nancy read a story in the local paper about weird gunk being found in a field where sheep have 
gone missing next to Hilltop House, they’re sure there’s a mystery to be investigated. The new research farm at Hilltop 
is working on the creation of new bio-fuels, but when a storm knocks out the power in the local area and something 
escapes from the farm, it’s clear that the research has gone horribly wrong …Can the brave trio save the village in their 
most terrifying adventure yet? Age 9+ Science Fiction-Adventure-Reluctant Readers-Dyslexic Friendly
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327. Terry’s Crew GRAPHIC NOVEL (Terry Crews and Cory Thomas) $22.99    $20.70
Young Terry Crews has a Big Dream Plan: He wants to become a MULTIHYPHENATE. That means he wants to be an 
artist. And a football player. And a musician. And maybe a NASA scientist, too! OK, maybe it’s ambitious, but his parents 
worked hard so he could go to a new school-Rock City Academy, a prestigious institution (read: rich kids go there) 
where he’s sure he can make his mark at the talent show. He plans an elaborate performance with his new friends, Rani, 
a passionate engineer, and Xander, a shy kid with a head like an encyclopedia. Along the way, Terry’s plan is threatened 
by his grades, which slip below Mom-and-Dad-approved levels, as well as the schemes of the school’s football star, Rick, 
who won’t stop until Terry quits the talent show altogether. No matter what challenges he faces, though, Terry knows 
that he always has his crew to back him up. Age 9+ Graphic Novel-Friendship-Goals-Aspirations

328. Third Time’s A Charm Graphic Novel (Kristen Gudsnuk)  $18.99    $17.10
Dany and Madison are living a new reality. Rather than best friends, the pair now believe they are twins – and that isn’t 
the only part of their lives that has been completely rewritten. Their mum is a novelist, their dad is a rock star, and Dany 
has suddenly become a diligent student. Things. Aren’t. Adding. Up. Dany and Madison start sleuthing and discover 
that someone has drastically altered the universe! Can the pair put things back the way they were, or is this magic 
beyond their control? Age 9+ Graphic Novel-Friendship-School-Magic 

329. Two Degrees (Alan Gratz)   $19.99    $18.00
Fire. Flood. Ice. Three forces of nature. Three kids swept up in a looming global catastrophe. Can they survive? In 
California, Akira Kristiansen is driving through the mountains with his dad when a wildfire sparks — and grows scarily 
fast. In just moments, Akira and his family have to evacuate but which way is safe with fire all around them? In Churchill, 
Manitoba, Owen Mackenzie is running a tour for travellers who’ve come to see the polar bears. Lately the bears show up 
more and more as the ice thins. When Owen and his friend see a bear much too close for comfort, they end up in a fight 
for their lives. In Miami, a hurricane bears down on Natalie Torres. That’s not so uncommon ... but everyone’s saying this 
could be it. The Big One. Natalie and her mum don’t have anywhere to run to, so they hunker down to ride out the storm. 
Separated by hundreds of miles, Akira, Owen, and Natalie each struggle to survive against seemingly insurmountable 
odds. What ultimately connects the three kids is both surprising and hopeful: a commitment to changing the world, 
however and wherever they can. Age 9+ Natural Disasters-Wildfire-Bushfire-Hurricane-Climate Change-Hope 

330. Under a Broken Sky (Mariko Nagai)   $16.99    $15.30
Twelve-year-old Natsu and her family live a quiet farm life in Manchuria, near the border of the Soviet Union. But the 
life they’ve known begins to unravel when her father is recruited to the Japanese army, and Natsu and her little sister, 
Cricket, are left orphaned and destitute. In a desperate move to keep her sister alive, Natsu sells Cricket to a Russian 
family following the 1945 Soviet occupation. The journey to redemption for Natsu’s broken family is rife with struggles, 
but Natsu is tenacious and will stop at nothing to get her little sister back. Literary and historically insightful, this is one 
of the great untold stories of WWII. Age 10+ Verse Novel-World War 2-Refugees-Displaced People

331. Up To No Ghoul Graphic Novel (Cullen Bunn And Cat Farris)  $22.99   $20.70
In this thrilling and spooky middle grade graphic novel companion to The Ghoul Next Door by New York Times 
bestselling author Cullen Bunn and Cat Ferris, Lavinia and Grey team up again to solve the town’s mystery. Ever wake 
up in the middle of the night to awful nightmares about vampires When a mysterious blood bank rolls into town, Grey 
can’t help but get an eerie feeling. Could it be linked to his nightmares about vampires After some investigating, Grey 
learns it’s something more sinister than he could ever imagine . . . and there’s only one creature who can help him-
Lavinia Despite the fact they are forbidden to talk to one another again, this spooky mystery is bigger than any promises 
between the ghouls and humans. This fun, lightly spooky adventure is a good Halloween read but is also the perfect 
graphic novel read all year round. It’s a wonderful escape from everyday life, providing readers with a good scare and 
plenty of laughter. Graphic Novel-Friendship-Adventure-Supernatural-Spooky-Humour Age 9+

332. Vanishing Of Aveline Jones, The (Phil Hickes)  $14.99    $13.50
Turn on your torches and join Aveline Jones! Aveline is determined to discover the truth behind her uncle’s mysterious 
disappearance when she travels to his home with Mum and Aunt Lilian. After years of hoping Aveline’s uncle would 
return, they have finally decided to sell his house - but Aveline and Harold have other plans. Sneaking into her uncle’s 
study, Aveline discovers he had been researching possible supernatural activity around an ancient burial mound - and 
linked this with the unexplained disappearances of other local villagers. Dark, magical forces are at work, and they’ll do 
anything to remain hidden, as Aveline and Harold soon learn Mystery-Adventure-Supernatural-Ghosts Age 9+ For all 
books in this series type AVELINE JONES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

333. Very Merry Murder Club, The (Various)   $14.99    $13.50
This gorgeous wintery collection brings together thirteen bestselling, award-winning and exciting debut authors: 
Abiola Bello, Annabelle Sami, Benjamin Dean, E.L. Norry, Elle McNicoll, Dominique Valente, Joanna Williams, Maisie 
Chan, Nizrana Farook, Patrice Lawrence, Roopa Farooki, Serena Patel and Sharna Jackson. With stunning illustrations by 
Harry Woodgate. Join them as part of the Very Merry Murder Club as they lead you on a snow-covered wintery journey 
of festive foul play and murderously magnificent mysteries! Age 9+ Short Stories-Mystery-Murder
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334. View From The Very Best House In Town, The (Meera Trehan)  $18.99    $17.10
Sam and Asha. Asha and Sam. Their friendship is so long established, they take it for granted. Just as Asha takes for 
granted that Donnybrooke, the mansion that sits on the highest hill in Coreville, is the best house in town. But when 
Sam is accepted into snobbish Castleton Academy as an autistic “Miracle Boy”, he leaves Asha, who is also autistic, to 
navigate middle school alone. He also leaves her wondering if she can take anything for granted any more. Because 
soon Sam is spending time with Prestyn, Asha’s nemesis, whose family owns Donnybrooke and have forbidden Asha 
to set foot inside. But when it becomes clear that Prestyn’s interest in Sam is less than friendly, will Asha be able to 
find it in herself to help her former friend? Told from the points of view of Asha, Sam and Donnybrooke itself, this is a 
highly original debut about friendship, peer pressure and bullying. Friendship-Home-Neurodiverse-Neurodiversity-
Autism-Peer Pressure-Bullying Age 9+

335. Warriors: The Broken Code #6: Light In The Mist, A (Erin Hunter)            $14.99    $13.50
When fear reigns supreme, only hope can save the Clans. The impostor’s reign of terror has brought the Clans to 
the brink of destruction, and now, every warrior-living and dead-must unite to defeat him before he delivers his final 
blow. To ensure their future and protect their past, StarClan, the Dark Forest, and all five Clans must band together 
to turn back the tide of darkness-before the impostor’s fury destroys them all. Packed with action and intrigue, this 
sixth Warriors series unfolds after the events of A Vision of Shadows. For all books in this series type WARRIORS: THE 
BROKEN CODE into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

336. Wilder (Penny Chrimes)   $16.99    $15.30
A desperate village. A child who emerges from the marshes. A falcon that helps her save them all. The child - if child it 
was - came out of the wild-ness. It came out of the sparse bleak marsh where few dared go and none came back. And 
though the village grew accustomed to the creature they did not forget from whence it came. And they whispered that 
there was no knowing whether she was sent as a blessing or a bane.’ When the child emerges from the wilderness, no 
one in the village knows what to do with her. She is odd - half-wild, without speech and seems to have an unnatural 
bond with animals - especially the falcon, who is always circling above her. The Wise-Woman takes her in, and names 
her Rhodd, but the rest of the villagers remain suspicious. Over the years, as Rhodd grows, the village realises that the 
river, which is their connection to the wider world, is beginning to die, and eventually a dark sickness begins to spread. 
Soon, too soon, the villagers turn their suspicion on Rhodd and her falcon. And so, Rhodd sets out to discover what 
- or who - is causing the river to dry up . . . to protect her mother, her falcon and herself... Fantasy-Adventure-Love-
Belonging-Nature Age 9+

337. Wildstorm Curse, The (Eve Wersocki Morris)   $17.99    $16.20
A fabled witch. A powerful curse. A monster out for revenge. 13-year-old Kallie Tamm can’t wait to spend a week of 
her summer holidays at the Wildstorm Theatre Camp: she’s determined not to let her dyslexia hold her back from 
achieving her dream of becoming a playwright. The finale of the whole week is a performance in the local village 
theatre. But as soon as she arrives, Kallie discovers that the cast will be performing a play written by a 17th Century 
witch, Ellsabet Graveheart, and strange, scary things start happening. Unbeknown to Kallie, a dark shadow is stirring 
in the woodland near Wildstorm: an ancient and dangerous creature has awoken from a centuries old slumber, and 
they’re out for revenge, putting Kallie and all of her new friends in grave danger. Adventure-Suspense-Storytelling-
Dyslexia-Neurodiverse-Neurodiversity Age 11+

338. Wilson Sisters Adventure: Shyla, The Snowy Brumby (Kelly Wilson)     $14.99    $13.50
Can Nina help the Wilson sisters tame a wild Brumby into a child’s dream pony? All ten-year-old Nina has ever dreamed 
of is working with ponies. When the renowned horsewoman Kelly Wilson invites her to help tame a wild pony for the 
Australian Brumby Challenge, Nina has to pinch herself to believe it. She and Shyla swiftly form a close bond, but all 
the time Nina knows that the little Brumby is destined for auction, and the dream pony she has worked so hard to train 
will go to another child. Nina’s wild pony adventure will take her to Australia’s Snowy Mountains and back — but will she 
get the chance to have a wild Brumby of her own? From the author of the bestselling Showtym Adventures, this novel 
is inspired by the Wilson sisters’ exciting true experiences with wild horses.Horses-Horse Lovers-Wild Horses Age 9+ 
For all books in this series type WILSON SISTERS ADVENTURES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

339. Wishkeeper’s Apprentice, The 
(Rachel Chivers Khoo And Rachel Sanson)                       $18.99    $17.10
A charming new classic about the power of wishes in a beautiful gift edition with black-and-white illustrations throughout. 
Perfect for fans of Harklights and Starfell. Wishes do come true... When Felix makes a special and desperate wish, little 
does he realize he is about to be catapulted into a secret world of magic and adventure. Now, Felix is an apprentice 
wishkeeper and must save the town’s wishes from the terrifying wishsnatcher, who wants to destroy hopes and dreams 
everywhere.Beautiful black-and-white illustrations and a smaller format make this book the perfect gift for young fans 
of magic and adventure. Magic-Adventure-Wishes Age 7+
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340. Wombats! #1: Wombats! Go Camping GRAPHIC NOVEL 
(Maddie Frost)  $14.99    $13.50
Meet Albert and Pickles. They’re the best of friends, complete opposites, and now the starring duo in a new early-reader 
graphic novel series that is perfect for fans of the Jack books, Baloney and Friends and Narwhal and Jelly. Albert and 
Pickles are going camping together for the first time but this pair of besties have very different ideas of what exploring 
the great outdoors will be like. Albert is ready to camp the old fashioned way, while Pickles is ready to glamp. When 
Pickles finds out that camping does not include a jacuzzi under the stars, a luxury cabin, and five-course meals, he’s 
going to have to find a way to cope for one whole night. Luckily Albert is there to assist in pitching a tent, cooking 
their food, and scaring away the bugs. While navigating their way through the rest of this camping trip, Albert and 
Pickles happen upon a lost baby koala and their friend, Platters who’s in search of the Woolly Moon Beast-a legendary, 
ferocious animal that roams the woods. Together, they’ll have to find a way to reunite this baby koala with its mama 
while this scary creature looms large. And Pickles might find an appreciation for the wilderness along the way. Graphic 
Novel-Humour Age 7+

341. Yesterday Crumb #2: Yesterday Crumb And The Teapot Of Chaos 
(Andy Sagar)   $16.99   $15.30
Yesterday Crumb is in London to watch The Wild Feast, a magical cooking competition. But when the teashop Yesterday 
and her friends call home is stolen by the Faerie Queen, she must join the competition to win it back. Except the 
Faerie Queen is not going to make winning easy for her and blames Yesterday when members of the Faerie Court start 
disappearing. Yesterday must prove her innocence but, as she and her friends investigate, they discover that something 
much more sinister is at play... But there’s nothing that can’t be solved with a pot of tea, best friends and a BIG dash of 
magic! Age 9+ Fantasy-Mystery-Magic-Belonging-Cooking

342. You Choose: Can You Survive Dangerous Desert Encounters? 
(Matt Doeden)   $15.99    $14.40
Could you survive being lost in the desert? Imagine being attacked by a rattlesnake in North America’s Sonoran Desert, 
wild dogs in Africa’s Kalahari Desert, or a redback spider in the Australian Outback. How far would you be willing to go 
to save your own life? Would it work? Flip through these pages to find out! Age 10+ Interactive-Adventure-Survival

343. You Choose: Can You Survive Deadly Rain Forest Encounters?
(Allison Lassieur)   $15.99    $14.40
Could you survive being trapped in a rain forest? Imagine a run-in with a poison dart frog in the Amazon Rain Forest, a 
chimpanzee in the African Congo, or a clouded leopard in the jungles of Southeast Asia. How far would you be willing 
to go to save your own life? Would it work? Flip through these pages to find out! Age 10+ Interactive-Adventure-
Survival

344. You Choose: Can You Survive Death-Defying Ocean Encounters? 
(Allison Lassieur)   $15.99     $14.40
Could you survive being stranded at sea? Imagine encountering a barracuda in the Caribbean Sea, a jellyfish in 
Australia’s Great Barrier Reef, or a humpback whale in the Arctic Ocean. How far would you be willing to go to save your 
own life? Would it work? Flip through these pages to find out! Age 10+ Interactive-Adventure-Survival

345. You Choose: Can You Survive Hair-Raising Mountain Encounters? 
(Matt Doeden)   $15.99  $14.40
Could you survive being lost in the mountains? Imagine facing down a grizzly bear in the Alaskan wilderness, a mountain 
lion in the Sierra Madres of Mexico, or a gorilla in Africa’s Virunga Mountains. How far would you be willing to go to save 
your own life? Would it work? Flip through these pages to find out! Age 10+ Interactive-Adventure-Survival

346. You Choose Monster Hunter: Can You Catch A Swamp Monster? 
(Eric Braun)   $12.99    $11.70
As a podcast reporter you’re out to crack your biggest case yet Do swamp monsters exist You’ll investigate some 
of history’s greatest swamp monster mysteries including the Lizard Man the Australian Bunyip and the Honey Island 
Swamp Monster. Will you catch a real-life monster or become part of the legend It’s up to you to find out.  Age 10+ 
Interactive-Adventure-Mystery

347. You Choose Monster Hunter: Can You Discover An Alien?
 (Eric Braun)  $12.99    $11.70
In this interactive chapter book YOU are a reporter for a high-profile magazine and you’re about to discover the greatest 
scoop yet Do aliens exist To find out you’ll need to investigate some of history’s most infamous alien encounters from 
Area 51 in Nevada to Fairbanks Alaska. Will you discover a real-life alien being or will your investigative probe be 
nothing more than a close encounter;Age 10+ Interactive-Adventure-Mystery

348. You Choose Monster Hunter: Can You Find The Jersey Devil? 
(Blake Hoena)   $12.99    $11.70
Wild rumors are circulating in southern New Jersey. Stories are swirling about weird hoofprints appearing in the Pine 
Barrens a mysterious winged creature flying around Leeds Point and something sinister haunting Barnegat Bay. Could 
these tales of terror mean the legendary Jersey Devil is on the prowl It’s up to YOU to find out. Age 10+ Interactive-
Adventure-Mystery
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349. You Choose Monster Hunter: Can You Nab The Mothman? 
(Eric Braun)     $12.99    $11.70
Weird reports are making the news. People claim to have seen a strange creature hovering over the Silver Memorial 
Bridge in West Virginia a shadowy creature haunting parks in Chicago and a dark figure lurking about La Crescenta 
California. Do these reports point to the existence of the mysterious Mothman. It’s up to YOU to find out.

INFORMATION

350. 24 Hours In Antarctica (Andrew Pretice And Laurent Kling)  $14.99   $13.50
Life in one of the most extreme environments on the planet, in comic strip. Join a friendly mechanic for a day working 
on a research base and out on the ice. Learn about the challenges of surviving in the Antarctic, explore the incredible 
landscape and meet the local wildlife, as you discover all the amazing and important science that is being done down 
in the South Pole.

351. Around The World Vegan Cookbook (Niki Webster)   $29.99    $27.00
You don’t need to travel the world to go on a plant-based food adventure! Niki Webster brings you over 75 easy-to-
make dishes specially created for young adult readers, inspired by her international travels. Niki takes vegan dishes 
from plant-based traditions around the world and gives them her own unique, contemporary spin. She has also created 
the ultimate plant-based versions of classic international dishes, from Mexican no-meat chilli nachos to Japanese vegan 
katsu curry. This is the ideal title for young cooks who want to create exciting, delicious meals that the whole family can 
enjoy. Cooking-Cookbook-Vegan-Veganism-Nutrition-Diet-Multicultural

352. A Question Of Technology: Can A Driverless Car Get Lost? 
(Clive Gifford)  $19.99  $18.00
Why do your ears pop when you’re flying? Are crash test dummies dumb? And just WHAT is a crumple zone? Find out 
the answers to these questions and much more in this book! With an engaging question and answer format, this series 
draws young readers into the fascinating world of technology. Age 9+ STEM-Technology-Transport

353. A Question Of Technology: How Do You Go To The Toilet In Space? 
(Clive Gifford)   $19.99   $18.00
Will we ever live on Mars? Why can’t we fly planes to the Moon? And do astronauts REALLY grow taller in space? Find 
out the answers to these questions and much more in this book! With an engaging question and answer format, this 
series draws young readers into the fascinating world of technology. Age 9+ STEM-Technology-Space

354. A Question Of Technology: What’s So Super About Supercomputers? 
(Clive Gifford)   $19.99    $18.00
What’s the difference between a bug and a virus? Why were early computers so BIG? And just why is it called a mouse?! 
Find out the answers to these questions and much more in this book! With an engaging question and answer format, 
this series draws young readers into the fascinating world of technology. Age 9+ STEM-Technology-Computers-
Computing

355. A Question Of Technology: Will Robots Take Over The World? 
(Clive Gifford)   $19.99    $18.00
Uncover the mysteries of robotics in this funny technology series What is the smallest robot? How do robots know 
where to go? And will robots REALLY save the world? Find out the answers to these questions and much more in this 
book! Age 9+ STEM-Technology-Robots-Artificial Intelligence

356. Australia’s Remarkable Wildlife: Cockatoo (John Lesley)  $28.99    $26.10
Sulphur-crested cockatoos are noisy, intelligent parrots that have an annoying habit of gathering in flocks to vandalise 
wooden buildings. Wild cockatoos sometimes form unusual bonds with humans, seeming to like our company. These 
clever birds are fascinating to watch, or are they watching us? Australian Birds

357. Australia’s Remarkable Wildlife: Quokka (John Lesley)  $28.99    $26.10
The quokka was once little known by most Australians, but it has become famous in the past decade. Its lack of fear, 
cute face and endless charm are balanced by a feisty personality and a determination to get its own way. Never stand 
between a quokka and food! Australian Animals-Marsupials-Australiana
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358. Bedtime Book Of Impossible Questions, The 
(Isabel Thomas And Aaron Cushley)   $24.99    $22.50
Have you ever not been able to concentrate because there are SO many questions buzzing round your brain? Why 
are bubbles always round? Could I ever touch a rainbow? Why can’t I remember being a baby? The Bedtime Book of 
Impossible Questions will offer answers to the most bamboozling questions and curious queries that you can think of. 
How many stars are in the night sky? Why don’t animals wear clothes? Do plants have feelings? This book will define, 
debunk and demystify the trickiest of questions and even open your eyes to questions you have never even thought 
of! With engaging and accessible text and accompanied by colourful illustrations, The Bedtime Book of Impossible 
Questions is the perfect bedside companion to delve into when you are wondering if there really is an answer to 
everything. Facts-General Knowledge-STEM

359. Big Story Of Being Alive, The (Neal Layton)   $26.99     $24.30
Wherever you go, there are lots of people and no one looks quite the same. But they are all ALIVE. YOU are alive too. 
But what actually makes something ALIVE? There are three things that all living things have in common: they GROW, 
they REPRODUCE and they are made of trillions of tiny, but mightily important, organisms called CELLS. Find out all 
about them in this fresh, funny and fact-filled book from author and illustrator Neal Layton, you’ll discover why being 
alive is totally AMAZING.

360. Blue Skies And Golden Fields: Celebrating Ukraine 
(Oksana Lushchevska)   $16.99   $15.30
From the sandy coasts of the Black Sea to the vibrant capital of Kyiv this proud nation is full of history culture and 
beauty. Learn more about Ukraine’s unique history - from former Soviet Union republic to independent nation. Discover 
some of the country’s most well-known figures including President Volodymry Zelenskyy. Then explore the culture and 
traditions with hands-on activities stories and more. Age 7+ Countries-Ukraine

361. Blue Worlds: Arctic Ocean, The (Anita Genari and Josy Bloggs)                $19.99    $18.00
Perched at the northernmost tip of the world, the icy Arctic Ocean is the smallest of Earth’s oceans. Its temperature rarely 
reaches above freezing and it is dotted with thick pack ice and craggy icebergs. The people and animals that live in this 
polar climate have uniquely adapted to make it their home. But this precious habitat is at risk from our warming climate, 
as well as pollution and industry. The oceans make up Earth’s biggest habitat. Age 9+

362. Blue Worlds: Atlantic Ocean, The (Anita Genari and Josy Bloggs)          $19.99     $18.00
The huge Atlantic is Earth’s second biggest ocean. It straddles the equator, linking the North and South America, Europe 
and Africa, and its waters vary from the icy Baltic Sea to the warm Caribbean. Under the waves, the Mid-Atlantic Ridge 
has helped form volcanic islands in the ocean over the course of millions of years, including Iceland and the Azores. The 
Atlantic provides us with a wealth of fish and other natural resources, but today it is at great risk from overfishing and 
pollution, as well as climate change. Age 9+ Oceans-Ocean Animals-Habitats-Environmental Issues

363. Blue Worlds: Indian Ocean, The (Anita Genari and Josy Bloggs)              $19.99    $18.00
The Indian Ocean is Earth’s third biggest ocean, connecting Africa with Asia and Australia. Its warm waters are filled with 
unique wildlife visiting its famous islands, colourful coral reefs and dense mangrove forests. Many major cities surround 
the Indian Ocean and the ocean is an important part of life for their inhabitants, who often work in shipping, tourism or 
fishing. But the Indian Ocean is at particular risk from rising sea levels, as much of the land surrounding it as low-lying 
and floods are a constant threat. Age 9+ Oceans-Ocean Animals-Habitats-Environmental Issues

364. Blue Worlds: Pacific Ocean, The (Anita Genari and Josy Bloggs)              $19.99    $18.00
The Pacific Ocean is the biggest and deepest of the world’s oceans, covering almost a third of Earth’s surface. Over 
25,000 islands are dotted across its waters while, in the west, the huge Great Barrier Reef provides a home for some of 
Earth’s most unique wildlife. Below the waves, the Pacific’s active sea floor has created thousands of volcanoes, many of 
which are still active today. But like all the oceans, the mighty Pacific is at risk from climate change, pollution and marine 
industry. Age 9+ Oceans-Ocean Animals-Environmental Issues

365. Blue Worlds: Seas, Gulfs And Bays (Anita Genari and Josy Bloggs)      $19.99    $18.00
Our world is scattered with many seas. Some are huge bodies of water and form part of the mighty oceans; others are 
salty inland seas, at risk at disappearing altogether. Some seas are warm and tropical, others are cold and icy. All are 
vital to life on Earth, helping to control our climate, provide a home for wildlife and giving us precious natural resources. 
Age 9+ Oceans-Seas-Environmental Issues

366. Blue Worlds: Southern Ocean (Anita Genari and Josy Bloggs)  $19.99    $18.00
Icy and mysterious, the Southern Ocean stretches across the bottom of the Earth, surrounding the continent of 
Antarctica. With its freezing waters, harsh winds and towering waves, until recently only the bravest explorers sailed 
its stormy seas. Today, tourists flock to see the ocean’s unique wildlife of penguins, seabirds and blue whales. But 
along with human visitors come human-made problems, including global warming, pollution and overfishing. Age 9+ 
Oceans-Seas-Environmental Issues
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367. Boys Will Be Human: A Get-Real Gut-Check Guide To Becoming The Strongest, 
Kindest, bravest Person You Can Be (Justin Baldoni)                    $24.99    $22.50
From filmmaker, actor, and author Justin Baldoni comes a real-talk, self-esteem-building guidebook that helps boys 
ages 11 and up embrace their feelings and fears instead of repress them. Highly designed and filled with activities, 
sidebars, and inspirational quotes, this book is the perfect social-emotional learning tool for parents and educators to 
jump-start conversations about masculinity with the boys in their lives. WARNING: THIS MIGHT BE THE MOST HONEST 
BOOK YOU’VE EVER READ Have you ever noticed that there are unwritten rules that tell boys how to act, think, and 
feel Nobody knows where they came from, but one day—BAM!—you suddenly feel these invisible forces, pushing you to 
follow the rules of masculinity, even if they don’t make you happy. This book isn’t about learning the rules of the boys’ 
club, it’s about UNLEARNING them. Age 11+ Self Esteem/Resilience-Feelings/Emotions-Confidence-Masculinity 

368. Breathe In And Out: A Mindfully Me Book About Story About Stormy Feelings 
(Jan Straddling And Jedda Robaard)   $19.99    $18.00
Brand-new picture books inspired by much-loved Australian kids’ TV institution, Play School. Big Ted is having one of 
those days ... His feelings are dark and stormy. Luckily, his friends are around to help him remember to breathe in and 
out. Soon he’ll feel like his happy self again. The Play School Mindfully Me series helps children and their carers tackle 
life’s challenges together — big or small. Mindfulness-Feelings/Emotions

369. Cardboard Activity Lab: 25 Exciting Recycling Projects You Can Make From 
Cardboard (Dorling Kindersley)                      $32.99    $29.70
Get crafty with cardboard and create something amazing! Discover plenty of creative crafts you can do using cardboard! 
This book is bursting with ideas for more than 20 fun projects. This entertaining, inspiring book is brimming with 
exciting projects to help young artists, architects, and builders create fantastic games and toys. Using household items, 
construct an entire city complete with skyscrapers and transport systems, or a sci-fi robot costume for you and your 
friends. Great photography, succinct step-by-step instructions, and rigorous attention to detail will make young creators 
excited from the get-go. Art/Craft

370. Child’s Introduction To Space Exploration 
(Michael Bakich And Chelen Ecija)   $32.99    $29.70
We are living in a golden age of astronomy and space exploration, with more discoveries about the universe every 
day. With so many possibilities now open to us, revered science writers Michael E. Bakich and David J. Eicher will take 
young readers on a journey to the throughout the universe in this latest edition of A Child’s Introduction series. Perfect 
for budding explorers aged 8-12, Bakich and Eicher explore the history of space exploration from the very first rocket 
in China, to the moon landing, to the latest missions to Mars (and beyond). They also include profiles of noteworthy 
scientists, engineers, and astronauts including Isaac Newton, Neil Armstrong, Mae Carol Jemison; fun sections on space 
food, UFOs, a timeline of space suits, and how to go to the bathroom in space; and STEM experiments like how to 
build your own rocket and how to tell time using the sun. Packed with dozens of NASA photos and charming original 
illustrations, and a pull-out poster, this fascinating book reveals the wonders of space exploration-past, present and 
future! STEM-Space-Science-Space Exploraion

371. Children’s Illustrated Atlas (Compilation)   $32.99    $29.70
A world atlas for kids - packed full of beautiful illustrations and incredible photographs. Set off on a thrilling journey 
around the world. DK’s Children’s Illustrated Atlas brings the world to life with colourful maps and fascinating facts 
about the countries of the world. Each map is bursting with information, combining colourful icons with photographs 
representing key points about each country. The atlas includes a world map, with a political map for each continent. 
Children are shown how to read a map and use a key, compass, and scale. This charming and informative book is a key 
addition to every child’s library. Atlas

372. Chinese Celebrations For Children 
(Susan Miho Nunes And Patrick Yee)   $24.99   $19.99
Families, feasts and fireworks — Chinese Celebrations for Children showcases the rich cultural traditions of China with 
stories, activities, recipes and more. The charming illustrations of Patrick Yee and informative texts of Susan Nunes 
conjure up the pageantry and symbolism of China’s traditional celebrations--from birthdays and anniversaries to 
harvest festivals and public holidays. It’s a year filled with celebrations on this festive trip to China! Multicultural-Asian 
Studies-China-Celebrations-Festivals

373. Chinese New Year Colors (Richard Lo)   $16.99    $15.30
This bilingual color concept book celebrates a rainbow of traditional objects seen during the Chinese New Year. H ng is 
the color of explosive firecrackers! Jin is the hue of lucky coins. Zong is the shade of sweet peanut puffs. Welcome to the 
festivities of the Chinese New Year, where symbolic gifts, foods, and objects come together in a celebration of beautiful 
colors. This vibrant, simple, and highly graphic bilingual book is the perfect introduction to Chinese and English words 
for colors as it honors one of the biggest holidays around the world. Includes informative back matter. Multicultural-
Asian Studies-Chinese New Year-Celebrations-Colours-Dual Language-Pinyin-Simplified Chinese

374. Countries Of The World Blastoff Readers: Australia 
(Rebecca Sabelko)                                              $24.99  $22.50
From the Outback in the west to the Great Barrier Reef in the east, Australia has much to offer residents and visitors 
alike! In this title, young readers will explore the geography, population, and culture of this massive country. Special 
features highlight Australia’s landscape, wildlife, greetings, foods, and more to provide an informative introduction to 
the land down under! Age 6+ Countries-Australia
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375. Countries Of The World Blastoff Readers: Brazil (Rebecca Sabelko)     $24.99    $22.50
Brazil is known for its tropical weather and rain forests. But this country is more than its beautiful landscape! In this title, 
young readers will discover the landscape, wildlife, demographics, foods, and celebrations of Brazil through vibrant 
photos and leveled text. To keep readers engaged, this title is packed with exciting features that highlight the country’s 
foods, wildlife, and many other things that make Brazil unique! Age 6+ Countries-South America-Brazil

376. Countries Of The World Blastoff Readers: Canada 
(Monika Davies)  $24.99    $22.50
Did you know that Canada is the second largest country in the world? Readers will learn this and other exciting facts 
in this introduction to Canada. Each spread guides readers through the many different aspects of this country, from 
its geography to its wildlife and culture, with leveled text and vivid photos. In addition, this title is packed with maps, 
profiles, and more to further teach readers about this vast nation! Age 6+ Countries-Canada

377. Countries Of The World Blastoff Readers: China (Monika Davies)           $24.99    $22.50
China is home to incredible wildlife, beautiful landscapes, and over one billion people! In this title, readers will explore 
this and more with the help of leveled text and bright, colorful images. As they read, maps, profiles, greetings and more 
will further help students discover more about this fascinating country. Age 6+ Countries-China

378. Countries Of The World Blastoff Readers: England (Monika Davies)    $24.99    $22.50
From the bustling city of London in the south to the moorlands in the north England has something to offer for everyone 
In this title early readers will be introduced to England with leveled text and lively colorful photographs. Special features 
including maps profiles and more will further support their learning experience. Age 5+ Countries-England

379. Countries Of The World Blastoff Readers: France (Rebecca Sabelko)  $24.99 $22.50
Bonjour! Welcome to France! In this title, readers will be introduced to the landscape, wildlife, demographics, and 
culture of France. Leveled text and vivid photographs will guide readers through every spread, while maps, profiles, and 
more will further enhance their learning experience! Age 5+ Countries-France

380. Countries Of The World Blastoff Readers: India (Monika Davies)            $24.99    $22.50
From its historic landmarks to its diverse landscapes, India dazzles visitors and residents alike! This title introduces 
readers to the landscapes, wildlife, demographics, and culture of this South Asian country. With leveled text and colorful 
images introduce India, while special features highlight the country’s greetings, wildlife, and more. Age 5+ Countries-
India

381. Countries Of The World Blastoff Readers: Iraq (Rebecca Sabelko)          $24.99    $22.50
Did you know that the first civilization began in Iraq? Readers will learn this and many more exciting facts in this book 
about Iraq! Leveled text and vibrant photos will introduce readers to the landscape, wildlife, residents, and culture of 
this country. Special features such as profiles, maps, and a full-spread summary of the country will help readers discover 
even more about Iraq! Age 5+ Countries-Iraq

382. Courage In A Poem (Various)   $24.99    $22.50
This is a book of poetry for everyone. Inside is a treasure trove of writing celebrating courage and empowerment. Read 
the poems aloud or curl up with them in a quiet corner. Begin your journey into a lifelong love of poetry. Inspire young 
minds with this beautiful poetry anthology that encourages children to take joy in their identities. From body positivity 
and facing fear to celebrating heritage and individuality, a variety of contemporary poets will take readers on a journey 
through the different ways we can feel empowered. Vibrant and mesmerising artwork emphasises the beauty found in 
courage and being ourselves. This is the perfect book to instil a love of poetry, this title features work from a wide range 
of voices and illustrators who bring their unique perspectives to the topic of empowerment. Poetry

383. Darwin’s Super-Pooping Worm Spectacular 
(Polly Owen And Gwen Millward)   $24.99    $22.50
Learn the funny and fascinating story of Charles Darwin and the groundbreaking discoveries his love of the humble 
worms led to in this hilarious interactive illustrated book. Charles Darwin is widely known for his “Origin of Species” 
book, yet Darwin had another great love, and that was for worms. Told for the first time for children, this is the silly and 
fascinating true story of how Charles Darwin came to discover that the humble earthworm is the most important species 
on our planet, by finding that their poo sustains and enriches the soil, and without it there would be no life on Earth! Told 
in a humorous and engaging way with pull-out panels on each page to help educate alongside the story, curious minds 
will love this fact-filled, laugh-out-loud title. The story of Darwin and the worms not only centres around the perennially 
brilliant subject of poo, it teaches children about a key historic figure, the food cycle and deductive scientific thinking. It 
is also a heartwarming story of the triumph of a zany underdog who won’t let bullies get in the way of his love for worms. 
STEM-Science-Worms-Food Cycle

384. Day In The Life Of Birds, A (Alex Bond)   $14.99    $13.50
Set over a 24-hour period, meet speedy ostriches, tiny hummingbirds, and majestic eagles in this kids’ non-fiction book 
about the coolest birds in the world. Soar through the skies to follow the lives of our feathered friends as they fight, 
dance, and play their way through their day. Ornithologist Dr Alex Bond tells the story of the world’s most amazing birds 
in the style of a nature documentary - from the dawn chorus to a barn owl hunting at dusk. Inside, you’ll also witness a 
bald eagle on a fishing trip, pink flamingos dancing to impress potential mates, and some of the most amazing nests 
in the world. Birds
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385. Drive Thru: Course of Chocolate, The (Harriet Brundle)  $26.99     $24.30
Take a bite of your favorite chocolate bar for a sweet treat. But where does chocolate come from? And how does a pod 
on a tree turn into tasty chocolate? Hop on the Chocolate Box food truck to find out! Age 6+ Food-Food Production 
For all books in this series type DRIVE THRU into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

386. Drive Thru: Hunt For Honey, The (Harriet Brundle)   $26.99    $24.30
Buzzing bees make tasty honey. Join the journey of the Honey Hive food truck to hunt for honey. Along the way, learn 
how busy bees make the tasty treat, how beekeepers collect it, and what you can do to protect the pollinators. Age 6+ 
Food-Food Production For all books in this series type DRIVE THRU into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

387. Earth Book, The (Thomas Hegbrook And Jonathan Litton)  $29.99    $27.00
Welcome to a world of wonders! In this enormous book about the Earth there is so much to explore! Readers can 
marvel at the physical planet, travel back in time to primordial Earth, explore all branches of the tree of life, discover 
habitats from oceans to deserts, learn how the weather works and take a tour of the human planet from the Maasai 
steppe to Manhattan. STEM-Science-Earth Science

388. Elephants On The Move: A Day With An Asian Elephant (Lela Nargi)  $29.99  $27.00
Meet Kamala, Rani, Bozie, Swarna, and Spike! These busy Asian elephants have formed a family at the Smithsonian’s 
National Zoo and Conservation Biology Institute in Washington, D.C. Discover a day in the life of this elephant herd, how 
keepers interact with them, and how this work also helps wild elephants thousands of miles away. Animals-Elephants-
Asian Elephants

389. Everything You Need To Know About Frogs (Dorling Kindersley)           $22.99    $20.70
A fun, fact-filled dive into the world of frogs and amphibians for kids - packed full of beautiful photography All the basics 
of reptile and amphibian anatomy are covered in this beautiful and informative book on frogs, along with habitat and 
behaviour and lots of fascinating facts about frogs that every child will just love reading about. See how they survive 
in lakes and rivers, forests and deserts, and how these clever creatures have adapted to live in seemingly inhospitable 
habitats. Alongside, in between, and on top of all that, Everything You Need To Know About Frogs also provides ideas 
for things to make, games to play, quizzes, and amazing facts to share with friends. Every spread is self contained to 
make this a dip-into book with a difference. From the very first page it combines little-known information with engaging 
text and innovative, high-quality design. Frogs-Amphibians-Lifecycles-Habitats-Adaptation

390. Extraordinary Dinosaurs And Other Prehistoric Life 
(Dorling Kindersley)  $29.99   $27.00
Discover more than 100 dinosaurs and other prehistoric animals in “top trump” style pages! Whether browsing for 
fun or just looking up that key fact, children will be drawn in and mesmerised by the hundreds of exciting images and 
surprising information in these dinosaur profiles. Dinosaur reconstructions and the latest fossil finds bring back to life 
the bone-crunching teeth of the Tyrannosaurus rex, the astonishingly large body of the Argentinosaurus, and the plane-
sized wings of the soaring Hatzegopteryx. Page-by-page “top trump” profiles on dinosaurs and other prehistoric animals 
reveal new facts that reflect the latest paleontological research, supported by data boxes on each animal’s size, group, 
habitat, time period, diet, and fossil discovery. See the fastest, largest, and fiercest creatures, browse their habitats, learn 
about their claws and spikes, and find out how their fossils help scientists piece together hidden clues about their lives. 
This must-have dinosaur book for children aged 7-11 profiles all the major types of dinosaur as well as ancient fish, 
other prehistoric reptiles in the air or water, and early mammals. Extraordinary Dinosaurs Visual Encyclopedia will excite 
all young readers wanting to get up close and personal with their favourite prehistoric creatures! This is the ultimate 
fact-filled dinosaur reference for kids who love to have all the latest, weirdest, most in-depth info on the creatures of the 
prehistoric world at their fingertips. Dinosaurs

391. Eyewitness: Amazon (Dorling Kindersley)   $19.99    $18.00
Visit one of the most incredible natural environments, to discover the Amazon’s plants and wildlife, and its people A 
unique, beautifully illustrated guide to the beauty and diversity of the Amazon - the rainforest and the river, its flora and 
fauna, and the people who live in the region. Read about the most biodiverse tract of tropical rainforest in the world 
and the vast river that winds its way through it Eyewitness Amazon profiles everything from the birds, animals, and 
insects that live there to the nine South American countries it extends across. Using striking full-colour photographs and 
illustrations, discover why this ecosystem is so important to the whole world along with amazing facts, infographics, and 
statistics to see the Amazon as never before. For all books in this series type EYEWITNESS into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

392. Eyewitness: Fish (Dorling Kindersley)   $19.99    $18.00
Dive into a watery world where many wonderful fish of all shapes and sizes swim, in rivers, lakes, and oceans. Eyewitness 
Fish is an exciting and informative guide to the fascinating world of fish. Striking colour photographs of tropical fish, 
eels, seahorses, and more offer a unique “eyewitness” view of the natural history of fish, how they behave, and how they 
survive. See the lethal jaws of a piranha, a porcupine fish “puffing up”, how a dogfish swims, growth rings on a fish scale, 
what a fish looked like 400 million years ago, and a fish with legs. Learn how a school stays together, why some fish swim 
upside down, how a stingray stings, and why fish need water to breathe, and much more.
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393. Eyewitness: Periodic Table (Dorling Kindersley)   $19.99     $18.00
A fact-filled, photo-packed guide to all 118 elements Packed with stunning photography, Eyewitness Periodic Table 
explores the building blocks of our universe. Beginning with a concise history of chemistry, scientific pioneers, and the 
creation of the first periodic table, this comprehensive guide then launches into a visual tour of each individual element. 
Along the way, you’ll find out where each element comes from and what it is used for, explained clearly and simply 
for young readers. Explore elements such as nitrogen and oxygen and learn why they are essential to our survival. 
See how precious gold protects astronauts in space, and what makes the metal mercury so unusual. Find out about 
synthetic elements created in labs, which the smartest chemists are still busy figuring out how to use. This detailed, 
accessible book will inspire young, inquisitive minds - the scientists of tomorrow who will shape our future. STEM-
Science-Chemistry

394. Eyewitness: Wonders Of The World (Dorling Kindersley)  $19.99    $18.00
A picture-packed guide to natural and human-made wonders, from the pyramids of Giza to the spectacular Great Barrier 
Reef These Wonders of the World highlight astounding ancient architecture, the history of civilization, and the beauty of 
our planet. Highlighting more than just the Seven Wonders of the World - the Pyramids of Giza, the Hanging Gardens of 
Babylon, the Temple of Artemis, the Statue of Zeus, the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus, the Colossus of Rhodes, and the 
Lighthouse of Alexandria - Eyewitness Wonders of the World showcases more than 50 architectural feats and natural 
treasures. From human-made landscapes such as the Statue of Liberty to record-breaking natural marvels like the River 
Nile, this book takes kids on an incredible journey around the world’s most spectacular sights.

395. Frozen Worlds, The (Jason Bittel and Claire McElfatrick)  $32.99    $29.70
The Frozen Worlds takes children on a fascinating sub-zero journey, showing them just how amazing Earth’s poles are, 
which plants and animals live near them, and how we can help them. It includes a multitude of polar life, plus amazing 
facts on how icebergs are formed, how animals survive in the freezing cold, and how scientists study the Antarctic. 
Habitats-Environment-Antarctica-Arctic

396. Game Changers (Eve Ainsworth)   $16.99     $15.30
From the beginnings of the women’s game, the sexist ban that lasted 50 years, to its glorious rise again and brilliant 
footballing heroes past and present, this is a celebration of all things women’s football! Do you think you’re a football-
fan? Challenge your knowledge with this ultimate pocketbook of your Lioness footballing heroes. Young aspiring 
footballers will discover: The history of the beautiful game Meet amazing star players like Leah Williamson, Chloe Kelly, 
Alex Scott, Steph Houghton and their incredible trophy-winning manager Sarina Wiegman Learn your favourite players’ 
best moves Pick your dream team using any player throughout history Compare fact files and the stats that make 
these players the best in the game Packed full of phenomenal wins, screaming goals, and extraordinary saves - this is 
everything you need to know about these history-makers, record-breakers and gamechangers. It’s the perfect Christmas 
gift to inspire every young fan who cheered on as football finally came home. Sport-Football-Soccer-Biography

397. Girl Who Drew Butterflies, The (Joyce Sidman)   $19.99   $18.00
In this beautiful nonfiction biography, a Robert F. Sibert Medal winner, the Newbery Honor-winning author Joyce 
Sidman introduces readers to one of the first female entomologists and a woman who flouted convention in the pursuit 
of knowledge and her passion for insects. One of the first naturalists to observe live insects directly, Maria Sibylla Merian 
was also one of the first to document the metamorphosis of the butterfly. Richly illustrated throughout with full-color 
original paintings by Merian herself, The Grew Who Drew Butterflies will enthrall young scientists. Bugs, of all kinds, 
were considered to be “born of mud” and to be “beasts of the devil.” Why would anyone, let alone a girl, want to study 
and observe them The Girl Who Drew Butterflies answers this question. Famous People-Famous Women-Biography-
STEM-Science-Entomologist-Naturalist-Scientific Illustrator-Butterflies-Lifecycles-Maria Sibylla Merian

398. Growing Green: A First Book Of Gardening (Daniela Sosa)  $27.99    $25.20
Fifteen simple step-by-step edible gardening projects for young children. From strawberries in welly boots to herbs in 
recycled tin cans, this easy-to-follow gardening book contains 15 simple, edible projects for young gardeners. Learn 
all you need to grow your own fruit, herbs and vegetables in the space that you have, from a windowsill to an allotment 
in this fun and stylish collection of growing activities for five- to nine-year-olds. With bright, engaging illustrations and 
step-by-step instructions, this is an ideal gift for any young child wanting to find out more about where their food comes 
from and grow some themselves! Gardening

399. Habitats Of The World: A Breathtaking Visual Journey 
(Dorling Kindersley)   $32.99     $29.70
Illustrated in incredible detail, Habitats of the World explores Earth’s major ecosystems and the different communities of 
animals and plants that live in each one. From a teeming tropical rainforest to the hostile conditions of a high mountain 
peak or the icy Poles, find out how animals and plants are adapted to their environment and how they interact with their 
surroundings and each other. Dip beneath the sunlit surface of the Coral Sea to discover a reef bursting with life. Voyage 
to the frozen north to find out which animals survive on the icy Arctic tundra. See the Sun rise over the Sonoran Desert 
in spring as this arid landscape bursts into bloom. Habitats-Eco Systems-Animals-Plants-Adaptation

400. Healthy Habits: Dog’s Guide To Helping Others 
(Lisa Edwards And Sian Roberts)   $19.99    $18.00
Mum is teaching her puppies how to be helpful and they are learning how to share, good manners, how to be tidy and 
more. This book follows the story of the dog family as the puppies grow, but it provides lots of advice on behaviour for 
its human readers. Health-Wellbeing-Manners-Kindness
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401. Healthy Habits: Elephant’s Guide to Making Friends 
(Lisa Edwards And Sian Roberts)   $19.99    $18.00
Elephant loves seeing his friends and making new friends and he has lots of tips for how to be a good friend for young 
children. The book covers topics such as empathy, saying sorry and listening. Health-Friendship-Social Skills

402. Healthy Habits: Kangaroo’s Guide To Keeping Fit 
(Lisa Edwards And Sian Roberts)   $19.99    $18.00
Kangaroo and his family love keeping fit. This book follows a day in the life of the kangaroos to find out how keeping 
fit helps them, and it provides lots of advice for its human readers. Information includes the different types of exercise 
children can try and how to exercise safelyHealth-Exercise-Fitness

403. Healthy Habits: Koala’s Guide To Sleep 
(Lisa Edwards And Sian Roberts)  $19.99 $18.00
Koala likes to sleep all day - he knows the sleep will give him the energy he needs to move around at night, when its 
cool. This book follows the story of a sleepy koala , but it provides lots of advice on sleep for its human readers. Topics 
include why sleep is important and gives some hints and tips on how to have a good night’s sleep. Health-Sleep

404. Healthy Habits: Lemur’s Guide To Healthy Eating 
(Lisa Edwards And Sian Roberts)   $19.99     $18.00
Lemur loves to eat lots of different foods with the rest of his troop. This book follows the story of Lemur and provides 
lots of advice on healthy eating for its human readers. Topics include eating together, the importance of breakfast, how 
to eat a balanced diet and snacks and sugary foods.. Health-Healthy Eating

405. Healthy Habits: Leopard’s Guide To Keeping Clean 
(Lisa Edwards And Sian Roberts)   $19.99     $18.00
Leopard spends around half the time she is awake making sure her cubs are clean. This book follows the story of 
leopard and her cubs and how they keep clean, but it provides lots of advice on keeping clean for its human readers. 
Topics include when and how to wash hands, and keeping hair and teeth clean. Health-Hygiene-Cleanliness

406. Healthy Habits: Panda’s Guide To Mental Wellbeing 
(Lisa Edwards And Sian Roberts)   $19.99    $18.00
Panda has lots of ways to look after her wellbeing and her cub’s. She eats healthy food, gets plenty of exercise and is 
kind to others and herself. Panda has lots of tips for young children for looking after their wellbeing. Health-Wellbeing

407. Healthy Habits: Sloth’s Guide To Keeping Calm 
(Lisa Edwards And Sian Roberts)   $19.99     $18.00
Spend a day in the forest with Sloth and find out how she keeps so calm! This book has lots of advice for how to manage 
emotions and stay calm for its human readers. Topics include doing one thing at a time, getting enough rest, exercise 
and asking others for help. Health-Feelings/Emotions

408. Hedgehog The Wonder Dog (Dannika Patterson And Ross Morgan)  $26.95  $24.26
Anyone can see that Hedgehog the Wonder Dog is no ordinary dog. Tell her to sit, and she’ll shake a paw; tell her 
to fetch and she rolls over. But it’s only kids like Sam who can sense her true superpowers. A story about the healing 
powers of wonder dogs and super brave kids. Illness-Hospital-Therapy Dogs-Routines 

409. Hero Of Compassion: How Lokeshvara Got One Thousand Arms 
(Harry Einhorn)   $29.99     $27.00
Lokeshvara shows us that with compassion, we can always pick up the pieces of a broken heart, and be stronger, more 
loving, and more wise than before. Lokeshvara is a compassionate hero who lives above the moon. He tries to help 
every single being in the world but gets frustrated when he realizes that he can’t save everyone. Lokeshvara becomes 
so disheartened that he explodes into a thousand pieces. With a little help from a wise friend and teacher, the pieces 
are put back together in a way that can benefit even more beings than before. Lokeshvara’s tale of compassion and 
resilience teaches us that even when we feel overwhelmed by the suffering we see in the world, we can still find creative 
ways to help those around us. Multicultural-Asian Studies-Traditional Tale-Buddhist Tale-Compassion-Resilience

410. High (Jess McGeachin)   $24.99     $22.50
What wonders are soaring far above your head? Come on a journey to meet the creatures who live high in the treetops, 
the birds that ride the wind, the people who have braved the highest mountain summits, and the stories we tell to 
explain the night-time’s dazzling stars. There is a whole world in the sky, waiting to be discovered... High is an illustrated 
non-fiction book that explores the natural world above us and the efforts humans have made to venture high above the 
Earth, from early flying machines to modern skyscrapers. Linking seemingly diverse subject matter, it invites the reader 
to explore the wonder of the universe. Nature

411. How It Happened: Apollo 11 Landing On The Moon (Robin Twiddy)  $26.99  $24.30
Explore significant events in world history with How It Happened. Learn to draw maps, write diary entries or make a meal 
like an astronaut, there is always something fun to do in How It Happened that will help to bring history to life.

412. How It Happened: Remembrance Day (Robin Twiddy)   $26.99    $24.30
Explore significant events in world history with How It Happened. Learn to draw maps, write diary entries or make a meal 
like an astronaut, there is always something fun to do in How It Happened that will help to bring history to life. Age 7+ 
Commemoration-Remembrance Day History Year 3 Community and Remembrance
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413. India, Incredible India (Jasbinder Bilan And Nina Chakrabarti)  $32.99     $29.70
Journey through India and explore its incredible diversity in this richly illustrated book. Written by award-winning author 
Jasbinder Bilan with detailed artwork by Nina Chakrabarti, this is a joyful celebration of India and its vibrant culture 
and fascinating history. The book divides India by region, expertly capturing India’s unique mix of the modern and the 
traditional, exploring its geography, its food, its customs and its stunning landmarks - from the skyscrapers of New Delhi 
to the banks of the holy river Ganges. Containing a delightful mix of friendly, informative text and colourful illustrations, 
the information is framed within a story about a little girl and her grandmother giving the reader a personal introduction 
to an incredible country. Multicultural-India-Culture-History

414. Laugh-Out-Loud: The Joke-A-Day Book (Ob Elliot)   $16.99     $15.30
With 365 knee-slapping puns, knock-knock jokes, and zingers, this highly illustrated, four-color gag-fest is the newest 
edition to Rob Elliott ‘s #1 bestselling LAUGH- OUT-LOUD JOKES FOR KIDS series. It’s sure to keep the whole family 
laughing all year long. It’s the perfect gift for young comedians, emergent readers, and quipsters of all ages! Joke Book 
For all books in this series type LAUGH-OUT-LOUD into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

415. Life In Motion: An Unlikely Ballerina: Young Readers 
(Misty Copelend)  $16.99   $15.30
When Misty Copeland first placed her hands on the barre at an after-school community center, no one expected 
thirteen-year-old Misty Copeland to become one of America’s most groundbreaking dancers. A true prodigy, she was 
attempting in months roles that take most dancers years to master. But when Misty became caught between the control 
and comfort she found in the world of ballet and the harsh realities of her own life, she had to choose to embrace 
both her identity and her dreams, and find the courage to be one of a kind. With an insider’s passion, Misty opens a 
window into the life of an artist who lives life center stage, from behind the scenes at her first classes to her triumphant 
roles in some of the world’s most iconic ballets Autobiography-Famous People-Famous Women-Dancing-Ballet-
Determination-Diversity Age 10+

416. Life Lessons For Little Ones: You’ve Got This (Jess Sanders)  $19.99    $18.00
A timely book about what we can do when we feel worried from best-selling author Jess Sanders. Hey, little one. Is there 
something that’s worrying you? Whatever your worries might be, you are not alone in having them. If your worries have 
ever held you back from doing things, you are not alone. This book is for any child who needs a reminder that they 
can be brave, even if they feel scared and worried sometimes. From the award-winning author of Love Your Body and 
Be Your Own Man comes Life Lessons for Little Ones: a new series that contains life’s most important lessons, such as 
embracing vulnerability, listening to your body and embracing your uniqueness - teachings that every child (and their 
grown-up!) deserves to hear. Feelings/Emotions-Worries-Anxiety

417. Lifesize Baby Animals (Sophy Henn)   $16.99   $15.30
Let’s go on a LIFESIZE adventure! Step into the book and see how you measure up against some of the world’s most 
amazing BABY animals. Go eye to eye with a baby blue whale, snuggle up with some red panda cubs and open the 
FOLD-OUT PAGES to discover a LIFESIZE baby African elephant! This interactive non-fiction adventure features LIFESIZE 
illustrations of some of the smallest and largest baby animals in the world and invites children to think about how they 
compare with these amazing creatures. Animals-Size-STEM

418. Little Library Of Languages: My First Book Of Mandarin 
(Compilation)  $19.99   $18.00
Introduce your child (or yourself!) to the incredible language of Mandarin! Featuring over 800 first words with bright, 
bold illustrations, My First Book of Mandarin provides each word in English, traditional and simplified Chinese characters, 
and a romanisation that makes pronunciation a breeze. Readers will also find cultural tips, sample sentences, and simple 
hints on usage and word choice. An index in the back includes a complete list of all words in the book with handy page 
references. With a special emphasis on the culture and customs you’ll find in China itself, My First Book of Mandarin 
is divided into sections including People, Personal Pronouns, Courtesy, Geography, Family, Transportation, Science, 
Sports, Holidays and Festivals, Meals, and more. Multicultural Age 6+

419. Little People, Big Dreams: Freddie Mercury 
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara and Ruby Taylor)   $19.99     $18.00
Born on the tiny island on Zanzibar off the coast of modern-day Tanzania, young Farrokh dreamt of having a fabulous 
life. When his parents sent him to boarding school in India, he discovered his true talent for singing, as well as a love of 
playing rock’n’roll songs on the piano. After school, Farrokh knew he wanted to be a musician. After moving to London, 
he became the singer of a rock band called Queen... and the rest is history! Freddie became the biggest glam-rock star 
ever, touring the world and charming the world with his exuberant zest for life. This moving book features stylish and 
quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed 
profile of the musician’s life. Biography-Famous People-Musician For all books in this series type LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG 
DREAMS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

420. Little People, Big Dreams: Hedy Lamarr 
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara and Maggie Cole)   $19.99    $18.00
Young Hedy Lamarr was fascinated with machines. At 5 years old, she would take apart her music box and put it back 
together to see how it worked. A gifted musician and actress, she soon found fame on the stage, but her scientific 
curiosity never stopped. Electronics, chemistry, engineering - whatever Hedy put her mind to, she came up with 
ingenious inventions, blazing a trail for women in science and making great strides towards the technology of today. 
This inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline 
with historical photos and a detailed profile of Hedy’s astonishing life Biography-Famous People-Famous Women-
Actors-Inventor-STEM
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421. Little People, Big Dreams: Lewis Hamilton  
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara and Fernando Martin)    $19.99     $18.00
Little Lewis’s childhood was filled with cars, motorcycles and watching Formula One with his dad. On his fifth birthday, 
he received a remote-controlled racing car and joined a local club. It was hard being the only black child there, but he 
listened to his dad’s words: Let your results speak for you. His hobby led him to go-kart racing, and at the age of 10 
he became the youngest ever winner of the British cadet go-karting competition. Shortly after, he began training as 
a racing driving with McLaren, rising through the ranks to compete at Formula Ones Grand Prix. Despite his amazing 
successes, from breaking the record for the most triumphs in Formula One to his knighthood, Lewis has never forgotten 
where he came from. Today he is a campaigner for racial justice and racial diversity in sport, as well as an advocate for 
positive mental health as well as environmental issues. This inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and 
extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the incredible 
young poet and activist’s life so far. Famous People-Biography-Motor Racing-Sport

422. Little People, Big Dreams: Louis Pasteur  
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara and Shelly Laslo)   $19.99    $18.00
Little Louis was born in France during a time when doctors were still trying to figure out what made people sick. During 
his teen years, he discovered a love for science and became famous for figuring out how to kill off damaging microbes. 
Through his curiosity and creativity (and lots of trial and error), his research led to the development of vaccinations, 
a vital tool in today’s world. This inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, 
including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the iconic chemist’s life. Famous 
People-Scientists-STEM-Science-Chemistry

423. Little People, Big Dreams: Princess Diana 
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara and Archita Khosla)   $19.99     $18.00
Known for her kind-hearted nature from a young age, Diana touched the hearts of many. She was working as a primary 
school teacher when she met Prince Charles and they married in front of millions of people. With her sudden fame, 
Diana used her status to bring awareness to a number of charitable issues across the globe, whilst raising her two sons 
to be more in touch with the world outside of the palace. And even after her divorce, she remained in the public eye, 
working to make the world a kinder place. An icon of style and grace, Diana is remembered as the princess of the 
people, who encouraged us all to stand for what we believe in. Biography-Famous People-Famous Women-Royalty

424. Little People, Big Dreams: Shakira 
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara And Laura Diez)   $19.99     $18.00
As a child, little Shakira knew she was born to be performer. Even as a little girl, she was full of natural rhythm and she 
was obsessed with singing, writing songs and dancing whenever she got the opportunity. At 14 years old she recorded 
her first album, and although it wasn’t a success, she knew she had found her calling. She persevered, and within four 
years she had finally got her first hit! She soon became a Latin American icon, winning many awards and creating global 
hits across the world, becoming widely known as the Queen of Latin Music. With her fame, Shakira started a foundation 
to help children in her native country, Colombia and other developing countries across the world, providing them with 
education and the chance of a better future. Biography-Famous People-Famous Women-Musician-Singer

425. Lots Of Things To Know About Space (Laura Cowan)   $19.99    $18.00
A collection of amazing random access facts exploring the marvels of outer space. You’ll never guess how many stars 
there are in the universe, who the first astronauts were, or why sunsets are blue on Mars! Discover the answers to these 
and all sorts of weird and wonderful facts about what lies beyond Planet Earth, as you take this exciting journey into 
outer space. Space-Solar System

426. Lunar New Year Around The World (Amanda Li And Angel Chang)       $15.99     $14.40
The most colourful time of the year is celebrated in communities around the world and you can now discover how it’s 
celebrated through the eyes of the children who live there. Meet families in China, Vietnam, Singapore, Thailand and 
Indonesia, as well as in bustling cities like San Francisco, London, Sydney and Toronto and join them in their celebrations 
at home and on the streets in parades, lantern festivals and in temples. Packed with fascinating facts, young readers will 
love finding out all about different Lunar New Year traditions in this gorgeously illustrated picture book. Multicultural-
Celebrations-Culture-Festivals-Luna New Year

427. Material Choices: Can You Make A Book Out Of Metal? 
(Susan B Katz)  $14.99  $13.50
Books are made with paper. But what if we tried to make a book with metal Copper tin gold silver-would any of those 
materials work to make a book Find out more about metal its properties and how it is produced. Then decide if you 
really could make a book out of metal. Age 5+ STEM-Science-Chemical Sciences-Materials Science Foundation 
Chemical Sciences

428. Material Choices: Can You Make A Coat Out Of Wood (Susan B Katz)  $14.99  $13.50
A coat is made from different types of fabric but could it be made with wood It seems impossible but wood has many 
advantages and is used for everything from building houses to making toys. Learn more about different types of wood 
and their many uses. Could it really be used to make a coat? Age 5+ STEM-Science-Chemical Sciences-Materials 
Science Foundation Chemical Sciences
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429. Material Choices: Can You Make A Frying Pan Out Of Paper? 
(Michelle Hilderbrand)   $14.99    $13.50
Eggs sizzle in your metal frying pan but could that metal frying pan be made out of paper instead It sounds crazy but 
paper has lots of different properties and is used in many different items. Books cups cards lamp shades and more 
items are made from paper. Do you think a frying pan could be made with paper? Age 5+ STEM-Science-Chemical 
Sciences-Materials Science Foundation Chemical Sciences

430. Material Choices: Can You Make A Pillow Out Of Glass?  
(Susan B Katz)                           $14.99  $13.50
It’s time for bed, and you plop down on your pillow. But would you plop down on your pillow if it was made from glass? 
Glass is all around you. It’s used to make the windows in your house to decorations on your shelves. Find out about 
different types of glass, how glass is made, and decide if it’s really possible to make a pillow from it. Age 5+ STEM-
Science-Chemical Sciences-Materials Science Foundation Chemical Sciences

431. Material Choices: Can You Make A Toaster Out Of Plastic? 
(Susan B Katz)  $14.99  $13.50
Lots of toys are made of plastic. But what if a toaster was made out of plastic? Would it actually work? Plastic is in lots of 
items you use every day. Find out about different types of plastic, what they are used for, and if you could really make a 
toaster from it. Age 5+ STEM-Science-Chemical Sciences-Materials 

432. Material Choices: Can You Make A Window Out Of Stone? 
(Michelle Hilderbrand)   $14.99    $13.50
A window is made from glass, but is that the only option? What if we tried to make a window out of stone? From marble 
to granite to limestone and onyx, there are many types of stone to pick from. Learn more about different types of stone, 
how stone is used, and if it’s truly possible to make a window using it. Age 5+ STEM-Science-Chemical Sciences-
Materials Science Foundation Chemical Sciences

433. My Emergency: Allergic Reaction (Charis Mather)   $26.99     $24.30
Sometimes a person with an allergy might start itching or get a rash. Uh-oh, it’s an emergency! Prepare young readers 
to empathetically understand and care for a friend with an allergic reaction. Learn what’s happening, how to be a helper, 
and ways to keep your friend safe. Age 6+ Health-Allergies

434. My Emergency: Asthma Attack (Charis Mather)   $26.99     $24.30
Sometimes a person with asthma may have a hard time breathing. Uh-oh, it’s an emergency! Prepare young readers to 
empathetically understand and care for a friend with an asthma attack. Learn what’s happening, how to be a helper, and 
ways to keep your friend safe. Age 6+ Health-Asthma

435. My Emergency: Autistic Meltdown (Charis Mather)   $26.99     $24.30
Sometimes a person with autism might become so overwhelmed they have a hard time controlling themselves. Uh-
oh, it’s an emergency! Prepare young readers to empathetically understand and care for a friend with autism who is in 
distress. Learn what’s happening, how to be a helper, and ways to keep your friend safe and calm. Age 6+ Neurodiverse-
Neurodiversity-Autism-Autism Spectrum Disorder

436. My Emergency: Epileptic Seizure (Charis Mather)   $26.99     $24.30
Sometimes a person with epilepsy might start to twitch or fall down. Uh-oh, it’s an emergency! Prepare young learners 
to empathetically understand and care for a friend with an epileptic seizure. Learn what’s happening, how to be a 
helper, and ways to keep your friend safe. Age 6+ Neurodiverse-Neurodiversity-Epilepsy

437. My Epic Dad! Takes Us Camping (Dani Vee And Marina Verola)                $19.99    $18.00
My Epic Dad! Takes us Camping. Despite the best of intentions, this dad seems to have the worst luck! But…with the 
right attitude and fully stocked first aid kit, things always have a way of working out in the end. This story will have 
readers laughing at every page turn and parents will relate to the adventures this epic dad plans, determined to get his 
kids out in the world and trying new things. As often happens in life, the times when everything goes wrong can create 
the BEST STORIES! Father’s Day-Dads-Humour-Camping

438. My First Garden (Livi Gosling)   $22.99     $20.70
No matter how tiny your space, you can be a gardener. Livi Gosling has advice on creating places for plants to live 
in your home, scavenging from the recycling to create a vegetable kingdom, and adding a splash of colour to grey 
city streets with your own wildflower seed mix. With clear step-by-step instructions on how to get seeds, plant them, 
and help them grow, and plenty of inspiration and helpful tips, this book will help you get started with your very first 
gardening projects. Gardening

439. National Geographic Kids: Everything Dogs: Canine Facts, Photos And Fun To 
(Compilation)   $16.99   $15.30
Full of facts for every young dog lover Playful pups, furry friends, cute companions! It’s time to learn everything about 
dogs. Packed with facts and photos, it’s ideal for kids who want to learn about different breeds, brush up on their doggy 
communication skills and anyone who simply loves all things canine! Dogs For all books in this series type NATIONAL 
GEORGAPHIC KIDS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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440. Official Harry Potter Baking Book, The (Compilation)   $24.99     $22.50
Delight in 43 tasty recipes inspired by the Harry Potter films! From Pumpkin Patch Pies to Owl Muffins, Luna’s Spectrespecs 
Cookies to Hogwarts Gingerbread, The Official Harry Potter Baking Cookbook is packed with mouth-watering recipes 
that will, dare we say ... ensnare the senses. Host a Great Hall-inspired feast for your friends or delight in a portion for 
one. Includes recipes for all kinds of delicious baked goods. Cooking-Cookbook-Baking

441. Pronoun Book, The (Chris Ayala-Kronos And Melita Tirado) $17.99     $16.20
A joyous celebration of people and their pronouns! How do you know what someone wants to be called? Just ask! He/
Him. She/Her. They/Them. Xe/Xem. These are all pronouns. Join us in embracing diversity and celebrating difference. 
Because what might seem complicated is really just a case of asking one simple question: What are your pronouns? 
A straightforward and empowering introduction to understanding people’s pronouns – perfect for children, and their 
parents and grandparents too! Gender Identity-Gender Inclusivity

442. Protecting The Planet: Emperor Of The Ice 
(Nicola Davies And Catherine Rayner)   $27.99     $25.20
It’s April in Antarctica and, in places so remote that they can only be seen by satellites, lines of Emperor Penguins appear 
in search of the perfect ice for raising their chicks. A wise old Empress has returned to the ice at Halley Bay year after 
year; with the help of her mate, she works to protect her newly-laid egg against the bitter winter. But a changing climate 
is making the Antarctic Ocean warmer – winds are stronger and storms are fiercer... With luminous illustrations and an 
introduction by climate scientist Dr Phil Trathan, this is the true story of how the Emperor penguin colony at Halley Bay 
was disrupted after the sea ice collapsed, and how it’s necessary to protect the environment so that these extraordinary 
survivors will continue to be found in the Antarctic for generations to come. Narrative Non Fiction-Penguins-Emperor 
Penguins-Habitat-Climate Change For all books in this series type PROTECTING THE PLANET into the search field at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

443. Remembering Our Queen: Illustrated Story Of Queen 
(Smriti Prasadam-Halls And Kim Geyer)   $22.99    $20.70
A commemorative picture book celebrating the life and legacy of Queen Elizabeth II, ideal for sharing with readers 
aged 8+. Follow Her Majesty’s journey from a young princess growing up in wartime to an extraordinary leader - the 
longest-reigning British monarch in history. This very special illustrated book is the perfect way to share the Queen’s 
life story with younger readers - from her childhood and service during the Second World War to the magnificent 
coronation and even a daredevil stunt at the London Olympics. Climb aboard the royal yacht Britannia, meet the 15 
prime ministers she counselled and remember her wisdom to the nation and the whole Commonwealth through her 
Christmas broadcasts. And that’s not all: during her seventy-year reign, Her Majesty truly witnessed it all - from colour 
television and Beatlemania to the birth of the internet. This commemorative book records not just the royal spectacles, 
but the entire Elizabethan age. From award-winning, bestselling author Smriti Prasadam-Halls, with beautiful illustrations 
from Josie Shenoy and Kim Geyer, this is a stunning tribute to the remarkable legacy of a much-loved queen. With a 
shimmering gold foil cover and plenty of quotes from the Queen herself, you’ll treasure the book for years to come - in 
the reign of King Charles III. Biography-Famous People-Famous Women-Royalty-Monarchs-Queens-England

444. Rocks, Fossils And Formations 
(Thomas R.H. Woolrych And Anna Madeline Raupach)   $29.99     $27.00
Have you ever wondered about those rocks under your feet? How old they might be? How they got their colour and 
texture? Could they contain some unknown mineral or fossil treasure? Rocks, Fossils and Formations: Discoveries 
Through Time is an introduction to geoscience, which uses clues in rocks and the landscape to tell the story of the Earth. 
It’s a story so old and so fascinating that it’s almost hard to believe – except that the evidence can be seen all around us! 
Come on a 4.6-billion-year-long time travel adventure to explore rocks, minerals and fossils, meet ancient plants and 
animals, and discover how the continent of Australia was created! Age 9+ Geology-Fossils-Rocks-Minerals

445. Saving Our World Heritage (Leohopkinson)   $22.99    $20.70
Our world is full of wonders. From historic cities, castles and cathedrals to magnificent mountains, rainforests and 
oceans, the world’s greatest treasures belong to all humankind. This is our world heritage. But our heritage is constantly 
under threat - from natural disasters, wars, climate change, construction, pollution and mass tourism. In this book, 
we visit over 70 World Heritage Sites in 52 countries. We find out how communities, governments and organisations 
are working to save this extraordinary inheritance. And we meet the people involved - the experts patiently restoring 
great works of art, park rangers risking their lives to defend rare wildlife, and young volunteers learning to protect the 
environment. Saving Our World Heritage is published in partnership with UNESCO, the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organisation. UNESCO created the idea of recognising a place as a World Heritage Site as a way 
of protecting it. Today, its World Heritage Centre works to keep these precious sites safe from danger and preserve 
them for future generations. World Heritage Sites

446. So You Want To Be A Frog (Jane Porter And Neil Clark)   $27.99     $25.20
A funny and informative picture book all about fabulous frogs! Have you ever wanted to leap twenty times your own 
body length? Can you drink through your skin? How about catching all your food with just your tongue? Come and join 
frog club to learn all about amazing amphibians in this funny, fact-filled picture book. Let Fabio Frog put you through 
your paces. He’ll teach you how to croak, wriggle, leap and catch flies! Have you got what it takes? 
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447. Starring Steven Spielberg: Making Of A Young Film 
(Gene Barretta And Craig Orback)   $29.99    $27.00
Before Steven made films, he watched them. Naturally inventive with a vivid imagination, he was known for creating 
stories inspired by the world around him. His passion wasn’t driven just by entertainment, however-as the only Jewish 
boy in his neighborhood, he was often bullied and felt the sting of antisemitism. He also suffered the pain of his parents’ 
divorce. Films and the magic they contained became a necessary escape. From his younger years to his first days on a 
movie set, this biography captures the unique ways Steven’s memories influenced his career and helped him to become 
the celebrated filmmaker that he is today. Biography-Famous People-Filmmaker

448. Together We Can (Ned Hartley And Studio Muti)   $26.99     $24.30
From inventing vaccines in record time to dealing with climate change, the biggest challenges we face can only be 
overcome when teams of people work together towards a common goal. Together We Can! is a celebration of what we 
can achieve when human beings work collaboratively. Packed with stories of teamwork from around the globe, read 
about the discovery of DNA, the beginnings of the Red Cross, the formation of Apple Inc., The Black Mambas, the Black 
Lives Matter movement, the Bolshoi Ballet, LEGO creators and more. Reading this book will help you understand the 
power and importance of teamwork! Collaboration-Teamwork

449. Truth Detective, The (Tim Harford)   $22.99     $20.70
The world is often full of bamboozling headlines and numbers that don’t add up. And in a world of rising living costs, 
climate change, fake news and dodgy data, it’s hard to get your head round it all. But don’t panic. Within these pages 
you will transform into a Truth Detective, and be able to hunt down the truth about the world around you. You will 
meet heroic truth detectives, such as Florence Nightingale who started a revolution with a pie chart. You will encounter 
dastardly villains who have tried to trip us up with dodgy data and misinformation. And you will learn how being smart 
and savvy about numbers, will help you be smart and savvy about everything else in life too. So grab your detective cap, 
pick up your magnifying glass and start seeing the world like never before. A must read for curious kids looking to make 
sense of a complicated world. Citizenship-Social Education-Financial Literacy-Fake News

450. Ultimate Adventure Sports:  Downhill Skateboarding 
(Sally Warren)                  $28.99   $26.10
This awesome series take the pursuit of thrill-seeking to crazy, daring levels, giving kids an insight into the amazing 
world of adventure sports. Inside these books, you will learn about each sport, where to do it, how to do it and what 
gear you’ll need. Challenge yourself and step up to the edge with this adrenaline-packed adventure sports series. Age 
8+ Sport-Extreme Sports-Skateboarding

451. Ultimate Adventure Sports:  Mountain Biking (Sally Warren)  $28.99    $26.10
This awesome series takes the pursuit of thrill-seeking to crazy, daring levels, giving kids an insight into the amazing 
world of adventure sports. Inside these books, you will learn about each sport, where to do it, how to do it and what 
gear you’ll need. Challenge yourself and step up to the edge with this adrenaline-packed adventure sports series. Age 
8+ Sport-Extreme Sports-Mountain Biking

452. Ultimate Cricket Superstars 
(Matt Oldfield Andalessandro Valdrighi)   $14.99   $13.50
Discover the incredible true stories of 50 game-changing cricket superstars. From Matt Oldfield, the author of Ultimate 
Football Heroes, and sports journalist, Tanya Aldred, comes an exciting new book for young cricket stars in the making. 
In this incredible collection of true stories, discover the secrets of 50 cricket superstars, from sporting legends to modern 
heroes. Uncover the most exciting and inspiring accounts of success, failure, injury and bravery. Learn the ins and outs 
of the game, with fascinating facts, player profiles and top tips to improve your own performance. An ideal book for any 
young sports fan who enjoys reading about their favourite heroes, such as “Freddie” Flintoff, Ellyse Perry, Don Bradman, 
Stafanie Taylor, Virat Kohli and Harmanpreet Kaur. Sport-Cricket

453. Ultimate Football Heroes: World Cup Special (Matt Oldfield)   $12.99  $11.70
In this epic special edition book, live the journeys of six ultimate football heroes as they begin their journey to World 
Cup glory. Discover how superstar players Sadio Man, Kylian Mbapp, Lionel Messi, Cristiano Ronaldo, Kevin de Bruyne 
and Declan Rice all stepped up for their national sides and helped secure qualification for their national teams to the 
Qatar World Cup. They’re all set for one more surge towards the ultimate footballing prize! Ultimate Football Heroes is a 
series of biographies telling the life stories of the biggest and best footballers in the world and their incredible journeys 
from childhood fan to superstar professional player. Written in fast-paced, action-packed style these books are perfect 
for all the family to collect and share. Sport-Football-Soccer-Biography For all books in this series type ULTIMATE 
FOOTBALL HEROES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

454. Ultimate Survival Handbook: Survive In The Wild (Andy McNab)  $24.99  $22.50
A children’s survival guide from ex-SAS author Andy McNab. Includes authentic and useful tips for kids’ survival and 
safety with a 360-degree emphasis on survival in three key environments for today’s modern reader: in the wild, urban 
survival and cyber-safety. Survival
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455. Want A Hug? Consent And Boundries For Kids 
(Stephanie Babin And Vivian Minekar)   $27.99     $25.20
It’s never too early to teach children about the necessity of boundaries and the power of consent. Developed by 
therapist Christine Babinec after years of working with survivors of abuse, Want a Hug? is a book about communication, 
understanding, mutuality, listening, and love. Far from a didactic lecture, this joyful picture book affirms that developing 
consent skills is a natural, positive, fun, and affirming experience. With colorful, inviting illustrations, children will learn 
that it’s okay to say no and, perhaps more importantly, it’s okay to say yes. The power is in the choice. Protective 
Behaviour-Consent-Boundaries

456. What Makes A Matilda (Compilation)   $24.99     $22.50
Ever wondered what it takes to be one of Australia’s top female footballers? Go back to where it all began and follow 
the journey of our national team from their first international competition, to when they officially became the Matildas, 
to their preparations for the FIFA Women’s World Cup 2023. - and everything in between! Plus, hear from current 
Commbank Matildas and find out everything there is to know about the ParaMatildas and the Young and Junior Matildas 
teams. Featuring- Pathways to becoming a Matilda, how to capture the Matilda spirit, in-depth player profiles, football 
history, mindset advice, quotes from your favourite players, pro training drills, photos and more! Sport-Soccer-Football

457. Where’s The Golden Easter Egg? (Bill Hope)   $18.99     $17.10
Disaster has struck the bunny world—an evil magician, Za-Zarillo, has stolen the Golden Egg just days before Easter! 
Without it, there will be no chocolate. Luckily, Tabatha Hopkins steps in to track down this villain. Help her find Za-Zarillo 
so she can save Easter! Look and Find

458. Why Do People Fight Wars? (Ali Brownlie)   $29.99   $27.00
Written in clear, straightforward language, this book looks at why people go to war and whether it is ever right to kill 
another person. It explains different attitudes to warfare and why wars are such a major part of history. It also looks at 
peace keeping organisations and conflict resolution. Questions and topics covered include: What is war?; A brief history 
of war; Why do wars start?; Why do people fight?; Why do children fight?; Wars and new technology; Colonialism; 
Exploiting fear; War crimes; Civilians and war; Refugees; After the war; Can war ever be justified?; Are wars reported 
accurately?; Preventing war and negotiating peace; Resolving conflicts. Age10+ War-Conflict-Conflict Resolution

459. Wild Life Of Animals, The (Paula Bossio And Mike Barfield)  $22.99     $20.70
Featuring key habitats, including seas, forests, deserts and grasslands, this book uncovers the little-known but amazing 
adaptations, bonkers behaviour and cunning natural skills of the world’s most interesting animals. Each story is told 
from the animal’s own perspective. Covering creatures from all over the world, readers will meet flying snakes in the 
rainforest, vampire squid in the ocean and meerkats in the desert. This hilarious guide, full of fascinating facts, will 
entrance animal lovers everywhere, and reveal the wild lives of animals like no other.

460. World Explorers: China (Charis Mather)   $28.99     $26.10
If you could go anywhere in the whole wide world, where would it be? There are so many countries to explore, and so 
much to see. Come along on a trip to learn about some of the world’s most incredible places. Age 5+ Asian Studies-
China

461. World Explorers: Japan (Charis Mather)   $28.99     $26.10
If you could go anywhere in the whole wide world, where would it be? There are so many countries to explore, and so 
much to see. Come along on a trip to learn about some of the world’s most incredible places. Age 5 + Asian Studies-
Japan

462. World Explorers: New Zealand (Charis Mather)   $28.99     $26.10
If you could go anywhere in the whole wide world, where would it be? There are so many countries to explore, and so 
much to see. Come along on a trip to learn about some of the world’s most incredible places. Age 5+ Countries-New 
Zealand

463. World Full Of Feelings: Finding Calm 
(Louise Spilsbury And Sofia Moore)   $19.99   $18.00
Mia and Jackson just can’t calm down at bedtime. Meanwhile, around the world, Akiki finds his calm by doing some wild 
drawing, Li Wei gets over losing his balloon by watching the clouds go by, and Maryam gets out of her sulk by listening 
to music. What will work for Mia and Jackson? The book is packed with different situations and explores ways we can 
find calm, such as breathing exercises, hugs and letting out your feelings. The situations range from bedtime, parties 
and overwhelmingly busy places to times when we are angry, upset or sad. Feelings/Emotions For all books in this 
series type WORLD FULL OF FEELINGS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

464. World Full Of Feelings: Finding Courage 
(Louise Spilsbury And Sofia Moore)   $19.99     $18.00
Mia and Jackson want to go to the firework display but are scared. Meanwhile, around the world, Adam finds the 
courage to stand up to bullying, Abeo finds the courage to keep trying to learn to dance and Anish admits to her 
mistakes. What will work for Mia and Jackson? The book is packed with different situations and explores ways we can 
find courage, such as practising new things, talking about worries and learning about fears. The situations range from 
fear of thunderstorms, trying new things and big changes such as starting a new school. Feelings/Emotions-Bravery-
Courage
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465. World Full Of Feelings: Finding Happiness 
(Louise Spilsbury And Sofia Moore)   $19.99     $18.00
Mia and Jackson are sad because they have to say goodbye to their grandparents. Meanwhile, around the world, Li Na 
plays the three good things game, Asim helps his neighbour, Finn learns a new skill and Mateo shares his worries. What 
will work for Mia and Jackson? The book is packed with different situations and explores ways we can find happiness, 
such as setting yourself challenges, making plans for the future, sharing feelings and finding the little things you love. 
The situations range from dealing with boredom to more difficult feelings of deeper sadness. Feelings/Emotions-
Happiness 

466. World Full Of Feelings: Finding Kindness 
(Louise Spilsbury And Sofia Moore)   $19.99    $18.00
Mia and Jackson have fallen out and are not talking to each other. Meanwhile, around the world, other children are 
learning to be kind by sharing and by helping others and nature. What will Mia and Jackson do? The book is packed 
with different situations and explores ways we can be kind and build empathy, from including others in games to 
‘passing on’ kindness. The situations range from interactions with friends and family, to teachers and people we will 
never meet in worse situations than us. Feelings/Emotions-Kindness

467.Young Zoologist: Honey Bee (Chakrabarti Basu Priyadarshini)   $12.99  $11.70
You Might know that honey bees dance to let each other know where to find the best flowers, but there’s so much more 
to learn about these important insects! Turn the pages to discover the difference between the queen bee and work 
bees, and how honey bees actually make honey. Filled with simple science and plenty of animal facts, this book also 
explains who scientists work as beekeepers to study honey bees, and how every bee in the hive works towards the same 
cause. It also looks at the conservation challenges these iconic animals face due to climate change and insecticides. 
Minibeasts-Bugs-Insects-Bees For all books in this series type YOUNG ZOOLOGIST into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

468. Young Zoologist: Koala (Chris Daniels)   $12.99     $11.70
You might know that baby koalas spend time in their mother’s pouches, but there’s so much more to learn about these 
Australian marsupials! Turn the pages to discover why they spend 15 hours a day asleep, and how scientists use drones 
to monitor koala populations. Filled with simple science, this book also explains why koalas love to munch eucalyptus 
leaves, and why they are most certainly not bears! It also looks at the conservation challenges these iconic animals 
face due to climate change and forest fires. Animals-Marsupials-Australian Animals For all books in this series type 
YOUNG ZOOLOGIST into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

469. A Is For Australian Reefs (Frane Lessac)   $26.99   $21.59
A new dive into fascinating facts from best-selling, multi-award-winning author/illustrator Frane Lessac. Along the 
coastline of Australia, underwater reefs are bustling with the most amazing sea creatures living on the planet! A deep 
dive into the biodiversity of Australia’s remarkable coastline from sharks to octopuses to dolphins and manta rays and 
seahorses - and the most famous reef of all - the Great Barrier Reef. Alphabet-Australiana-Australian Animals-Reefs-
Ocean AUSTRALIAN

470. Accidentally Kelly Street 
(Tim O’connor And Briony Stewart)           $24.99   $19.99
Accidentally Kelly Street, where friends and strangers sometimes meet Accidentally Kelly Street, I never thought life 
could be so sweet. A new family arrive at a new house on a new street in a new neighbourhood. Being new can feel 
lonely, but on Kelly Street the neighbours are warm and welcoming, and small acts of kindness go a long way. Soon 
enough, strangers have become friends, and a new house becomes a home. Briony Stewart’s touching adaptation of 
the classic Australian hit ‘Accidently Kelly Street’ brings Frente!’s song of optimism, belonging and community to a new 
generation. Community-Belonging-Friendship-Kindness-Optimism AUSTRALIAN

471. Always, Clementine (Carlie Sorosiak)   $14.99   $11.99
Clementine is a genius. She can calculate pi to 69,689 places, dreams in Latin, and is a chess prodigy. Clementine is 
also a mouse. But when she escapes from the lab which has bred her, Clementine discovers that it’s not enough to be 
the smartest mouse in history if she wants to survive in the real world - especially while the scientists who kept her are 
trying to recover their prize specimen. And so, together with her new human friends, Clementine must make a new 
life for herself... and find a way to earn her freedom - for good. Animal Stories-Mice-Adventure-Perspective Age 8+
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472. Amazing Animal Journeys (Jennifer Cossins) $26.99   $21.59
A beautifully illustrated title chock-full of fascinating animal facts from our bestselling, CBCA award-winning Tasmanian 
children’s author/illustrator, Jennifer Cossins, that focuses on 25 animal species from Australia and around the world 
with intriguing migration journeys. Did you know that Arctic terns have the longest migration of all birds, flying from the 
Arctic to Antarctica and back each year? Or that the wildebeest migration in east Africa is so vast it can be seen from 
outer space? Come along on these amazing animal journeys! Perfect for readers aged 7+ who delight in learning about 
the animal kingdom and the world around them. Animal Migration AUSTRALIAN

473. Amazing Ash Barty, The 
(James Knight And Jules Faber)   $14.99   $11.99
 How would it feel to lift the trophy at the Australian Open? Find out what it takes to get so good - the training, the 
bigbreaks and the challenges along the way. Get inspired to findyour own passion and BE THE BEST YOU CAN BE! 
Every Amazing Sporting Hero has a story. Featuring easy-readtext and fun illustrations, this series is suitable for readers 
whoare happier out of the classroom than in it! Collect the whole series: Amazing Pat Cummins, Amazing SamKerr, 
Amazing Dylan Alcott. Biography-Famous People-Famous Women-Sport-Tennis AUSTRALIAN

474. Amazing Dylan Alcott, The (Chris Maher And Jules Faber)  $14.99   $11.99
How would it feel to be a Paralympian and named Australian ofthe Year? Find out what it takes to get so good - the 
training, the bigbreaks and the challenges along the way. Get inspired to findyour own passion and BE THE BEST YOU 
CAN BE! Every Amazing Sporting Hero has a story. Featuring easy-readtext and fun illustrations, this series is suitable for 
readers whoare happier out of the classroom than in it!Collect the whole series: Biography-Famous People-Athletes-
Disability-Paralympian AUSTRALIAN

475. Amazing Pat Cummins, The (Chris Maher And Jules Faber)  $14.99   $11.99
How would it feel to wear the baggy green and captain anAustralian cricket team? Find out what it takes to get so 
good - the training, the bigbreaks and the challenges along the way. Get inspired to findyour own passion and BE THE 
BEST YOU CAN BE! Every Amazing Sporting Hero has a story. Featuring easy-readtext and fun illustrations, this series 
is suitable for readers whoare happier out of the classroom than in it! Biography-Famous People-Athletes-Cricket 
AUSTRALIAN

476. Amazing Sam Kerr, The (James Knight And Jules Faber)  $14.99   $11.99
How would it feel to hold the record as Australia’s greatest goal scorer?Find out what it takes to get so good - the 
training, the bigbreaks and the challenges along the way. Get inspired to findyour own passion and BE THE BEST YOU 
CAN BE! Every Amazing Sporting Hero has a story. Featuring easy-readtext and fun illustrations, this series is suitable for 
readers whoare happier out of the classroom than in it! Biography-Famous People-Famous Women-Sport-Football-
Soccer AUSTRALIAN

477. Bad Guys #16: Bad Guys: The Others? (Aaron Blabey)   $16.99   $13.59
OK. A lot of the stuff we said on the back of the last episode was not true. We now admit that The Bad Guys is weird. 
We also admit that it features all the weird stuff we said it didn’t. Plus there’s now a whole bunch of even weirder stuff 
involving an over-sharing bat, a really scary new character who lives in the woods, and a strangely confident little guy 
with a mullet. So, uh, don’t relax, maybe freak out a little and have your mind blown by the Bad Guys - Episode 16 ... 
Humour For all books in this series type BAD GUYS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au AUSTRALIAN

478. Clock Of Stars #3: Greatest Kingdom, The 
(Francesca Gibbson And Chris Riddell)  $17.99   $14.39
The thrilling third volume in the bestselling middle-grade trilogy, beautifully illustrated throughout by Chris Riddell. 
Step through the door in the tree and into another breathtaking adventure. . . When Anneshka’s hunt for the greatest 
kingdom brings her into our world, Imogen and Marie know it’s bad news. But Anneshka isn’t their only problem. Mum’s 
boyfriend, Mark, is sick and getting sicker, thanks to the monsters he accidentally carried home. Can the girls escape 
Anneshka and find a cure for Mark before it’s too late? Their quest will take them through the door in the tree and further 
than ever before, into the magical lands of Nedobyt beyond. But there is more to this kingdom than meets the eye. 
Miro, Imogen and Marie must learn its secrets if they’re to save their families - and stop Anneshka once and for all. . . 
Adventure-Magic For all books in this series type CLOCK OF STARS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

479. Clyde The Greyhound (Beck Feiner And Robin Feiner)   $24.99   $19.99
Sometimes Clyde feels like a square dog in a round hole ...  Lucy adores her adopted greyhound. She takes him on spa 
dates and gives him toys, the best organic meals, a whole wardrobe of strange outfits, and even a flashy new name! But 
why isn’t he happy yet? From the bestselling team behind If I Was Prime Minister and Aussie Legends Alphabet comes 
an endearing story about staying true to ourselves. Animal Stories-Dogs-Rescue Dogs-Pets

480. Diary Of A Rescued Wombat: The Untold Story 
(Jackie French And Bruce Whatley)   $24.99   $19.99
Celebrating the twentieth anniversary, this is the story of Mothball, one of the world’s most famous wombats - and where 
it all began. She is small. She is scared. She is lost. She is a baby wombat who needs a home. She is Mothball, a wombat 
destined to become famous. This is the (almost) true story of one small wombat who learnt how to train her humans 
- and inspired the internationally best-selling picture book Diary of a Wombat by Jackie French and Bruce Whatley. 
Humour-Wombats-Time-Months-Seasons AUSTRALIAN
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481. Diary Of A Wimpy Kid #17: Diper Overlode (Jeff Kinney)   $14.99  $11.99
Greg Heffley is finding out that the road to fame and glory comes with some hard knocks. When he decides to tag 
along with his brother Rodrick’s band, L ded Diper, Greg doesn’t realize what he’s getting into. But he soon learns that 
late nights, unpaid gigs, fighting between band members, and money troubles are all part of the rock ‘n’ roll lifestyle. 
Can Greg help L ded Diper become the legends they think they are? Or will too much time with Rodrick’s band be a 
diper verl de? For all books in this series type DIARY OF A WIMPY KID into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

482. Digging Up Dad: And Other Hopeful (And Funny) Stories 
(Morris Gleitzman)   $16.99   $13.59
Another winning set of short stories from one of our best-loved authors, on a theme for our times - kids helping adults to 
be their best selves. Funny hopeful stories just when we need all the hope and humour we can get! Brilliantly funny short 
stories for middle school readers from the ever-popular Morris Gleitzman, in the hilarious style of Give Peas a Chance, 
Pizza Cake and Snot Chocolate! Short Stories-Humour-Hope Age 9+ AUSTRALIAN

483. Dogs Of The Deadlands (Anthony Mcgowan)  $16.99   $13.59
Chernobyl, 1986. Without humans, how will dogs survive? As humans fled the nuclear disaster, they were forced to 
leave their pets behind. Without people, nature began to return to the woods surrounding the power plant - lynx 
and bear and wolves. But the overgrown forest is no place for dogs. Can Zoya, and her pups Misha and Luka, learn to 
survive in the deadlands? And will Zoya ever find her way home to her beloved owner? Animal Stories-Dogs-Survival-
Chernobyl-Perspective Age 10+

484. Evie And Rhino (Neridah Mcmullin And Astred Hicks)   $18.99   $15.19
1891 On a stormy night off the coast of southern Australia, a ship transporting a cargo of exotic animals tosses and turns 
in enormous seas. Rhino senses they are in grave danger. . . Not far away, ten-year-old Evie and her grandfather shelter 
in their crumbling, once-grand old home. They know too well how deadly storms can be. When all is calm, Evie treks 
over the dunes to the sea and makes a discovery that will change her life, and Rhino’s, forever. Will the tragedies of their 
pasts finally be put to rest? Australian History-Animals-Nature-Family-Friendship Age 9+ AUSTRALIAN

485. Football Legends 2023 (David Ballheimer)   $19.99   $15.99
Football Legends 2023 showcases the top 100 stars currently active in top-flight club football. The book offers up-to-
date facts and stats of players operating in Europe’s elite leagues, with profiles presented using eye-catching info-
graphics. The chapters are divided into player positions, namely defenders, midfielders, strikers, goalkeepers, plus a 
final chapter features the most successful coaches in the game today. The profile-per-page is visually arresting, packed 
with incisive data, which the reader can use to compare and contrast the achievements and technical merits of the 
current icons in world football. Sport-Soccer-Football

486. Funny Kid #11: Funny Kid Catastrophe (Matt Stanton)   $14.99  $11.99
A new pet purchase becomes CATASTROPHIC. Laugh your head off with the super-popular Funny Kid series! Every 
kid wants to laugh, and Max is the boy who can make it happen. He’s also the boy who absolutely, definitely, does not 
under any circumstances want a cat. So why did Mum and Dad just bring one home? Max is the funny kid ... but now a 
cat is here to ruin his life! Cat bums, cat claws, ticklish cats, piano-playing cats, cats that will run away and cats that won’t 
(oh, and a jealous Duck in a jacuzzi) are just some of the things in store for Max and his friends in this brand-new Funny 
Kid adventure! Humour Age

487. Guinness World Records 2023 (Compilation)   $46.99   $26.99
3... 2... 1... We have lift-off on another fully revised and updated Guinness World Records annual! The 2023 edition 
takes readers on a journey that’s out of this world, revealing the latest and greatest record-breaking achievements 
here on Earth and across the vast distances of space. Humanity’s horizons are expanding once again, and our world 
is experiencing unprecedented change. Keeping up with this dizzying revolution are the Guinness World Records 
adjudicators, who’ve been busier than ever documenting the Officially Amazing. The result is Guinness World Records 
2023! · We start with a tour of our Solar System and beyond, exploring astronomical superlatives in a chapter dedicated 
to the latest developments in the New Space Race. · Back down to Earth, we delve into the natural world to encounter 
the animal kingdom’s mightiest and most bizarre beasts. · Get up close and personal with the most iconic human beings 
- the tallest, shortest, strongest and hairiest - and be amazed at the extraordinary skills on display from the world’s 
greatest jugglers, rock-climbers, freestylers and mermaids (yes, mermaids!). · To celebrate the 150th anniversary of 
Jules Verne’s Around the World in 80 Days, we dedicate a chapter to a whistlestop tour of our planet from the comfort of 
your armchair, pointing out recordworthy landmarks, tourist hot-spots and cultural phenomena. · Our team of gaming 
consultants and editors have picked out the Top 25 Greatest Gaming Records of All Time - does your favourite game 
get a mention? · We end with every significant new sporting achievement logged in the 30-page Sports section. Facts-
Science-Technology-Space-Human Body-Animals-Culture-Art-Countries-Multicultural

488. How We Came To Be: Surprising Sea Creatures (Sam Bayly)  $19.99   $15.99
Why is a Deepsea Flounder as flat as a pancake? Why does the Prickly Footballfish have a fishing rod-like light on its 
head? Dive deep through the ocean zones to discover some of the most unusual creatures from the sea, and find out 
why they have come to look and behave the way they do. The first book in a new picture book series about unusual 
animal evolution stories, from award-winning and best-selling author and illustrator, Sami Bayly. Evolution-Adaptation 
AUSTRALIAN
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489. Little People, Big Dreams: Helen Keller
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara And Sam Rudd)   $19.99   $15.99
Little Helen was curious and eager to learn about the world. After contracting an illness during childhood, she became 
deaf and blind at the age of one and was unable to talk. Helen and her family found ways to connect with each 
other, such as hand-signing. But when Anne Sullivan, a teacher, came into her life, Helen discovered more ways to 
communicate with the wider world, learning finger-spelling and how to talk. This saw her become the first deaf-blind 
person to earn a university degree, and led her to tour the world advocating for the rights of disabled people. Famous 
People-Biography-Blindness-Deafness-Determination-Disability

490. Koori Princess (Anita Heiss)   $16.99   $13.59
An insightful and humorous story of a young girl’s determination to be who she wants to be. Karan rolls her eyes. 
‘What’s this year’s theme? Oh no, let me guess,’ she looks into the distance, pretending to ponder the possibilities. 
Sarcastically she asks, ‘Is it … could it possibly be … a princess party?’ Teish is a sassy, soon-to-be 7-year-old and the 
apple of her dad’s eye. She believes more than anything, that she is a Disney princess. Her older siblings, Karan and 
Kim, like to remind her that she isn’t. Teish is determined to believe that she can be whoever she wants to be. With the 
help of boisterous, irreverent cousins and friends, a princesses-of-colour party with all the trimmings and an adventure 
to the beach, Teish teaches her family that she can be a princess and remain true to herself. But will her siblings accept 
her being a feisty Koori Princess? First Nations-Self Esteem/Resilience-Confidence-Imagination-Self Acceptance-
Humour-Princesses Age 7+ ABORIGINAL NOVEL

491. Magnolia Moon #3: Courage Of Magnolia Moon, The (Edwina Wyatt)  $19.99  $15.99
Magnolia Moon is very good at finding courage. And when you’ve fought with your best friend and your grandma is 
sick, it will take great courage to find a way forward. Magnolia Moon returns with a story of the great daring it takes to be 
ten years old (almost eleven). Whether she’s helping a friend be brave, standing up to bullies or helping out at home, 
Magnolia shows readers how a little bit of courage can make life magical. A lyrical and imaginative tale which highlights 
everyday wonders through Magnolia’s curious and observant nature. Friendship-Imagination-Bullying-Courage Age 
9+ For all books in this series type MAGNOLIA MOON into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

492. Meanwhile Back On Earth (Oliver Jeffers)   $27.99   $22.39
A father takes his two children on a thrilling out-of-this-world adventure into space and invites them to look back at 
Earth and the conflicts that have taken place since the beginning of time. This becomes a brief history of the world and 
a whistle-stop guide to the universe, all rolled into one - and told with Oliver Jeffers’s inimitable perspective, wit and 
exquisite artwork. Meanwhile Back on Earth gives a unique look at like life on Earth with a cosmic perspective - and 
an enduring message that what binds us together matters more than what sets us apart. A timely story for families 
everywhere.

493. Ministry Of Unladylike Activity, The (Robin Stevens)   $16.99   $13.59
The start of a thrilling new mystery series from the number-one-bestselling, award-winning author of Murder Most 
Unladylike. Britain is at war, and a secret arm of the British government called the Ministry of Unladylike Activity is 
training up spies. And who better to become a spy than a child? A child can go places, see things and listen in on 
conversations in a way that no adult ever can. Enter May Wong and her friends. Trained up at the Ministry, they soon 
embark upon their first mission- masquerading as evacuees, they are sent to a wealthy manor house to spy on the 
owner, who is suspected of working for the enemy. And then the murder happens... Historical-Mystery-World War 
2-Spies Age 10+

494 Nice Garry #1: Bowled Over 
(Nathan Bowled And David Williams)    $14.99   $11.99
Inspired by the talent and passion Australian Test cricketing great Nathan Lyon has for the game, this is the story of an 
ordinary kid with an extraordinary gift. ‘Nice one, Garry!’ Ten-year-old Garry Keenan is about to discover he has a special 
cricketing ability, which is a dream come true, right? Well, it is, except that sometimes being first rate comes with all sorts 
of new challenges Age 7+ AUSTRALIAN

495. Night We Got Stuck In A Story, The (Ben Miller)   $16.99   $13.59
Lana and Harrison are staying with their grandparents, when they discover their favourite tree to play in is under threat. 
That night, a magical golden thread leads them up through the hollow of the tree into a storybook land, where wind 
and rain rage and a fearsome beast terrifies all who live there. When Harrison is kidnapped by the evil Spider Queen, 
Lana must do whatever it takes to find him, save the villagers and restore the balance of the storybook world, before the 
night is out. Fantasy-Adventure-Magic-Stories Age 9+

496. One And Everything (Sam Winston)   $29.99   $23.99
ce there were many stories in the world. Some had beautiful sunsets, some lived at the bottom of the sea, and some 
were simply about dogs. Until one story decided that it was going to be the most important story ever. It called itself the 
One and started to consume every other story in existence. Soon it seemed that the One was all that was left ... or was 
it? Inspired by the Endangered Alphabets project, aimed at preserving cultures by sharing their unique scripts, author-
illustrator Sam Winston uses writing systems such as cuneiform, Canadian aboriginal, Egyptian hieroglyphs and ogham 
to illustrate this book in his signature typography-based style, using symbols and letters that have relayed the world’s 
stories over the centuries. Stories-Language-Culture-Endangered Languages-Written Language
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497. One More Mountain: A Parvana Story (Ellis Deborah)   $16.99   $13.59
In Kabul, 15-year-old Damsa runs away to avoid being forced into marriage by her family. She is helped by Shauzia who 
takes her to her friend Parvana’s Green Valley school. It has been twenty years since Parvana and Shauzia had to disguise 
themselves as boys to support their families. And when the Taliban were defeated in 2001, they began to rebuild their 
lives. But everything changed in 2021 when the Taliban rose to power again and the restrictions they imposed had a 
devastating impact on women and girls and their hard-won freedoms. With little warning, Kabul airport is shut down 
and danger is everywhere. And when the Taliban come to Green Valley, Parvana sends Shauzia and Damsa and the 
other members of her little community away in search of safety, and must endure more devastation as Afghanistan is 
once again under siege. A hauntingly compelling story of courage, heartbreak and resilience. Courage-Heartbreak-
Resilience-Afghanistan-Taliban Age 11+

498. Penguin Huddle (Ross Montgomery And Sarah Warburton)  $27.99   $22.39
A charming and playful picture book told with humour and heart from the brilliant team behind Ten Delicious Teachers. 
The penguin pack play all day long. And when the sun goes down, and the night grows cold and dark...”PENGUIN 
HUDDLE!” The penguins squeeze and squish together to stay warm and cosy. But one night, there is a freezing gale. 
And the next morning ... the penguins are stuck! They are frozen together like a giant penguin ice pop. What a penguin 
MUDDLE! Nobody in the Antarctic can figure out how to unstick them. But Pipsqueak, the smallest penguin of them all, 
has a brilliant idea... They must adventure out of their snowy home to a vibrant city across the great, gleaming ocean 
to solve their penguin puzzle. This light-hearted tale of jolly penguins big and small is a celebration of friendship, 
community spirit and helping those in trouble. Problem Solving-Friendship-Humour

499. Real Pigeons #10: Real Pigeons Stay Coo 
(Andrew Mcdonald And Ben Wood)  $15.99   $12.79
 Ever wonder why pigeons always act so weird? It’s because they’re out there chasing the bad guys and saving your butts! 
The Real Pigeons are great crime-fighters – because most people ignore pigeons.  But when a video of the pigeons goes 
online, they are suddenly FAMOUS. It’s much harder to solve mysteries when everyone is always watching.  And there 
are MANY mysteries that need solving. Like who has committed a SLIME CRIME? How did a flock of ROLLING PIGEONS 
vanish into thin air? And why would anyone try to catch FRILLBACK in a cage? Can the Real Pigeons STAY COO in the 
spotlight? Or are their crime-fighting days over? Detective-Mystery-Humour-Investigation Age 6+ For all books in 
this series type REAL PIGEONS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au AUSTRALIAN

500. Reindeer And The Submarine: Inspired By True Event 
(Beverley Mcwilliams)  $16.99   $13.59
‘Sometimes things have to change even though we might not want them to.’ An orphaned reindeer with no antlers, 
Pollyanna is raised by Igor, a Sami herder, and is more at home in the company of people than other reindeer. When she 
discovers Igor is leaving for war, Pollyanna decides to follow, but en route, she is captured and gifted to the crew of a 
British submarine, the HMS Trident. Life onboard the Trident brings more than a few surprises, and Pollyanna - with her 
love of food - gets into all kinds of mischief. But she also makes friends, becomes part of the crew, and uses her courage 
and cheekiness to comfort her companions in the dark days of the war. Eventually all journeys come to an end however, 
and Pollyanna finds herself facing a new adventure. A timeless story of bravery, hope and facing change, as told by 
Pollyanna, the real-life reindeer who proves that heroes come in all shapes and sizes. “A beautiful story filled with hope, 
humour and melt-your-heart moments. Pollyanna is one of the most charming animals I have ever met in a book. True 
Stories-War-World War 2-Adventure-Hope-Bravery-Perspective Age 9+ AUSTRALIAN

501. Runt (Craig Silvey And Sara Action)   $19.99   $15.99
Annie Shearer lives in the country town of Upson Downs with her best friend, an adopted stray dog called Runt. The 
two share a very special bond. After years evading capture, Runt is remarkably fast and agile, perfect for herding sheep. 
But when a greedy local landowner puts her family’s home at risk, Annie directs Runt’s extraordinary talents towards 
a different pursuit - winning the Agility Course Grand Championship at the lucrative Krumpets Dog Show in London. 
However, there is a curious catch: Runt will only obey Annie’s commands if nobody else is watching. With all eyes on 
them, Annie and Runt must beat the odds and the fastest dogs in the world to save her farm. Runt is a heart-warming 
and hilarious tale of kindness, friendship, hurdles, hoops, tunnels, see-saws, being yourself and bringing out the best in 
others. Friendship-Kindness-Hope Age 8+ AUSTRALIAN

502. Silver Leaves (Gladys Milroy)   $24.99   $19.99
A beautiful story about conservation, working together and hope. Owl and Night Parrot are nocturnal. They have a 
lovely big tree well away from all the noisy birds … until one day they are woken up by the birds fighting over space in 
their tree. Owl is very angry, until they discover the poor birds’ trees have been cut down. After a meeting, Night Parrot 
suggests they look for a seed to grow a tree big enough for everyone. Crow comes back with the biggest gumnut 
and they plant it, water it and sit around it waiting for it to grow. Meanwhile Night Parrot meets lonely Goanna who is 
guarding the last red berry bush. When Night Parrot tells Goanna their story, Goanna cries silver tears. It is these silver 
tears that Goanna leaves for Night Parrot to take back to water the gumnut. Magically, the gumnut grows overnight into 
a magnificent tree with room for everyone – and the leaves on top of the tree are silver – like a beacon for all other birds 
who need refuge. First Nations-First Nations Philosophies-Conservation-Teamwork-Hope ABORIGINAL NOVEL
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503. Sometimes You Have To Be A Little Bit Naughty 
(Tim Minchin And Steve Antony)   $19.99   $15.99
If you’re stuck in your story and want to get out, you don’t have to cry, you don’t have to shout. Even if you’re little you 
can do a lot, you mustn’t let a little thing like little stop you. We’re told we have to do as we’re told, but surely, sometimes 
you have to be a little bit ... naughty! Inspired by the much-loved song from Tim Minchin, composer-lyricist of Matilda 
the Musical. Humour

504. Spaceboy (David Walliams)   $22.99   $18.39
The 1960s. Ruth loves climbing trees, making a mess and throwing stones. But the thing she loves most is SPACE. The 
girl is OBSESSED. She spends her days reading comics about alien invasions, doodling UFOs, watching B-movies about 
Earth being invaded by creatures from Mars… and gazing at the stars through her old, battered telescope. Until one 
night, Ruth creeps out of bed in the attic room of her rickety old farmhouse to watch the stars – and is just dozing off 
when she spots something blazing across the sky. Something that looks like a flying saucer! Is she dreaming? No! And 
the flying saucer is on fire… But when the UFO crash-lands in the cornfield, and Ruth rushes to help, she finds a mystery 
– and an adventure – beyond her wildest dreams… Adventure-Mystery-Humour Age 8+

505. This Book Is Not A Present (Max Greenfield And Mike Lowery)                 $19.99   $15.99
We all know kids who carry a book everywhere they go. Kids who can’t stop reading, even if it’s long after bedtime. 
Kids who love nothing more than sitting quietly in the corner, turning page after page... This book is a love letter to all 
the other kids. The ones who wouldn’t dream of asking for a book as a present. The ones who unwrap the box hoping 
to find anything—a dog, a skateboard, even socks—besides a book. Packed with clever, fourth-wall-breaking gags from 
Max Greenfield (New Girl) and eye-popping art from New York Times bestselling illustrator Mike Lowery, this ideal read-
aloud may not wag its tail or come with wheels, but it’s sure to have even the most reluctant bibliophiles laughing all 
the way to the end. Humour

506. Three Billy Goats Gruff, The (Mac Barnett And Jon Klassen)   $24.99  $19.99
I am a troll. I live to eat. I love the sound of hooves and feet and paws and claws on cobblestones. For that’s the sound of 
meat and bones! What lives under the bridge? A terrifying troll who is always hungry!And this troll loves to gobble up 
anyone who dares to cross the bridge, but his favourite of all is billy goat: goat rump in a honey glaze, curried goat and 
goat smeared on toast — you name it, this troll loves it! So, when the three Billy Goats Gruff decide to clip clop clip clop 
across the bridge, the troll is already imagining all the scrumptious ways to fill his belly. But what if the troll is about to 
underestimate those seemingly sweet goats ... And bite off more than he can chew! Fairytale-Rhyming Text

507. Tiny Light, A (Alison Lester)   $19.99   $15.99
The perfect bedtime story from Australia’s most loved-picture book creator When you go to bed tonight, be sure to leave 
a tiny light so Twinkles in the Milky Way can find you when they come to play ... This gentle story offers both wonder and 
comfort, and feels like a reassuring hug at bedtime. Children everywhere will love the magic of the Twinkles! Rhyming 
Text-Bedtime-Sleep AUSTRALIAN

508. To Greenland (Pip Smith And Beau Wylie)    $24.99   $19.99
Would you like to visit the land of your dreams? Where hats can be boats, and eels sell ice-cream? Will Llewyn and Ellie 
find their way through the grey to the wonderful, colourful Greenland? This fabulous story, told in rhyme, stars Llewyn, 
who lives in an extremely grey and monotonous world. When he meets a green elephant, Ellie, who has incredible 
stories of travelling to Greenland — a land of jellyfish lights that swim through the sky, and hills made of ice-cream that 
roll on for miles — he decides to make the journey with her to discover the land for himself. Dreaming-Perseverance-
Monotony-Teamwork-Community-Harmony-Friendship-Imagination

509. Today You Changed The World! 
(Maggie Hutchings And Evie Barrow)  $24.99   $19.99
It wasn’t on the radio but today in a town like yours ... Indie changed the world. You might not have heard about it, but 
every single day, tiny acts of kindness make a huge difference all around us. From Bella, who stands up for what’s right, 
to Li, who shares his gift with others, the smallest of actions can be enough to make the world a better place. From the 
critically-acclaimed team behind I Saw Pete and Pete Saw Me and Enough Love? comes a powerful invitation for kids to 
make change for themselves and for others. Kindness AUSTRALIAN

510. Tom Gates #20: Tom Gates: Happy To Help (Eventually) (Liz Pichon)     $17.99   $14.39
A feel-good, laugh-out-loud, packed-with-pictures Tom Gates story! It’s Tidy Up Saturday, but Tom is very busy relaxing 
and not helping out much. Until he spots the art box of his dreams in a shop window and everything changes. He’s 
suddenly focused on earning extra pocket money and helping with everything. But nothing quite goes to plan. Washing 
and shrinking Delia’s clothes isn’t a good start. And the hours spent carefully cleaning cars with Derek are ruined 
overnight when a storm hits Oakfield Town, causing even more chaos. At this rate it’s going to take a million years for 
Tom to get the art box of his dreams ... or will it? Age 9+ For all books in this series type TOM GATES into the search 
field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

511. Very Clever Bear, The (Nick Bland)    $17.99   $14.39
The circus has arrived in the Jingle Jangle Jungle and Bear’s friends have the perfect circus acts. Can Bear come up with 
a very clever trick of his own? Rhyming Text AUSTRALIAN
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512. Waiting For The Storks (Katrina Nannestad)   $19.99   $15.99
I don’t want to remember the truck, or the night I was taken, or the family I left behind. I am not a sad Polish girl. I am a 
good and happy German girl. I am. I am. I am. It’s the Second World War and Himmler’s Lebensborn Program is in full 
flight when eight-year-old Zofia Ulinski is kidnapped by the Germans. She has blonde hair and blue eyes, just like the 
other Polish children taken from their families and robbed of their names, their language, their heritage. But when Zofia 
is adopted into a wealthy and loving German family, it is easier, it is safer to bury her past, deep down, so everything 
is forgotten. Until the Polish boy arrives. And the past comes back to haunt her. Historical-World War 2-Lebensborn 
Program-Family-Loss Age 11+  AUSTRALIAN

513. We Are All Neighbours (Alexandra Penfold And Suzanne Kaufman)     $24.99   $19.99
Let’s go walking down our street. Friends and neighbours here to greet. Oh so many folks to meet. We are all neighbours 
here. Welcome to a neighbourhood where everyone is welcome. A neighbourhood where children of every culture play 
together, sharing food and laughter, and learning from each other’s traditions. A neighbourhood where diversity is a 
strength. From the creators of the no.1 New York Times bestselling All Are Welcome comes a triumphant picture book 
that celebrates diversity, kindness and the power of community. Here, we are ALL neighbours! Community-Diversity-
Belonging-Kindness

514. Welcome To Our Country: Back On Country 
(Adam Goodes And David Hardy)  $24.99   $19.99
‘Where are we going again?’ asks Lucy. ‘Back on Country,’ says Mum. ‘Where we’re going is where your nanna comes 
from, where we come from. Our Country is special to us. You’ll see.’ It’s Lucy and David’s first time back on Country. They 
meet their cousins and Elders, and see special places, learn local language words and hear stories as old as time. Join 
them to feel the strength that comes from being back on Country. Aboriginal Studies-Culture-Family-Connection-
Country AUSTRALIAN

515. Well Done, Mummy Penguin (Chris Haughton)   $27.99   $22.39
Mummy Penguin is off to find a fishy dinner for her family. She has to swim very fast, climb a slippery cliff – cu-crunch, 
cu-crunch, cu-crunch – and even tiptoe past some sleeping seals… Shh! All the while, Little Penguin looks on in awe 
and says: “Well done, Mummy Penguin!” The icy – and treacherous! – Antarctic landscapes are breathtaking in this funny 
and exciting celebration of all that mothers do, and all that mothers are. Penguins-Antarctic-Mums-Mothers-Humour-
Suspence

516. When Things Went Wild (Tom Mitchell)   $14.99   $11.99
When Kit’s family move to a crumbling house in the Scottish Highlands, he’s got a lot to deal with - terrible Wi-Fi, a new 
school in the middle of nowhere, and, as always, his annoying little brother, Jack. But it’s not until the brothers find a 
strange object on the moors that Kit’s problems really begin. A policewoman comes knocking, and the boys learn that 
they have found a tracker that has been removed from the leg of a golden eagle. The illegal killing of these majestic 
birds is all too common, and now a pair of nesting eagles are under threat. Kit and Jack start to investigate, soon joined 
by Tamora - the most popular girl in school - and her younger sister, Bea. Who is trying to harm the eagles, and why? 
Chief suspects are landowner Lord Cavendish, local farmer McNab and sinister game keeper Mosby . . . Can the city kids 
cope with the country - and catch the culprit? Mystery-Adventure-Humour-Animal Conservation Age 9+

517. Where Does My Food Come From? 
(Annabel Karmel And Alex Willmore)   $24.99   $19.99
A fully illustrated non-fiction picture book that lets readers discover how their favourite foods are grown and made - 
with exclusive recipes from Annabel Karmel for each one. Images from renowned children’s artist Alex Willmore make 
each food cheekily spring to life on the page, telling the story of its creation to the reader. Find out how eggs, cheese, 
tomatoes, pasta, strawberries, honey and chocolate are grown and made, and enjoy the fun, step-by-step food activities 
in each section too. Best of all, Annabel includes two fantastic, child-friendly recipes for each food. They’re perfect for 
getting kids to create and eat wonderful meals with their favourite food - and for getting fussy eaters to try new foods 
too. Food-Food Production-Gardening-Cooking-Recipes

518. You Don’t Know What War Is (Yeva Skalietska)   $19.99   $15.99
Everyone knows the word ‘war’. But very few understand what it truly means. When you find you have to face it, you feel 
totally lost, walled in by fright and despair. Until you’ve been there, you don’t know what war is. This is the gripping, 
urgent and moving diary of young Ukrainian refugee Yeva Skalietska. It follows twelve days in Ukraine that changed 
12-year-old Yeva’s life forever. She was woken in the early hours to the terrifying sounds of shelling. Russia had invaded 
Ukraine, and her beloved Kharkiv home was no longer the safe haven it should have been. It was while she and her 
granny were forced to seek shelter in a damp, cramped basement that Yeva decided to write down her story. And it is 
a story that the world needs to hear. Yeva captured the nation’s heart when she was featured on Channel 4 News with 
her granny as they fled Ukraine for Dublin. In You Don’t Know What War Is, Yeva records what is happening hour-by-
hour as she seeks safety and travels from Kharkiv to Dublin. Each eye-opening diary entry is supplemented by personal 
photographs, excerpts of messages between Yeva and her friends and daily headlines from around the world, while 
three beautifully detailed maps (by Kharkiv-native Olga Shtonda) help the reader track Yeva and her granny’s journey 
through Europe. You Don’t Know What War Is is a powerful insight into what conflict is like through the eyes of a child 
and an essential read for adults and older children alike. True Stories-Diary-War-Ukraine-Refugees Age 10+
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519. Speedy Sloth, The (Rebecca Young And Heath Mckenzie)  $19.99   $15.99
It was finally time for the event of the year, Spike couldn’t believe it - the great race was here! The other sloths said 
it couldn’t be done, but Spike didn’t care, she was ready to run! From award-winning creators Rebecca Young and 
Heath McKenzie, comes this inspiring story to celebrate all winners ... especially those who don’t come first. The official 
story chosen for ALIA National Simultaneous Storytime 2023, to be celebrated all across Australia and New Zealand! 
Rhyming Text-Competition AUSTRALIAN - SIMULTANEOUS READING BOOK 2023

NATIONAL SIMULTANEOUS STORYTIME
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No. QTY No. QTY No. QTY No. QTY No. QTY No. QTY No. QTY No. QTY No. QTY No. QTY No. QTY No. QTY No. QTY No. QTY No. QTY

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45

46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75

76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105

106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120

121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135

136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150

151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165

166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180

181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195

196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210

211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225

226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240

241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255

256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270

271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285

286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 300

301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315

316 317 318 319 320 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330

331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345

346 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360

361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372 373 374 375

376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388 389 390

391 392 393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400 401 402 403 404 405

406 407 408 409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418 419 420

421 422 423 424 425 426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433 434 435

436 437 438 439 440 441 442 443 444 445 446 447 448 449 450

451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458 459 460 461 462 463 464 465

466 467 468 469 470 471 472 473 474 475 476 477 478 479 480

481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 491 492 493 494 495

496 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 507 508 509 510

511 512 513 514 515 516 517 518 519
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